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"-Bonjour, dit le Petit Prince.
- Bonjour dit le marchand."

C’était un marchand de pilules perfectionnées qui apaisent la soif. On en avale une par
semaine et l’on n’éprouve plus le besoin de boire.

"-Pourquoi vends tu ça ? dit le Petit Prince.
- C’est une grosse économie de temps, dit le marchand. Les experts ont fait des calculs. On

épargne cinquante-trois minutes par semaine.
- Et que fait on des cinquante-trois minutes ?

- On en fait ce qu’on veut...
- Moi, dit le Petit Prince, si j’avais cinquante-trois minutes à dépenser, je marcherais tout

doucement vers une fontaine..."

Antoine de Saint Exupéry

Le Petit Prince
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Résumé détaillé (en français)

Le concept d’intrication trouve ses origines dès les premiers temps du développe-
ment de la théorie quantique. Schrödinger est le premier à mettre un nom sur ce
concept ("Verschränkung" en allemand), tandis qu’Einstein, Podolski et Rosen men-
tionnaient, dans leur célèbre article de 1935 [EPR35], a spooky action at a distance
que l’on pourrait traduire par une action à distance fantomatique et effrayante. Si
ce concept a, d’un point de vue théorique et philosophique, permis une meilleure
compréhension des fondements de la mécanique quantique, l’intrication est dev-
enue depuis les années quatre-vingt un ingrédient clé dans le développement de
l’information quantique [NC00]. Ce domaine de recherche récent tente de surpasser
les limites imposées par les concepts d’information classique. Une des premières
applications modernes de l’intrication en tant que ressource technologique est la
"quantum key distribution", premier protocole de cryptographie quantique permet-
tant des communications sécurisées. L’intrication quantique est également pressentie
pour être d’une grande importance dans le développement d’ordinateurs quantiques,
dans lesquels l’information n’est plus stockée dans des bits classiques, mais dans
des bits quantiques, ou "qubits" [DV95]. Toutes ces nouvelles applications ont besoin
d’un solide cadre théorique, c’est pourquoi de nombreux efforts ont été menés pour
développer des définitions rigoureuses d’un état intriqué, introduire des critères de
séparabilité [HHH96], ou des mesures d’intrication [PV07].
Ces méthodes développées en information quantique ont attiré la curiosité d’autres
domaines de la physique, comme la physique de la matière condensée [Pre00, Sch13].
En effet, l’intrication d’un état quantique peut aider à la caractérisation de nouveaux
états de la matière avec des corrélations à longue portée, comme les supraconducteurs
à haute température [Ver04] ou l’effet Hall quantique [LH08]. L’étude de l’intrication
est également un outil puissant dans la détection de transitions de phase quantiques
à température nulle. Au point critique, le système présente des corrélations à longue
portée à cause de l’intrication de l’état fondamental. Par exemple, les propriétés
d’échelle d’états fondamentaux intriqués de systèmes critiques ont été analysées au
travers du comportement de l’entropie d’intrication, une mesure utilisée lorsque le
système est pur. Il a notamment été montré que l’entropie d’intrication de certaines
théories critiques peut être reliée à la charge centrale de la théorie conforme corre-
spondante [CC09, VLRK03, PS05]. Le concept de spectre d’intrication a été également
introduit comme un outil puissant dans l’étude des phénomènes critiques. L’analyse
du spectre de la matrice densité réduite d’une bipartition d’un système quantique
et du gap de Schmidt (la différence entre les deux valeurs propres les plus élevées)
a, par exemple, parfaitement décrit le comportement du paramètre d’ordre dans la
région critique [DCLLS12].
Si tous ces travaux traitent de l’intrication de l’état fondamental, on peut se poser
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la question quant au comportement de l’intrication dans des systèmes hors de
l’équilibre. En effet, grâce aux nombreux progrès expérimentaux ces dernières an-
nées, la physique des systèmes hors de l’équilibre a connu un regain d’intérêt,
spécialement dans des domaines comme la matière condensée, ou l’optique quan-
tique. Malgré ces progrès expérimentaux, une théorie générale décrivant les systèmes
quantiques hors équilibre est toujours manquante. La compréhension du comporte-
ment de ce genre de système est donc d’une grande importance dans la physique
théorique moderne.

Les travaux exposés dans ce manuscrit sont consacrés à l’étude du comportement
hors de l’équilibre de systèmes quantiques, et plus particulièrement de leurs pro-
priétés d’intrication. Plusieurs protocoles peuvent être mis en œuvre pour amener
un système hors de l’équilibre. On peut par exemple réaliser une trempe quantique
[CG07, PSSV11] en variant plus ou moins rapidement un paramètre de contrôle dans
l’hamiltonien. Le couplage d’un système à un environnement mène également à de
très intéressantes dynamiques et propriétés d’intrication.
La chaîne de spins quantique constitue un très bon candidat pour cette étude.
En effet, l’avantage de ce type de modèle réside dans sa faible dimension-
nalité, nous autorisant la plupart du temps le développement de méthodes
analytiques et numériques permettant de déduire leur principales propriétés
[LSM61, BMD70, BM71a, BM71b, MBA71].

Cette thèse est divisée en cinq chapitres. Le chapitre 1 est consacré à la présen-
tation du cadre théorique et mathématique de cette thèse. On se consacre dans un
premier temps à la description du phénomène d’intrication quantique. Un état quan-
tique pur |Ψ〉 dans un espace de Hilbert composite H = H1 ⊗H2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ HN est dit
séparable s’il peut s’écrire sous la forme

|Ψ〉 = |φ1〉 ⊗ |φ2〉 ⊗ . . . |φN〉, (1)

où |φi〉 ∈ Hi. S’il ne peut pas s’écrire sous la forme précédente, cet état est dit intriqué.
Dans la suite de ce travail, nous nous limiterons au cas N = 2, et nous parlerons donc
d’intrication bipartite. Si l’on considère deux spins 1/2, un état pur intriqué bien connu
est par exemple l’un des états de Bell |Ψ〉 = 1√

2
(| ↑↓〉+ | ↓↑〉), où l’état | ↑〉 (resp. | ↓〉)

est état propre de l’opérateur σz avec la valeur propre 1 (resp. −1). Cet état possède
une propriété intéressante lorsque l’on effectue une mesure sur l’un des deux spins,
par exemple une mesure de sa polarisation. En effet, dû au principe de réduction du
paquet d’onde, si on trouve que l’état du premier spin est | ↑〉 (resp. | ↓〉), cela veut
dire que le deuxième spin a été instantanément projeté dans l’état | ↓〉 (resp. | ↑〉) bien
qu’aucune mesure n’ait été effectuée sur ce spin.
Lorsque l’état considéré est un mélange statistique (cas des états thermiques par
exemple), il ne peut être représenté par un vecteur de l’espace de Hilbert, et l’on
doit faire appel au formalisme de la matrice densité. La notion d’intrication est alors
généralisée de la manière suivante: un état ρ est dit séparable s’il peut s’écrire comme

ρ = ∑
i

piρ
A
i ⊗ ρB

i , avec ∑
i

pi = 1, pi ≥ 0 ∀i, (2)

et est intriqué autrement. Ici, ρA
i et ρB

i sont des matrices densité réduites associées aux
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partitions A et B. Nous introduisons ensuite la notion de critère de séparabilité, qui
nous permet de connaître le caractère intriqué ou non d’un état. Si cet état est pur, un
de ces critères est basé sur la décomposition de Schmidt [Sch06, EK95]. Si un seul co-
efficient apparaît dans cette décomposition, alors l’état considéré est séparable. Pour
un mélange statistique, l’un des critères les plus fréquemment utilisé est le critère
PPT [Per96], pour positive partial transpose (transposée partielle positive en français).
Si l’on obtient un spectre positif après avoir effectué la transposée partielle de la ma-
trice de densité, alors l’état est séparable. Dans la pratique, la seule connaissance de
l’intrication ou non d’un état quantique est souvent insuffisante. En effet, ces critères
ne nous donnent pas accès à la quantité d’intrication présente, et il est alors judicieux
de définir une mesure d’intrication [PV07]. Une mesure d’intrication est une appli-
cation de la matrice densité vers un nombre réel qui nous indique si l’état est plus
ou moins intriqué. Dans ce travail, nous avons utilisé deux mesures différentes. La
première de ces mesures est l’entropie d’intrication, utile quand l’état est pur. Elle est
définie comme l’entropie de von Neumann de la matrice densité réduite d’une des
deux partitions

E (|ψ〉) = S(ρA) = −Tr{ρA ln ρA} = S(ρB). (3)

Cette mesure étant incapable de discerner les corrélations classiques des corréla-
tions quantiques dans le cas d’un mélange statistique, nous introduisons également
l’intrication de formation [HW97, Woo98, Woo01, PV07], définie comme l’intrication
moyenne minimum sur toutes les décompositions possibles de l’état sur une base
d’états purs:

E f (ρ) = min
{|ψi〉}

∑
i

piE(|ψi〉). (4)

Dans la pratique, cette minimisation est très difficile, mais il a cependant été montré
que dans le cas où le système considéré est constitué de deux spins 1/2 (ce qui sera
majoritairement notre cas dans la suite), l’intrication de formation peut s’écrire en
fonction d’un nombre C ∈ [0 : 1], appelé la concurrence, et défini comme

C(ρ) = max{0, λ1 − λ2 − λ3 − λ4}. (5)

Ici, les λi sont les valeurs propres en ordre décroissant de la matrice R =
√√

ρρ̃
√

ρ
où ρ̃ est définie par ρ̃ = (σy ⊗ σy)ρ∗(σy ⊗ σy). L’intrication de formation étant une
fonction monotone croissante de C, la concurrence peut être utilisée comme mesure
en elle-même. Plus ce nombre est grand, plus les deux spins sont intriqués.

Après cette brève présentation de l’intrication quantique, nous nous focalisons sur
les deux modèles utilisés, le modèle XY et le modèle de Bose-Hubbard. Le premier
de ces modèles décrit une assemblée de spins en interaction. Son hamiltonien est

HXY = − J
2 ∑

n

(
1 + κ

2
σx

n σx
n+1 +

1 − κ

2
σ

y
nσ

y
n+1

)
− h

2 ∑
n

σz
i , (6)

où les σα
n sont les matrices de Pauli dans la direction α (α = x, y, z) associées au site

n, h est un champ magnétique transverse, J est le couplage entre deux spins premiers
voisins, et κ est un paramètre d’anisotropie. Le cas isotrope (κ = 0) correspond au
modèle XX, tandis que la limite anisotrope (κ = 1) correspond au modèle d’Ising.
Cet hamiltonien prend une forme fermionique quadratique après introduction de la
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transformation de Jordan-Wigner qui associe aux opérateurs de montée et descente
de spin des opérateurs de Clifford

Γ1
n =

n−1

∏
i=1

(−σz
i ) σx

n , Γ2
n =

n−1

∏
i=1

(−σz
i ) σ

y
n , (7)

et il devient
H =

1
4

Γ
†TΓ, (8)

où T est la matrice hamiltonienne et Γ un vecteur contenant les opérateurs de Clifford.
L’introduction des opérateurs fermioniques diagonaux ηq et η†

q , reliés aux opérateur
de Clifford par une transformation de Bogoliubov permet l’écriture de l’hamiltonien
sous une forme diagonale

H = ∑
q

εq

(
η†

q ηq −
1
2

)
, (9)

où εq est l’énergie de l’excitation fermionique q. L’analyse de εq nous permet d’avoir
accès au diagramme de phase du modèle XY [Kar06] qui est discuté dans la section
1.3.2.
Après cela, nous nous intéressons à la dynamique des opérateurs de Clifford dans la
représentation de Heisenberg, qui s’écrit

Γ(t) = R(t)Γ(0), (10)

avec R(t) = e−itT , et nous dérivons une formule pour l’entropie d’intrication d’une
partition A d’un système dans le cas du modèle XX. Nous rappelons qu’elle peut être
reliée aux valeurs propres ξq de la matrice de corrélation, CA = 〈c†

i cj〉 où les indices i
et j sont restreints au sous-espace A.
Finalement, le deuxième modèle que nous avons considéré est le modèle de Bose-
Hubbard. Ce modèle décrit de façon simple la dynamique de bosons sur un réseau
unidimensionnel. Son hamiltonien est ici

HBH = −t ∑
i

(
b†

i bi+1 + bib
†
i+1

)
− µ ∑

i

ni +
U
2 ∑

i

ni(ni − 1), (11)

ou les bi et b†
i sont des opérateurs bosoniques, et ni = b†

i bi est un opérateur de
densité locale. Le premier terme de l’hamiltonien est un terme cinétique décrivant le
saut d’un boson sur le site voisin. Le deuxième terme est proportionnel au potentiel
chimique qui fixe le nombre de bosons du système, et le dernier terme est un terme
d’interaction locale entre bosons sur le même site. Cette interaction est répulsive pour
U > 0 et attractive si U < 0. L’hamiltonien devient soluble dans les deux limites de
paramètres t/U → 0 et t/U → ∞. Dans la limite où t → 0, le terme d’interaction
domine et le système est caractérisé par une densité n0 constante sur tous les sites,
fixée par la minimisation de l’énergie. L’état fondamental est dit état de Mott et est
donné par le produit tensoriel

|Ψ〉 = ∏
i

(b†
i )

n0 |0〉, (12)
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où |0〉 est l’état vide de boson. Dans la limite opposée, le terme cinétique est dom-
inant, et le système est dans une phase superfluide où les bosons sont délocalisés sur
tout le réseau. L’état fondamental est dans ce cas donné par

|Ψ〉 =
(

∑
i

b†
i

)N

|0〉. (13)

Le diagramme de phase de ce modèle est présenté sur la figure 1.2.

Les quatre chapitres suivants contiennent les principaux résultats de la thèse. Le
chapitre 2 est consacré à l’étude de la dynamique de trempe d’une condensat de
bosons initialement piégé sur un réseau optique unidimensionnel par un potentiel de
confinement harmonique. Le condensat de particules est initialement piégé entre les
positions x = A < 0 et x = 0. En fonction de la valeur du paramètre de contrôle
du potentiel, nous avons travaillé avec deux types d’états initiaux. Dans le premier
cas, tout le condensat est dans une phase superfluide, avec une variation spatiale de
la densité. Dans le deuxième cas, deux phases superfluides entourent une phase de
Mott, centrée en x = A/2, où la densité locale reste constante et égale à un.
Dans la limite d’une répulsion infinie entre bosons sur un même site (limite bosons
de cœur dur), nous avons développé une théorie hydrodynamique qui reproduit par-
faitement le comportement des bosons. Cette théorie repose essentiellement sur une
hypothèse d’équilibre local avec le potentiel. Dans le cadre de cette théorie, les par-
ticules sont émises vers la gauche et vers la droite le long de trajectoires d’énergie
εq = V(x) − cos(q) constante. Les densités de particules dans l’espace des phases
(x, q) se déplaçant vers la gauche (left movers, signe −) et vers la droite (right movers,
signe +) sont données par

ρ±(x, q, t) =
1
2

∫ ∫
dx0dq0ρ0(x0, q0)δ(x − x±(x0, q0, t))δ(q − q±(x0, q0, t)), (14)

et la densité totale par ρ(x, q, t) = ρ+(x, q, t) + ρ−(x, q, t). Dans l’expression préce-
dente, x±(x0, q0, t) et q±(x0, q0, t) sont les équations d’évolution d’une particule
initialement située en (x0, q0).
Nous avons considéré deux types de trempe différents. Le premier consiste à
soudainement supprimer le potentiel de confinement. Après la trempe, l’équation
d’évolution d’une particule initialement en (x0, q0) est celle d’une particule libre
x±(x0, q0) = x0 ± vq0 t où vq0 est la vitesse de la particule ne dépendant que de son
énergie initiale. Comme le potentiel est nul, les particules sont libres d’aller explorer
tout l’espace, et le condensat s’étale vers la droite et la gauche jusqu’à ce que les
particules atteignent les deux bords du système. Les prédictions données par la
théorie hydrodynamique permettent de parfaitement décrire l’évolution temporelle
du profil de densité, ainsi que l’évolution du nombre de particules présentes dans la
région initiale du piège.
Le second protocole de trempe considéré consiste au passage d’un potentiel har-
monique à un potentiel linéaire d’équation V(x) = −Fx Θ(−x) où la fonction de
Heaviside assure que le potentiel n’est différent de zéro que dans la partie néga-
tive de l’axe. Le condensat présente un comportement plus riche que dans le cas
précédent. En effet, on observe dans ce cas une séparation du condensat en deux
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parties: les particules d’énergie initiale comprise entre −1 et 1 quittent la rampe et se
propagent vers la droite de l’axe, tandis que les autres restent piégées par le potentiel
en effectuant des oscillations de Bloch. En fonction de l’état initial et de la force F,
plusieurs régimes d’oscillations sont observés:

• Pour un état initial complètement superfluide, toutes les particules quittent la
rampe pour une force F < FS f

esc , où FS f
esc est la force telle que le point le plus

énergétique du condensat initial soit égale à 1. Pour des valeurs de forces
intermédiaires, on observe un régime d’oscillations où le condensat piégé se
sépare en deux parties, une partie correspondant aux left movers, qui com-
mencent leur mouvement vers la gauche, et une partie correspondant aux
right movers, qui commencent leur mouvement vers la droite. Pour des forces
élevées, tout le condensat commence son mouvement dans la même direction,
et il oscille comme un tout.

• Lorsque l’état initial est un mélange Mott/superfluide, la seule force qui per-
met à toutes les particules de s’échapper du piège est F = 0. On observe pour
cet état initial des oscillations de part et d’autre d’un plateau où la densité
reste constante au cours du temps, et égale à sa valeur initiale. Trois régimes
d’oscillations différents sont observés: Pour des faibles valeurs de force, les
deux côtés oscillants du plateau commencent leurs oscillations dans des direc-
tions opposées (vers la gauche sur le côté gauche, et vers la droite sur le côté
droit), menant à un breathing regime. Pour des valeurs de force intermédiaires,
le côté gauche du plateau se sépare en deux parties, correspondant aux left et
right movers, oscillant en sens contraire, alors que le mouvement du côté droit
est inchangé. Finalement, pour des valeurs de force importantes, les deux
côtés du condensat oscillent en phase, c’est à dire dans la même direction à
un instant donné.

Un diagramme de phase décrivant les différents régimes d’oscillations est
présenté figure 2.13. Finalement, on mentionne que nous avons également étudié
la densité de particules s’échappant du piège, le courant de particules, ainsi que
l’évolution temporelle de l’entropie d’intrication entre les particules piégées et celles
s’échappant du piège.

Les trois chapitre suivant sont consacrés à l’étude de systèmes quantiques ouverts
sur un environnement (ou bain). Dans le chapitre 3, nous focalisons notre attention
sur la dynamique de deux spins "défauts", localement couplés de manière symétrique
à un environnement modélisé par une chaîne de 2N spins avec interaction d’Ising,
et dans un état thermique. Les deux défauts sont initialement préparés dans un
état séparable (c’est à dire désintriqués), et l’on se pose la question de savoir si de
l’intrication peut être créée entre ces deux spins par l’intermédiaire du couplage à un
environnement commun. Dans la suite, la chaîne de spins a été transformée en une
chaîne de bosons en interactions par la transformation d’Holstein-Primakoff. Nous
avons choisi de travailler dans la limite où le champ magnétique transverse du bain
est très supérieur au couplage intra-chaîne, rendant tous les spins de l’environnement
presque parfaitement polarisés dans la direction du champ, et de plus, la tempéra-
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ture de l’environnement est supposée très faible. Ces approximations nous amènent
finalement à une chaîne d’Ising transformée en une assemblée d’oscillateurs har-
moniques en interaction.
La symétrie d’échange des bosons −n et n dans la chaîne nous pousse à l’introduction
de nouvelles coordonnées pour la description du bain: les coordonnées de centre de
masse (symétriques) et les coordonnées relatives (antisymétriques). L’introduction
de ces nouvelles variables a pour effet de découpler la chaîne de taille 2N en deux
chaînes de N oscillateurs contenant respectivement les coordonnées symétriques
et antisymétriques. De la même manière, nous introduisons une base d’états non
locaux symétriques et antisymétriques pour la description des deux spins défauts.
Cette nouvelle base mène à nouveau à un découplage: les états symétriques ne sont
couplés qu’au bain composé des variables symétriques, et de même pour les états
antisymétriques. Ce découplage est brisé par l’introduction de l’hamiltonien Zeeman
des deux défauts. En effet, cet hamiltonien, une fois écrit dans la nouvelle base,
couple les sous-espaces symétrique et antisymétrique, et il devient donc impossible
d’écrire l’opérateur d’évolution total comme un produit de deux opérateurs agissant
dans les espaces symétrique et antisymétrique respectivement. Pour pouvoir écrire
l’opérateur d’évolution de cette manière (et donc découpler la dynamique), nous
avons fait appel à l’approximation suivante: la dynamique est analysée pour des
temps très inférieurs au temps caractéristique microscopique des défauts donné par
l’inverse de leur gap en énergie. Dans ce régime temporel, l’hamiltonien Zeeman
n’influence pas la dynamique des défauts, et il peut être en conséquence négligé
dans l’hamiltonien total. Dans la pratique, nous avons considéré des spins défauts
dégénérés (c’est à dire que nous avons posé le champ transverse des défauts égal à
zéro), ce qui nous autorise à étudier la dynamique pour des temps arbitrairement
longs.
Grâce à l’approximation précédente, nous avons pu établir l’évolution temporelle
des éléments de la matrice densité réduite des spins défauts (équation (3.52)), ce qui
nous a permis de suivre l’évolution temporelle de la concurrence. Nous avons dans
un premier temps analysé le cas de deux défauts couplés à la même position dans la
chaîne, puis le cas de deux spins défauts couplés à deux endroits différents. Dans les
deux cas, nous avons observé une création d’intrication entre les deux spins défauts.
La concurrence associée oscille au cours du temps, avec des oscillations dépendant
fortement des paramètres du système. La différence principale entre les deux cas
précédemment mentionnés est que lorsque les spins sont couplés au même endroit,
l’intrication est créée instantanément alors qu’un temps d’établissement est néces-
saire lorsqu’ils sont séparés par une distance non nulle. Ce temps d’établissement
d’intrication croît exponentiellement avec la distance entre les spins défauts. La
période d’oscillation augmente lorsque les couplages intra-chaîne et défauts-chaîne
sont augmentés, et le maximum atteint par la concurrence ne dépend lui que du
couplage entre le défauts et la chaîne, ainsi que de l’état initial des défauts. En effet,
l’intrication est créée pour tous les état initiaux, sauf lorsque l’un ou les deux défauts
sont préparés initialement dans un état propre de l’hamiltonien d’interaction.

Dans le chapitre 4, nous étudions un modèle similaire au modèle étudié dans
le chapitre précédent, à savoir deux spins défauts localement couplés aux positions
0 et d d’une chaîne d’Ising en champ transverse avec des conditions de bord péri-
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odiques. La différence vient du fait que les défauts sont ici initialement préparés
dans un état de Bell, c’est à dire que l’intrication est maximum. De plus, le champ
transverse de l’environnement est soudainement trempé d’une valeur initiale hi à une
valeur finale h f , le forçant à évoluer dans un régime hors de l’équilibre. Le but est
ici d’étudier l’influence de la trempe de l’environnement sur l’intrication initiale des
défauts par rapport à la situation d’équilibre (c’est à dire lorsqu’aucune trempe n’est
effectuée) déjà traitée dans la littérature [CP08b]. La concurrence s’exprime dans ce
cas de manière très simple en fonction de l’écho de Loschmidt L(t), qui est lui même
relié à l’évolution temporelle de la matrice de corrélation fermionique initiale des
deux défauts. Cette évolution temporelle a été étudiée numériquement par diagonal-
isation exacte.
Nous nous sommes dans un premier temps penchés sur l’influence de la valeur du
couplage ε entre les défauts et l’environnement. Nous avons identifié deux régimes
différents, correspondant à un couplage faible et à un couplage fort. Dans le régime
de couplage faible l’écho décroit lentement et de manière monotone. Lorsque le cou-
plage est augmenté, la décroissance de l’écho est plus rapide et, pour de fortes valeurs
de ε, l’écho développe des oscillations dont la fréquence est fonction de la valeur du
couplage. Ces oscillations sont contenues dans une enveloppe indépendante de ε.
Nous avons ensuite étudié plus attentivement l’effet de la trempe sur les propriétés
de désintrication. Il apparaît que la trempe est toujours néfaste du point de vue
de la cohérence du système, dans le sens où elle accélère toujours la désintrication.
Nous avons également mis en évidence que l’écho reflète les propriétés critiques de
l’environnement. En effet, la dérivé de l’écho par rapport au champ initial à un temps
fixé présente une anomalie lorsque le champ initial est proche de la valeur hi = 1.
Le système étant de taille fini dans nos simulations numériques, l’anomalie observée
est un pic et non une divergence totale de la dérivée. Une analyse d’effets de taille
finie nous a permis de trouver la loi gouvernant la position du pic ainsi que sa valeur
maximale en fonction de la taille de l’environnement:

|hc − hmax| ∼ Nγ, dhL|hmax ∼ ln N, (15)

où γ est un exposant qui peut être relié à l’exposant critique de la longueur de cor-
rélation ν de la classe d’universalité du modèle d’Ising (ν = 1).
Nous avons ensuite considéré la dynamique aux temps courts. Dans ce régime tem-
porel, la décroissance de l’écho est gaussienne L(t) ∼ exp(−αt2), et on trouve finale-
ment:

L(t) = 1 − t2
[
〈H̃2

I 〉 − 〈H̃I〉2
]
+O(t3), (16)

où 〈H̃I〉 est la valeur moyenne de l’hamiltonien d’interaction dans l’état initial
de l’environnement. Il apparaît donc que la trempe n’influence pas le début de
l’évolution de l’écho, puisque c’est la variance de l’hamiltonien d’interaction dans
l’état intial qui gouverne la dynamique de l’echo aux temps courts. En terme de fonc-
tion de corrélation spin-spin, le paramètre gaussien α est donné par

α = 2ε2 (1 + 〈σz
0 σz

d〉c − 〈σz
0〉2) . (17)

Loin du point critique, ce paramètre sature lorsque la distance devient grande. Au
contraire, lorsque le champ transverse de l’environnement est proche du point cri-
tique hi = 1, cette saturation n’existe pas. En effet, le corrélateur connecté 〈σz

0 σz
d〉c
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décroit exponentiellement hors du point critique, menant à la saturation à grandes
distances, alors que la décroissance est algébrique au point critique.
La taille finie de l’environnement dans nos simulations numériques induit un change-
ment significatif de l’écho pour des temps de l’ordre de N. Ce phénomène de revival
est dû au transport des quasi-particules le long de la chaîne. Une des différences ma-
jeures par rapport à la situation d’équilibre réside dans le fait que ce revival apparaît
à des temps deux fois plus courts que lorsque l’environnement n’est pas trempé. En
effet, dans le cas de la trempe globale considérée ici, tous les sites de la chaîne sont
émetteurs d’excitations, ces dernières n’ont donc besoin de parcourir que la moitié
de la chaîne pour reconstruire l’état initial. Au contraire, dans la situation d’équilibre,
ces excitations ne sont émises qu’aux positions où les défauts sont couplés. Il leur
est donc nécessaire de parcourir la chaîne entière afin de reconstruire la cohérence
initiale.
Enfin, la dernière partie de cette étude tente d’identifier la part de la désintrication
venant directement du couplage avec l’environnement, et celle venant de l’interaction
mutuelle des deux défauts au travers de la chaîne. Pour cela, nous avons étudié la
différence entre l’écho dans la situation où les défauts sont couplés à un environ-
nement commun et l’écho dans la situation limite où les deux défauts sont couplés
à des environnements différents. Lorsque le champ magnétique initial est loin de la
valeur critique, l’évolution de l’écho est la même dans les deux situations jusqu’à
ce que les spins soient corrélés par l’intermédiaire des quasi-particules parcourant
l’environnement. Au contraire, pour une chaîne critique, la différence entre les échos
est non nulle à t = 0+, reflétant la corrélation initiale des deux défauts au travers de
la longueur de corrélation critique.

Finalement, le chapitre 5, dernier chapitre de cette thèse, est consacré à la dy-
namique d’un système quantique couplé à un environnement décrit par un pro-
cessus d’interactions répétées [AP06, AJ07, AD10]. L’environnement joue le rôle de
réservoir d’intrication, et nous étudions le transfert de cette intrication au système
considéré. Nous commençons ce chapitre par une introduction détaillée du proces-
sus d’interactions répétées. L’environnement est, dans ce contexte, modélisé par une
assemblée de "copies" identiques et indépendantes et l’interaction avec le système se
fait de manière répétée, c’est à dire que le système interagit avec toutes les copies,
l’une après les autres, pendant un temps caractéristique τ. Notons que cela est équiv-
alent à rafraîchir l’état initial de l’environnement après chaque temps t = nτ. Si l’on
ne s’intéresse qu’à l’évolution temporelle du système, on peut montrer que sa matrice
densité réduite après la nième interaction est donnée par

ρs(nτ) = Trn

{
U(n)

i

[
ρs((n − 1)τ)⊗ ρb

n

]
U(n)†

i

}
, (18)

où U(n)
i est l’opérateur d’évolution couplant le système à la nième copie de

l’environnement. Dans la limite continue où le temps d’interaction τ tend vers zéro,
ρs obéit à l’équation de Lindblad

∂tρs(t) = L{ρs}, (19)

avec
L{X} = −i[Hs, X]−1

2 ∑
i

({
LiL

†
i , X

}
− 2LiXL†

i

)
. (20)
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Lorsque les hamiltoniens considérés peuvent s’écrire sous une forme quadratique
d’opérateurs fermioniques, et que l’état initial total est Gaussien, il est possible de
montrer que l’évolution temporelle préserve le caractère gaussien de l’état [Pes03].
Il s’en suit donc, d’après le théorème de Wick, que toutes les observables décrivant
le système peuvent s’écrire en fonction des corrélateurs fermioniques à deux points.
Dans la limite continue, la matrice de corrélation fermionique évolue selon l’équation

∂tG
S = −i[TS, GS]− 1

2

({
GS, ΘΘ†

}
− 2ΘGBΘ†

)
(21)

où GS et GB sont les matrices de corrélation restreintes au système et à une copie du
bain respectivement, et Θ est une matrice contenant le couplage système-bain.
Dans le reste de cette étude, les copies constituant le bain sont supposées être for-
mées d’une paire de spins 1/2, non couplés entre eux, et préparés dans un état de
Bell maximalement intriqué. Nous avons dans un premier temps étudié un modèle
trivial, pour lequel la dynamique a pu être déterminée analytiquement. Il consiste en
deux spins 1/2, chacun de ces spins étant couplé à un des constituants de la paire
de Bell formant une copie de l’environnement (voir la figure 5.2 pour une représen-
tation du modèle). Ces deux spins sont préparés dans un état thermique séparable
paramétré par leur aimantation. Afin d’évaluer la concurrence dans le système, la
matrice densité réduite est reconstruite à l’aide des fonctions de corrélation spin-spin,
elles mêmes déterminées grâce à l’évolution temporelle de la matrice de corrélation
fermionique. Nous trouvons que la concurrence évolue en suivant

C(t) =max
{

0, 1 − e−γ2t − 1
2

([
2e−γ2t + (m0

1m0
4 − 1)e−2γ2t

]2
,

−(m0
1 + m0

4)
2e−2γ2t

)1/2
}

. (22)

où m0
1 and m0

4 sont les aimantations initiales des spins 1 et 4 respctivement. Dans
l’état stationnaire, la concurrence atteint la valeur C14(t → ∞) = 1, indiquant une
intrication maximale entre les spins du système, bien qu’ils n’aient jamais interagi
directement.
Après ce modèle trivial, nous avons considéré un système plus compliqué, où les
deux spins sont remplacés par deux chaînes identiques de spins avec interactions de
type XX. Chacune des chaînes est couplée sur un bord à un des spins constituant la
paire de Bell (voir figure 5.7). Nous avons étudié la dynamique du système sur deux
régimes temporels différents: un régime de temps courts par rapport à la longueur
des chaînes 1 < t ≪ N, et un régime de temps longs t ≫ N. La vitesse des excita-
tions étant normalisée à v = 1, le temps t = N correspond au temps nécessaire à la
première excitation injectée pour atteindre le bord opposé du point d’interaction avec
l’environnement. L’étude du premier de ces régimes nous renseigne sur le comporte-
ment d’un système semi-infini. Dans ce cas, le système atteint un état stationnaire
hors équilibre, ou NESS (pour non-equilibrium-steady-state en anglais) caractérisé par
un courant stationnaire traversant les deux chaînes. On étudie ce NESS au travers
du comportement d’observables telles que l’aimantation locale et le courant. On
s’intéresse également à deux types d’intrication: l’intrication longitudinale, mesurée
entre deux spins consécutifs dans une chaîne, et la concurrence croisée, mesurée
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entre un spin de la première chaîne et son équivalent dans la deuxième (voir les
doubles flèches de la figure 5.7). En particulier, nous avons mis en évidence le com-
portement d’echelle de l’aimantation, du courant et de la concurrence longitudinale.
La concurrence croisée, quant à elle, décroit exponentiellement avec la distance au
point d’interaction de la paire de spins p considérée, C(p) ∼ exp (−p/ξent) . On peut
extraire de cette décroissance une longueur d’intrication typique ξent, qui semble se
comporter proportionnellement à l’inverse du courant stationnaire s’établissant dans
les chaînes.
Finalement, pour des temps t ≫ N, le système atteint un état stationnaire d’équilibre
où le courant s’annule. Cet état est caractérisé par un produit d’états de Bell sur les
spins se faisant face dans les deux chaînes, décrivant une intrication croisée maxi-
male. On peut finalement noter que cet état stationnaire d’équilibre est indépendant
de l’état initial du système.

Enfin, trois appendices viennent conclure ce manuscrit.
Dans l’appendice A, nous présentons en détail l’établissement de la formule
d’évolution temporelle des éléments de la matrice densité réduite utilisée dans
le chapitre 3.
Nous montrons dans l’appendice B que la matrice densité associée à chacune des
paires de Bell peut s’écrire comme la limite basse température d’une matrice de
densité thermale.
Enfin, dans l’appendice C, nous déduisons la fonction de corrélation spin-spin sta-
tionnaire entre spins se faisant face dans le cadre des interactions répétées.

Deux articles scientifiques directement en lien avec cette thèse ont été publiés, et
deux autres sont actuellement en préparation:

• Hydrodynamic description of Hard-core Bosons on a Galileo ramp
P. Wendenbaum, M. Collura and D. Karevski
Physical Review A 87 023624 (2013).

• Decoherence of Bell states by local interactions with a suddenly quenched spin
environment

P. Wendenbaum, B.G. Taketani and D. Karevski
Physical Review A 90 022125 (2014).

• Entanglement creation between two spins embedded in a single spin chain
P. Wendenbaum, B.G. Taketani, E. Kajari, G. Morigi and D. Karevski
En préparation.

• Entanglement replication via quantum repeated interactions
P. Wendenbaum, T. Platini and D. Karevski
En préparation.
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General introduction

The concept of entanglement takes its origin in the early times of the development
of quantum theory. Schrödinger is the first one to give it its name ("Verschränkung"
in German), whereas, in their famous article of 1935 [EPR35], Einstein, Podolsy
and Rosen mentioned it as a "spooky action at a distance". If it has, from a purely
theoretical and philosophical point of view, allowed a better understanding of the
foundations of quantum mechanics, quantum entanglement became, since the eight-
ies, a technological key ingredient with the development of quantum information
processing [NC00]. This recent field of research tries to surpass the limits imposed
by the concepts of classical information using quantum physics. One of the first
concrete modern application of entanglement used as a resource is the quantum
key distribution [BB84], first protocol of quantum cryptography, allowing secure
communications. Quantum entanglement is also supposed to be of primary impor-
tance for the building of quantum computers, where information is no longer stored
into classical bits, but into quantum bits, or "qubits" [DV95]. All these applications
need a strong theoretical background, that’s why a lots of efforts have been made to
develop rigorous definitions of an entangled state, and introduce separability criteria
[HHH96] or entanglement measures [PV07].
These methods developed in quantum information processing have attracted the
curiosity of other areas of physics like condensed matter theory [Pre00, Sch13].
Indeed, the entanglement present in a quantum many-body state can help to the
characterization of new states of matter with strong long-range correlations, like
superconductivity [Ver04] or quantum Hall effect [LH08]. The study of entanglement
is also a very powerful tool for the detection of quantum phase transitions at zero
temperature. At the quantum critical point, the system exhibits long-range correla-
tions due to the entanglement present in the many-body ground state. For example,
scaling properties of ground state entanglement of quantum many-body critical sys-
tems have been analyzed through the scaling of entanglement entropy [VLRK03], an
entanglement measure used when the state of the system is pure. For example, the
entanglement entropy of certain critical theories can be related to the central charge
of the corresponding conformal field theory [CC09, VLRK03, PS05]. The concept of
entanglement spectrum has also been introduced as a powerful tool for the study
of critical phenomena. The analyze of the spectrum of the reduced density matrix
of a bipartition of a quantum system, together with the Schmidt gap (the difference
between the two largest eigenvalues) has, for instance, perfectly reproduced the
critical scaling behavior of order parameter close to criticality [DCLLS12].
If all these works deal with ground state entanglement, one may ask the question of
entanglement behavior of system out of equilibrium. Indeed, thanks to experimental
progresses during the few past decades, the physics of non equilibrium systems
knows an impulse of interest, especially in the area of condensed matter physics
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2 General introduction

and quantum optics. Despite these experimental progresses, there is still a lack of a
good general theoretical framework for the description of non-equilibrium quantum
phenomena. Understanding the behavior of such phenomena is then one of the most
challenging issues of modern theoretical physics.

The work presented in this thesis is devoted to the study of the non equilibrium
behavior of one-dimensional strongly interacting quantum systems, with a special
focus on their entanglement dynamics. Several protocols can drive the system under
consideration into an out of equilibrium regime. For example, on can more or less
suddenly vary one control parameter of the Hamiltonian, realizing the so-called quan-
tum quench [CG07, PSSV11, MDDS07, RSMS09, CEF12a, CEF12b, Rou09, BRK11].
The coupling of the system to a biggest environment leads also to very interesting
dynamics [KPS13, PKS13] and entanglement properties.
The quantum spin chains are a very good candidate for this study. Indeed, the big
advantage of such models is their low dimensionality, allowing most of the time
the development of analytical or numerical methods to extract their main properties
[LSM61, BMD70, BM71a, BM71b, MBA71].

This thesis is divided in five chapters. The first one is devoted to the introduc-
tion of the theoretical and mathematical framework of the work. We give a general
description of the concept of entanglement, and we turn to the presentation of the
models used, namely the quantum XY and the Bose-Hubbard models.
The second chapter treats the effects of a sudden quench on the potential of a Bose
cloud initially trapped in a certain region of an optical lattice. Two different initial
states are considered, depending on the initial trapping potential. In the infinite
repulsion regime (hard-core regime), we develop an hydrodynamical theory which
perfectly catch the main features of the dynamics. The results obtained with this
theory are confronted with numerical data given by exact diagonalization.
The two following chapters deal with the study of the dynamics of a small sys-
tem (typically two spins 1/2) coupled to an environment modeled by a chain of
interacting spins. In the third chapter, the two "defect" spins are initially prepared
into a separable state and we ask if the coupling with the environment can create
an effective interaction leading to entanglement. The reduced dynamics of the two
defects is analyzed after performing a bosonization of the environment, and we look
in particular to the dependence of the entanglement on the parameters of the system.
In chapter four, we start in the opposite situation where the two defect spins are
initially maximally entangled, and we look at the effects of the coupling with the en-
vironment on this initial entangled state. In addition to the coupling, we also perform
a sudden quench in the environment, forcing it to evolve in an out-of-equilibrium
regime. We focus here on the influence of the degree of out-of-equilibrium on the
disentanglement dynamics.
Finally, in a last chapter of this thesis, we analyze the dynamics of an open quantum
system coupled to an environment by means of the repeated interactions process
[AP06, AJ07, AD10]. The environment plays the role of a reservoir of entanglement,
and we analyze if this entanglement can be transfered to the system. After a general
description of the repeated interactions process, we study a simple toy model for
which the entanglement properties can be completely determined analytically, and
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we move afterward to a more general case analyzed for times shorter than the system
size t < N, and times much larger than N.

Two articles have been published in link with this thesis, and two others are
currently in preparation:

• Hydrodynamic description of Hard-core Bosons on a Galileo ramp
P. Wendenbaum, M. Collura and D. Karevski
Physical Review A 87 023624 (2013).

• Decoherence of Bell states by local interactions with a suddenly quenched spin
environment

P. Wendenbaum, B.G. Taketani and D. Karevski
Physical Review A 90 022125 (2014).

• Entanglement creation between two spins embedded in a single spin chain
P. Wendenbaum, B.G. Taketani, E. Kajari, G. Morigi and D. Karevski
In preparation.

• Entanglement replication via quantum repeated interactions
P. Wendenbaum, T. Platini and D. Karevski
In preparation.





1Quantum Entanglement and
Models

In this chapter, we introduce the basic concepts used in this thesis. The first section
is devoted to the presentation of a key ingredient of this work, namely quantum

entanglement. We first give the basic concepts and introduce separability criteria for
both pure and mixed states. Afterward, we introduce two measures of entanglement,
necessary to know the amount of entanglement present in a quantum state. We also
present the close relation between entanglement and quantum phase transitions, and
the quantum teleportation is introduced as a direct application where entanglement
is used as a resource. Afterward, we move to the description of the two models of
quantum systems used in this work, namely the quantum XY and the Bose-Hubbard
models. For the first of these models, we sketch in details the canonical diagonaliza-
tion procedure by means of the Jordan Wigner transformation, and briefly discuss its
phase diagram. The phase diagram of the Bose-Hubbard model is presented through
two limits of the system’s parameters.

1.1 Quantum entanglement

1.1.1 Definitions and separability criteria

Consider a quantum pure state |Ψ〉 living in a composite Hilbert space H given
by

H = H1 ⊗H2 ⊗ . . . ⊗HN , (1.1)

where the Hi (i = 1, . . . , N) are the N partitions of the total space. If the state |Ψ〉 can
be written like

|Ψ〉 = |φ1〉 ⊗ |φ2〉 ⊗ . . . |φN〉, (1.2)

where |φi〉 ∈ Hi, then this state is said to be separable. On the contrary, if it can not be
written in the previous form, the state is said to be entangled. If the full Hilbert space
H is compose by only two partitions (i.e N = 2 in the previous expression), we will
then speak about bipartite entanglement.

As an example, let us consider the quantum state of two spins 1/2 la-
beled A and B. The state |Ψ1〉 = 1√

2
(| ↑↑〉+ | ↑↓〉) can be written like |Ψ1〉 =

5



6 Chapter 1. Quantum Entanglement and Models

| ↑〉A ⊗ 1√
2
(| ↑〉+ | ↓〉)B = |φA〉 ⊗ |φB〉 and is, as a consequence, separable. On the

other hand, for the state |Ψ2〉 = 1√
2
(| ↑↓〉+ | ↓↑〉), it is impossible to find two states

belonging to the subspaces A and B respectively such that it can be written in the
form (1.2), this state is then entangled.
The entanglement has an interesting consequence when one makes a measurement
on state |Ψ2〉. Suppose that an experimentalist wants to know the state of the spin
A by measuring its polarization. He will find the spin in one of the two states | ↑〉A
or | ↓〉A with the same probability 1/2. If he finds the spin A in the state | ↑〉A (resp.
| ↓〉A), it means that the spin B, which can be arbitrary far from A, will instanta-
neously collapse into the state | ↓〉B (resp. | ↑〉B) although no measurement has been
done on it.

Given a certain quantum state, it is not always an easy task to know if this state is
entangled or not. One criterion for separability is based on the Schmidt decomposition
[Sch06, EK95]. Suppose a bipartite quantum state |ψ〉 leaving on a Hilbert space H =
HA ⊗HB where we set, without loss of generality, dim(HA) = dim(HB) = N. Then,
the state |ψAB〉 can be decomposed like

|ψAB〉 =
N

∑
i=1

√
pi|uA

i 〉 ⊗ |vB
i 〉, (1.3)

where the {|uA
i 〉} and {|vB

i 〉} are the eigenvectors of the reduced density matrices
ρA = TrB{ρ} and ρB = TrA{ρ} respectively, with the same eigenvalues pi

ρA|uA
i 〉 =pi|uA

i 〉, (1.4)

ρB|vB
i 〉 =pi|vB

i 〉. (1.5)

To prove this, we expend the state |ψAB〉 on the base formed by the eigenstates of the
reduced density matrices ρA and ρB

|ψAB〉 = ∑
ij

dij|uA
i vB

j 〉, with |uA
i vB

j 〉 ≡ |uA
i 〉 ⊗ |vB

j 〉, (1.6)

and where the coefficients dij are given by the overlap dij = 〈uA
i vB

j |ψAB〉. Now we
write down the reduced density matrices of the part A by tracing the part B from the
full density matrix ρAB = |ψAB〉〈ψAB|:

ρA =TrB{ρAB}
=TrB

{
∑
ij

∑
i′ j′

dijdi′ j′ |uA
i vB

j 〉〈uA
i′ vB

j′ |
}

=∑
ij

∑
i′ j′

∑
k

dijdi′ j′〈vB
k |uA

i vB
j 〉〈uA

i′ vB
j′ |vB

k 〉

=∑
ij

∑
i′

dijdi′ j|uA
i 〉〈uA

i′ |. (1.7)

This expression (1.7) can be compared to the decomposition of ρA into its eigenstates

ρA = ∑
i

pi|uA
i 〉〈uA

i |, (1.8)
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giving the condition
∑

j

dijdi′ j = δii′ pi (1.9)

such that (1.6) reduces to (1.3). The non negative numbers
√

pi are called the Schmidt
coefficients, and the number of pi 6= 0 is the Schmidt rank. The expression (1.3) to-
gether with the definition of an entangled state give us a criterion for the separability
of a pure state: the state |ψAB〉 is separable if only one of its Schmidt coefficient is
different from zero. Indeed, the only way to write (1.3) in the form (1.2) is to have
only one non zero

√
pi. Let us suppose that more than one pi are different from zero.

Because pi < 1 ∀i, we have p2
i < pi, and then it follows

Tr ρ2
A = Tr ρ2

B = ∑
i

p2
i < 1. (1.10)

It follows that the reduced density matrix of one part of a pure bipartite entangled
state is a mixed state. In other words, when a pure state is entangled, we do not have
all the information about one part by tracing out the full state over the second part,
reflecting quantum correlations existing between parts A and B.

The previous definition of an entangled state and the separability criterion based
on Schmidt decomposition held when the state of the quantum system is pure. What
happens if the system is in a statistical mixture ? The notion of entanglement is gen-
eralized to mixed state in the following way: a mixed bipartite quantum state ρ is
separable if it can be written in the form

ρ = ∑
i

piρ
A
i ⊗ ρB

i , with ∑
i

pi = 1, pi ≥ 0 ∀i, (1.11)

and is entangled otherwise. In other words, ρ is separable if it is a convex sum of
separable states belonging to subspaces A and B. The criterion based on the Schmidt
decomposition does not hold anymore in this case. For mixed state, it exists an other
criterion, the Positive Partial Transpose (PPT), also called Peres-Horodecki criterion
[Per96]. Suppose a generic bipartite quantum state ρ acting on the Hilbert space HA ⊗
HB

ρ = ∑
ijmn

ρijmn|i〉〈j| ⊗ |m〉〈n|, (1.12)

a necessary condition for its separability is that the partial transpose taken with re-
spect to one part only, let’s say the part B

(ρ)TB = ∑
ijmn

ρijnm|i〉〈j| ⊗ |n〉〈m|, (1.13)

has only non negative eigenvalues. More formally, the partial transposition of a sep-
arable state ρ has to be positive

(ρ)TB = (1A ⊗ T)ρ > 0, (1.14)

where T is the transposition operator. Indeed, if the state ρ is separable, it can be
written in the form (1.11). After the partial transposition, it becomes

(ρ)TB = ∑
i

piρ
A
i ⊗ (ρB

i )
TB . (1.15)
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The partial transposition conserving the eigenvalues, it follows that the spectra of
(ρ)TB and ρ are identical. The latter operator being positive semidefinite, this proves
the necessity of the criterion. The subsystem transposed is not important here since
(ρ)TA = (ρTB)T. This criterion is necessary when we deal with arbitrary size of Hilbert
space HA and HB, but it has been shown in [HHH96] that it becomes sufficient when
the full Hilbert space has the structure H = H2 ⊗H2, H = H3 ⊗H2 or H = H2 ⊗H3.

To illustrate this criterion, let us consider Werner state [Wer89]. A Werner state
is a N × N state invariant under any unitary transformation of the form U ⊗ U.
Considering two spins 1/2, a Werner state can be defined assuming the spins in a
fraction f of the entangled singlet state |ψ〉 = 1√

2
(| ↑↓〉 − | ↓↑〉) with an impurity

fraction 1
4 (1 − f )1. In the canonical base, the density matrix of such a state is

ρW =
1
4




1 − f 0 0 0
0 1 + f −2 f 0
0 −2 f 1 + f 0
0 0 0 1 − f


 . (1.16)

Its partial transpose with respect to the second spin becomes

(ρW)TB =
1
4




1 − f 0 0 −2 f
0 1 + f 0 0
0 0 1 + f 0

−2 f 0 0 1 − f


 , (1.17)

and the diagonalization of the last matrix gives three eigenvalues equals to (1 + f )/4
and one equal to (1 − 3 f )/4. This last eigenvalue is the smallest one and gives a
threshold value of the fraction f ∗ = 1

3 such that the state is separable if f >
1
3 and

entangled if f ≤ 1
3 .

1.1.2 Entanglement measures

So far, we have introduced entanglement criteria which tell us if a quantum state is
entangled or not. But these criteria are unable to give how strong are these quantum
correlations. Then, we need to introduce the notion of entanglement measure which
gives us access to the amount of entanglement present in a given quantum state. It
does not exist a unique definition of a measure of entanglement, but it is generally
admitted that a measure E(ρ) has to fulfill some requirements [Hor01, PV07]:

• A measure is a mapping between the density matrix and a real number.

ρ → E(ρ) ∈ R. (1.18)

• E(ρ) has to be zero for separable state.

ρ separable ⇔ E(ρ) = 0. (1.19)

• E(ρ) does not increase under LOCC (Local Operation and Classical Commu-
nication).
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• E(ρ) has to reduce to the entanglement entropy, that we will define below,
when the state is pure.

In the rest of this work, we will use two different measures of entanglement, namely
the entanglement entropy and the concurrence.

1.1.2.1 Entanglement entropy

The entanglement entropy is an entanglement measure used when the system is
pure. It is based on the von Neumann entropy defined by

S(ρ) = −Tr{ρ ln ρ}, (1.20)

and quantifying the classical mixing degree of a quantum state. Obviously, the von
Neumann entropy of a pure state vanishes S(|ψ〉〈ψ|) = 0. As we saw in the previous
section, the reduced density matrix of a bipartite entangled pure state |ψ〉 is a mixed
state. Therefor, a way to quantify the entanglement present in |ψ〉 is to measure how
this reduced density matrix is mixed by the introduction of the entanglement entropy,
which is nothing else but the von Neumann entropy of one of the reduced density
matrices ρA or ρB

E (|ψ〉) = S(ρA) = −Tr{ρA ln ρA} = S(ρB), (1.21)

that can be rewritten using the spectral decomposition (1.8) of ρA like

S(ρA) = −
N

∑
i=1

pi ln pi. (1.22)

The value of E (|ψ〉) is equal to zero when the state is separable and reaches its
maximum value E (|ψ〉) = ln N when pi = 1/N ∀i, where N is the dimension of ρA.
To prove this last feature, we are looking for the extremum of the function S using
the constraint ∑i pi = 1. Imposing this last constraint, we have

S(ρA) = −
N−1

∑
i=1

pi ln pi −
(

1 −
N−1

∑
i=1

pi

)
ln

(
1 −

N−1

∑
i=1

pi

)
. (1.23)

The derivative ∂S
∂pj

gives

∂S
∂pj

= − ln pj + ln

(
1 −

N−1

∑
i=1

pi

)
∀j = 1, · · · , N − 1. (1.24)

Setting this derivative to zero is equivalent to have

pj = 1 −
N−1

∑
i=1

pi = pN ∀j = 1, · · · , N − 1, (1.25)

that is fulfill only when pj = 1/N ∀j. Now we know the probability distribution
leading to the maximum entropy, we can easily compute S for this distribution

Smax = −
N

∑
i=1

1
N

ln
1
N

= ln N. (1.26)
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When the entanglement entropy is maximum, the state is said to be maximally entan-
gled. To illustrate this, consider two spins in the pure state |ψAB〉 = 1√

2
(| ↑↓〉+ | ↓↑〉).

The reduced density matrix ρA of the spin A obtained by tracing ρ = |ψ〉〈ψ| over the
part B is, in the canonical base

ρA =

(
1/2 0

0 1/2

)
=

1
2
1 (1.27)

and the entanglement entropy becomes E(|ψAB〉) = ln 2, as expected.

The entanglement entropy is a good measure when the system is in a pure state,
but it becomes useless when the state is mixed. Indeed, this measure is unable to
make the distinction between quantum and classical correlations. For example, if the
two previous spins are in the classical separable mixed state ρAB = 1

41, the reduced
density matrix ρA yields to an entanglement entropy of S = ln 2, although the spins
are in a separable state.

1.1.2.2 Entanglement of formation and concurrence

The entanglement entropy failing to detect entanglement of a mixed state, we
need to introduce a proper measure able to distinguish quantum from classical cor-
relations. The entanglement of formation [HW97, Woo98, Woo01, PV07] of a mixed
state ρ is defined like

E f (ρ) = min
{|ψi〉}

∑
i

piE(|ψi〉), (1.28)

where the minimization is taken over all the possible pure-state decompositions
{pi, |ψi〉} of ρ, and E(ρ) is the entanglement entropy defined in the previous section.
In other words, it is the minimal average entanglement over the pure state decompo-
sition of the state ρ.
The decomposition of a mixed state into pure states being not unique, the minimiza-
tion procedure appearing in the definition of E f (ρ) is in practice a difficult task.
However, an exact expression of the entanglement of formation has been established
for systems composed of two levels systems, like 1/2 spins. For this kind of systems,
the entanglement of formation has been found to be [HW97, Woo98]

E f (ρ) = E(C(ρ)), (1.29)

where E(C) is the function

E(C) = h

(
1
2
+

1 −
√

1 − C2

2

)
, (1.30)

and h(x) = −x ln x − (1 − x) ln(1 − x) is the binary entropy function. The number C
appearing in the equation (1.30), ranging from 0 to 1, is called the concurrence and is
defined by

C(ρ) = max{0, λ1 − λ2 − λ3 − λ4}, (1.31)
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where the λi’s are the eigenvalues in decreasing order of the Hermitian matrix R =√√
ρρ̃

√
ρ where ρ̃ is the flipped density matrix defined by

ρ̃ = (σy ⊗ σy)ρ∗(σy ⊗ σy), (1.32)

and the conjugate is taken in the standard base. Alternatively, the λi’s can be seen as
the square roots of the generally non Hermitian matrix 1 R = ρρ̃. The entanglement of
formation E f being a monotonically increasing function of C, the concurrence can be
taken as an entanglement measure by itself. More the value of C is important, more
the state is entangled. In particular, if C = 0, the two spins are in a separable state,
whereas if C = 1, they are maximally entangled. In the rest of this work, we will use
the concurrence as soon as we will have to determine the entanglement between two
spins 1/2.

1.1.3 Entanglement and quantum phase transitions

While a classical phase transition occurs at non zero temperature, quantum phase
transitions can only be observed at zero temperature [Sac00] when a physical pa-
rameter is varied in the Hamiltonian. In the first case, the transition is driven by the
thermal fluctuations, whereas the quantum fluctuations are responsible of the transi-
tion in the quantum case. One example of such a transition will be given in section
1.3 where we will present the quantum XY model. The Ising point κ = h = 1 is the
critical point separating the ferromagnetic phase from the paramagnetic one. At this
point, the ground and first excited states cross and the energy gap ∆ closes according
to

∆ ∼ |h − hc|zν, (1.33)

where z is the dynamical exponent and ν is the exponent of the correlation length ξ.
This correlation length diverges at the critical point

ξ ∼ |h − hc|−ν, (1.34)

whereas it is finite far from the critical region, and leads to exponentially damped
correlations.

The quantum phase transition is characterized by a significant change in the
ground state properties of a quantum many-body system. Then, if this ground state
is an entangled state, it must exist a signature of this criticality in the entangle-
ment properties. A big number of works has been devoted to the study of ground
state entanglement in the vicinity or at the critical point (see for example the review
[AFOV08]). One of the seminal work has been done by Osterloh et al. in [OAFF02],
where they study the concurrence between pairs of spins in the one dimensional Ising
chain in a transverse magnetic field. Entanglement is found only between nearest and
next nearest neighbour spins. The nearest neighbour concurrence vanishes for h = 0
and in the limit h → ∞ since the many-body ground state is a tensor product of single
states. Between these two limits the concurrence is non zero and behaves smoothly.

1. Note that even if this matrix is non Hermitian, its eigenvalues are guaranteed to be non negative,
the matrix R being the product of two positive definite matrices [Woo01].
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It presents a maximum occurring close but, surprisingly, not at the critical point.
One argument justifying this feature has been proposed in [ON02]. The fact that the
concurrence is not maximum exactly at the critical point comes from the monogamy
property of entanglement [CKW00], limiting the amount of entanglement that one
system can share with two or more others. At the critical point, as the correlations
increase, the global entanglement is maximum over the lattice. As a consequence of
the aforementioned monogamy property, the pairwise entanglement decreases.
The signature of the second order phase transition is not encoded in the concurrence
directly, but in its first derivative with respect to the magnetic field. This derivative
shows a logarithmic divergence in the vicinity of the critical point in the thermody-
namic limit. For finite systems, one observes rather a peak whose position is shifted
with respect to the critical value. The position of the peak hmax and its maximum
∂hC|hmax obey to the finite size scaling

|hc − hmax| ∼ N−µ, ∂hC|hmax ∼ c ln(N) + cst, (1.35)

where N is the number of spins in the chain. Note that the same kind of scaling
of the entanglement entropy has been observed in [SSG06, Che07] where the local
entanglement between two spins and the rest of the chain is analyzed in the quantum
Ising model.

The entanglement properties of other models exhibiting quantum phase transi-
tion have been studied. For example the XXZ model [GLL03, GTL06] or the Lipkin-
Meshkov-Glick model [VMD04, VPM04], which is a generalization of the Ising model
where all spins are interacting together. The corresponding Hamiltonian is

HLMG = − J
N ∑

i<j

(
σx

i σx
j + γσ

y
i σ

y
j

)
− h ∑

i

σz
i . (1.36)

The nature of the phase transition of this model depends of the sign of the micro-
scopic coupling J. Indeed, in the antiferromagnetic case (J < 0), the phase transition
is of the first order whereas it is of the second order in the ferromagnetic case
(J > 0). Obviously, any pair of spins will be entangled in the same way due to the
symmetry of the Hamiltonian. It is then necessary to rescale the pair concurrence
by multiplying it by the coordination number, CR = (N − 1)C, in order to have a
finite value when N → ∞. In the second order phase transition, it is shown [VPM04]
that the concurrence is maximal at the critical point and its first derivative presents
a divergence close to hc = 1 like in the Ising case. Nevertheless, the divergence is
not logarithmic but obeys to a power law, reflecting the fact that the two models
belong to two different universality classes. In the antiferromagnetic case where the
transition is of the first order at the transition point h = 0, the discontinuity occurs
directly in the pair concurrence, and not in its derivative [VMD04].

From the previous observations, it seems that there is a deep relation between the
nature of the quantum phase transition and the discontinuity observed (in the en-
tanglement measure for a first order phase transition or in its derivative for a second
order phase transition). Wu et. al have established in [WSL04] a theorem stating that,
under certain conditions, a divergence of the concurrence (resp. its first derivative)
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is a necessary and sufficient signal of the presence of a first order (resp. second
order) phase transition. The basic idea behind this theorem is that a quantum phase
transition is associated to a divergence of at least one of the elements of the reduced
density matrix, or of one of its derivative. The conditions aforementioned guaranty
that no accidental or artificial divergence occurs in the entanglement measure (or its
derivative) used, or in the elements of the reduced density matrix (or its derivative).
If one of these conditions is not fulfilled, one can for example find discontinuity in
the derivative of the pair concurrence associated with no phase transition, or to a first
order phase transition [Yan05].

Finally, we point out some works about thermal entanglement at low but non
zero temperature [ABV01, Wan01, GKVB01, ON02, AP07], where quantum effects are
competing with thermal fluctuations.

1.1.4 Quantum teleportation

As mentioned in the introduction, entanglement can be use as a resource to build
quantum technologies, opening the world of quantum communication [GT07]. One
of the most famous example of such a technology is the quantum teleportation. The
teleportation protocol as been first described by Bennett et al. in [BBC+93]. Here, we
briefly sketch the principal steps of this protocol.
Suppose that Alice has a qubit in her hands, and she wants to transfer it to Bob,
spatially separated from her. The communication between them can only be per-
formed using classical channel, like phone or internet. The qubit of Alice is la-
beled by 1, and is in the state |φ1〉 = a| ↑〉 + b| ↓〉, with the usual normalization
|a|2 + |b|2 = 1. The first step is to construct a pair of qubits in the entangled Bell state
|ψ−

23〉 = 1√
2
(| ↑2〉| ↓3〉 − | ↓2〉| ↑3〉), and to give the qubit 2 to Alice, and the qubit 3 to

Bob. Alice has then the qubit she wants to send and her constituent of the Bell pair,
whereas Bob has only the second constituent. At this point, the full state of the three
qubits systems is given by

|Ψ123〉 =
a√
2
(| ↑1〉| ↑2〉| ↓3〉 − | ↑1〉| ↓2〉| ↑3〉) +

b√
2
(| ↓1〉| ↑2〉| ↓3〉 − | ↓1〉| ↓2〉| ↑3〉) .

(1.37)
We can rewrite this state using the Bell base for the spin 1 and 2

|ψ±
12〉 =

1√
2
(| ↑1〉| ↓2〉 ± | ↓1〉| ↑2〉) , (1.38)

|φ±
12〉 =

1√
2
(| ↑1〉| ↑2〉 ± | ↓1〉| ↓2〉) , (1.39)

and we see easily that |Ψ123〉 becomes

|Ψ123〉 =
1
2

[
|φ+

12〉 (a| ↓3〉 − b| ↑3〉) + |φ−
12〉 (a| ↓3〉+ b| ↑3〉)

+ |ψ+
12〉 (−a| ↑3〉+ b| ↓3〉) + |ψ−

12〉 (−a| ↑3〉 − b| ↓3〉)
]

. (1.40)
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Now, Alice performs a joint measurement on the spins 1 and 2 she has on her side.
According to the decomposition (1.40), the outcome of the measurement will be one
of the four states composing the Bell base |ψ±

23〉 or |φ±
23〉 with the same probability 1/4.

Because the quantum channel was initially made of two entangled qubits, the qubit
3 of Bob will instantaneously be projected into one of the pure states appearing in
eq.(1.40) parameterized by a and b. Once Alice knows the result of her measurement,
she sends it to Bob by the classical channel, and he will perform a unitary transforma-
tion on his qubit |φ3〉 according to this result in order to reconstruct the initial state
of the qubit of Alice. For example, if he receives that the result is |ψ−

12〉, then his qubit
is already in the desired state, up to a trivial phase factor, and no transformation is
done. For the three other outcomes, he has to use the transformations

|φ+
12〉 : |φ3〉 −→

(
0 1
−1 0

)
|φ3〉 = iσy|φ3〉, (1.41)

|φ−
12〉 : |φ3〉 −→

(
0 1
1 0

)
|φ3〉 = σx|φ3〉, (1.42)

|ψ+
12〉 : |φ3〉 −→

(
−1 0
0 1

)
|φ3〉 = −σz|φ3〉, (1.43)

to reconstruct the initial state of the qubit of Alice |φ3〉 = a| ↑3〉+ b| ↓3〉. Note that the
state of the qubit of Alice has been destroyed during the measurement, the final state
of the qubit of Bob does not result from a copy, and then, the teleportation protocol
is not in contradiction with the non cloning theorem [WZ82].
Quantum teleportation has been achieved experimentally, for example in [BPM+97,
MDRT+03, UJA+04, MHS+12] . In these experiments, the quantum channel is made
by two photons prepared in an entangled state by parametric down conversion, and
the polarization state of a photon is teleported from a place to another.

1.2 Quantum decoherence

The linearity of the Hilbert space used to describe a quantum system leads to
the principle of quantum superposition. More precisely, if |Ψ1〉 and |Ψ2〉 are both
accessible states of a quantum system, then a linear superposition a|Ψ1〉 + b|Ψ2〉
is an accessible state as well. This principle is the origin of purely quantum ef-
fects like quantum interferences or entanglement, introduced just before. But this
principle seems to be in contradiction with the vision we have of our macroscopic
world, where all objects are in a definite state. Relevant questions are then: How
the classical world emerges from the quantum world ? Is there a clear boundary
between classic and quantum ? These questions lies in the heart of the measurement
problem [Sch05, BR13]. It exists several theories aiming to answer these questions, but
the most accepted one by the physicist community is the theory of decoherence 2

[Zur82, Zur02, Zur03, PZ01, Sch07]. In this theory, the classicality of a quantum state
comes from the unavoidable interaction of the system under consideration with an
environment. Indeed, a quantum system is never really isolated, and always interacts
with the surrounding environment made of a big number of degrees of freedom.

2. For an alternative theory, see for example the many worlds interpretation [Eve57].
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This interaction will have for consequence to kill the coherence (i.e the ability to do
interferences) and then to destroy the quantum features. The off diagonal elements
of the reduced density matrix of the system decay (until zero if the decoherence is
total), and the state, which was initially a quantum superposition of pure states, is
brought into a classical statistical mixture.

Let us illustrate the decoherence by the example of a simple system, taken from
[Zur03]. The system under consideration is a single spin S , coupled to a spin envi-
ronment E . The two states of the system are {| ⇑〉, | ⇓〉}, and it is moreover assumed
that local Hamiltonians vanishes. The interaction between the system and the envi-
ronment is

HSE = (| ⇑〉〈⇑ | − | ⇓〉〈⇓ |)⊗ ∑
k

gk (| ↑〉〈↑ | − | ↓〉〈↓ |)k

=σz
S ⊗ ∑

k

gkσz
k . (1.44)

The whole system spin plus environment is initially prepared into the state

|Ψ(0)〉 = (a| ⇑〉+ b| ⇓〉)⊗ ∏
k

(αk| ↑〉k + βk| ↓〉k) , (1.45)

which will be at a latter time t, under the dynamics set by the interaction Hamiltonian,
in the state

|Ψ(t)〉 = a| ⇑〉|E⇑(t)〉+ b| ⇓〉|E⇓(t)〉, (1.46)

where

|E⇑(t)〉 =
N

∏
k=1

(
αkeigkt| ↑〉k + βke−igkt| ↓〉k

)
= |E⇓(−t)〉. (1.47)

If one is interested only in the properties of the spin system, the partial trace has to
be taken from the whole density matrix to have access to the reduced density matrix.
After this operation, we get

ρS (t) = |a|2| ⇑〉〈⇑ |+ |b|2| ⇓〉〈⇓ |+ ab∗ f (t)| ⇑〉〈⇓ |+ ba∗ f ∗(t)| ⇓〉〈⇑ | (1.48)

where the function f (t) encodes all the properties of the environment,

f (t) =
N

∏
k

[
cos 2gkt + i

(
|αk|2 + |βk|2

)
sin 2gkt

]
, (1.49)

which behaves at large times and for big number of environmental spins like | f (t)|2 ∼
2−N . One clearly see here that the off diagonal elements of the reduced density matrix
of the system are dramatically affected by the coupling with the environment. In the
large times limit, the coherence is totally lost, and the system is in a classical mixture
ρS (t) = |a|2| ⇑〉〈⇑ |+ |b|2| ⇓〉〈⇓ | where the quantum effects have been suppressed.
A model of decoherence will be studied in chapter 4.
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1.3 The XY model

1.3.1 Presentation and canonical diagonalization

The quantum XY model is a model describing the behavior of interacting spins
1/2 on a one dimensional lattice. It has been first introduced without external mag-
netic field and solved by Lieb, Schultz and Mattis in 1961 [LSM61]. In 1970, Pfeuty
solved the anisotropic case corresponding to the Ising model with a transverse mag-
netic field [Pfe70], and, one year latter, Barouch and McCoy solved the general XY
model in a transverse field, established the critical behavior of the correlations func-
tions and derived the phase diagram of the model [BMD70, BM71a, BM71b, MBA71].
In this section, we will sketch in details the canonical diagonalization procedure of
this model [Kar06, Pla08, Col12]. The Hamiltonian of a the generic quantum XY model
is given by

HXY = −1
2 ∑

n

(
1 + κ

2
σx

n σx
n+1 +

1 − κ

2
σ

y
nσ

y
n+1

)
− h

2 ∑
n

σz
i , (1.50)

where σα
n , (α = x, y, z) are the Pauli matrices in the α direction associated to the

site n, and we consider first neighbor interactions with coupling constant J. Here, κ
is a parameter fixing the anisotropy. The value κ = 0 corresponds to the isotropic
case, called the XX model. On the other hand, the value κ = 1 describes the most
anisotropic case, the Ising model. The main properties of theses models will be
discussed in the next section, where the phase diagram is presented.

The Hamiltonian can be mapped into a chain of non interacting fermions by
means of the Jordan-Wigner transformation [JW28]. Let us first introduce the spin lad-
der operators σ±

n = (σx
n ± iσy

n)/2 satisfying the anticommutative algebra {σ+
n , σ−

n } =
1, whereas they commute on different sites. The idea behind this transformation is
to associate to these ladder operators creation and annihilation fermionic operators.
This is done by the introduction of the Clifford operators

Γ1
n =

n−1

∏
i=1

(−σz
i ) σx

n ,

Γ2
n =

n−1

∏
i=1

(−σz
i ) σ

y
n , (1.51)

satisfying Clifford algebra {Γ
µ
n , Γν

m} = 2δnmδµν. Note that Γ
µ
n =

(
Γ

µ
n
)†

, so they can be
seen as not properly normalized Majorana fermions. Using these new operators, the
different terms of the Hamiltonian (1.50) become

σz
n =iΓ1

nΓ2
n, (1.52)

σx
n σx

n+1 =− iΓ2
nΓ1

n+1, (1.53)

σ
y
nσ

y
n+1 =iΓ1

nΓ2
n+1. (1.54)

Introducing the 2N dimensional row vector

Γ
† =

(
Γ

1†, Γ
2†
)

, with Γ
ν† =

(
Γν†

1 , . . . , Γν†
N

)
, (1.55)
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the Hamiltonian can be rewritten like

H =
1
4

Γ
†TΓ, (1.56)

where T is a hermitian matrix

T =

(
0 C

C† 0

)
, (1.57)

with the N × N matrix C

C = −i




h Jy

Jx
. . .

. . .
. . .

. . .
. . .

. . .
. . . Jy

Jx h




, (1.58)

and where we have introduced the notation

Jx =
1 + κ

2
, Jy =

1 − κ

2
. (1.59)

Now, we define the unitary matrix V containing the eigenvectors Vq of the matrix T

V = (V1, V2, . . . VN), (1.60)

where the eigenvectors are parameterized like

Vq =
1√
2

(
φq

−iψq

)
. (1.61)

The eigenvalue equation TVq = εqVq leads to two coupled equations

−iCψq =εqφq, (1.62)

C†φq =− iεqψq. (1.63)

We remark that the two equations (1.62) and (1.63) are invariant under the simulta-
neous changes εq → −εq and ψq → −ψq. It follows that to each eigenvalue εq ≥ 0 is
associated an other one ε′q ≤ 0 with a corresponding eigenvector given by

V ′
q =

1√
2

(
φq

iψq

)
. (1.64)

Thanks to the symmetry of the T matrix, the eigenvalues are obtained by the singular
value decomposition Λ = V †TV with

Λ =

(
E

−E

)
, E =




ε1
. . .

εN


 . (1.65)
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Now, taking advantage that the V matrix is unitary (VV † = 1), we get

H =
1
4

Γ
†VV †TVV †

Γ

=
1
2

η†
Λη, (1.66)

where we have introduced the diagonal creation and annihilation operators η

η =




η1
...

ηN

η†
1
...

η†
N




=
1√
2

V †
Γ, (1.67)

satisfying the canonical anticommutative algebra {η†
q , ηq′} = δqq′ . More explicitly, they

are given by the Bogoliubov decomposition

ηq =
1
2

N

∑
n=1

(
φq(n)Γ

1
n + iψq(n)Γ

2
n

)
(1.68)

η†
q =

1
2

N

∑
n=1

(
φq(n)Γ

1
n − iψq(n)Γ

2
n

)
. (1.69)

These relations that can be inverted to express the Clifford operators as a function of
the diagonal ones

Γ1
n =

N

∑
q=1

φq(n)
(

ηq + η†
q

)
(1.70)

Γ2
n =

N

∑
q=1

−iψq(n)
(

ηq − η†
q

)
. (1.71)

(1.72)

Using the explicit expression of the matrix Λ, the Hamiltonian is recast in the form

H =
1
2
(η†

1 , . . . , η†
N , η1 . . . , ηN)

(
E

−E

)




η1
...

ηN

η†
1
...

η†
N




=
1
2

N

∑
q=1

εqη†
q ηq − εqηqη†

q

=
N

∑
q=1

εq

(
η†

q ηq −
1
2

)
, (1.73)
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where we have used the anticommutation relation {η†
q , ηq} = 1. The ground state is

thus given by the product of the η′s vacuum states |0〉:

|GS〉 = |0〉⊗N , (1.74)

with the property ηq|0〉 = 0, 〈0|η†
q = 0 ∀q = 1, · · · , N. The associated ground state

energy is given by E0 = − 1
2 ∑

N
q=1 εq.

1.3.2 Phase diagram

The dispersion relation of the XY model is [LSM61, Kar06, Pla08]

εq =
√
(h + cos q)2 − κ2 sin2 q, (1.75)

where the quasi momentum q is restricted to the range [0 : π], and the εq exhibits the
symmetry εq+π = −εq. This dispersion relation allows us to build the phase diagram,
as shown in figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1 – Phase diagram of the XY model in the (κ, h) plan. Note that this phase diagram is
symmetric with respect to the change h → −h.

Thanks to the aforementioned symmetry, the XY model is gapless if it exists a value
of the quasi momentum q∗ such that εq∗ = 0.
The C line of equation h = 1, represented in green, is a critical line separating a ferro-
magnetic phase from an paramagnetic one. On this line, one can see from the disper-
sion relation that the gap closes, and consequently, the correlation length diverges.
Moreover, the correlation functions present an algebraic decay with the distance. This
line is carachterized by the critical exponent ν = 1 (correlation length) and a dynam-
ical exponent z = 1 . For h < 1, the system is in a ferromagnetic phase where the
spins prefer to align in the direction of the microscopic coupling. On the contrary, for
h > 1, the system is in the paramagnetic phase where it is more favorable for the spins
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to align along the direction of the magnetic field. In order to distinguish these two
phases, one can introduce an order parameter, which is different from zero only in
the ordered phase. In this case, this role will be played by the average limn→∞〈σiσi+n〉.
The two dashed lines represent the Ising lines corresponding to a anisotropy param-
eter κ = ±1. The value +1 corresponds to a coupling to the x direction, whereas the
value −1 to a coupling of the y components.
The CXX line, plotted in red in figure 1.1, represents a continuous critical transition.
On this line and for any value of h ≤ 1, the system is gapless and presents a critical
behavior, with diverging correlation length and a slow decay of correlation functions.
Finally, the region inside the circle of equation |h|2 + |κ|2 = 1, represents an oscilla-
tory ferromagnetic phase. This phase is characterized by a wave vector modulating
the exponential decay of the correlation functions, making them oscillate [Hen99].

1.3.3 Dynamics

Two different, but equivalent, representations are possible to describe the dynam-
ics of a quantum system. The first one is the Schrödinger representation where the
time dependence is carried by the state |ψ〉(t) through the differential equation

d|ψ(t)〉
dt

= −iH|ψ〉(t). (1.76)

If the Hamiltonian is time independent, the quantum state |ψ〉 is given at a time t by
the application of a unitary operator, the time evolution operator U(t), on an initial
state |ψ(0)〉

|ψ(t)〉 = U(t)|ψ(0)〉, (1.77)

where U(t) = exp(−iHt). If the system is initially in a statistical mixture and its state
is described by the density matrix ρ, the state evolves following the von Neumann
equation [BP02]

dρ(t)
dt

= −i[H, ρ(t)], (1.78)

and the density matrix at a time t is

ρ(t) = U(t)ρ(0)U†(t). (1.79)

In the Heisenberg representation, the time dependence is no longer carried by the
state, but by the operators. An operator O(t) will then evolve through the Heisenberg
equation of motion

dO(t)
dt

= i[H,O(t)]. (1.80)

The average of the operator O is given by

〈O〉(t) = Tr{ρ(t)O} = Tr{ρO(t)}, (1.81)

which defines the Heisenberg evolution of the operator O

O(t) = U†(t)O(0)U(t). (1.82)
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Using this last representation, the operators ηq diagonalizing the XY Hamiltonian
evolve through

ηq(t) = U†(t)ηq(0)U(t), (1.83)

and with Uq(t) = exp(−itεqη†
q ηq), one has

ηq(t) = U†
q (t)ηq(0)Uq(t), (1.84)

leading to
ηq(t) = e−itεq ηq(0), η†

q (t) = eitεq η†
q (0), (1.85)

or, in a matrix form
η(t) = e−itΛη(0). (1.86)

With this, on can write the time evolution of the Clifford operators using the linear
transformation

1√
2

Γ(t) = Vη(t) (1.87)

and equation (1.86) to arrive at

Γ(t) = R(t)Γ(0), (1.88)

with R(t) = Ve−itΛV † = e−itVΛV†
= e−itT , where T is the matrix (1.57).

1.3.4 Entanglement entropy of the XX chain

Here we establish a general expression for the entanglement entropy of the XX
model, and we show that it can be related to the eigenvalues of the reduced correla-
tion matrix [Col12]. Instead of using the Clifford operators as we did in section 1.3,
we can use the lattice fermionic creation and annihilation operators c†

i and ci defined
by

ci =
i−1

∏
j=1

(−σz
j )σ

−
i , c†

i =
i−1

∏
j=1

(−σz
j )σ

+
i , (1.89)

leading to the following expression of the XX Hamiltonian

HXX = c†Tc. (1.90)

The eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian being Slater determinant, and defining the
two-point correlation matrix as Cij = 〈c†

i cj〉, it follows that, according Wick theorem,
all the correlators of higher order are expressed in terms of this two-point correlation
function [Pes03]. By definition, any average of local operator acting on the subsystem
A has to be expressed in terms of the reduced density matrix ρA. As a consequence,
we must have

Cij = Tr{ρAc†
i cj}, i, j ∈ A, (1.91)

and all the correlations of highest order must factorize. It can be shown [Pes03, CP01]
that the previous property is valid if the reduced density matrix ρA is written as the
exponential of a quadratic form in terms of fermionic operators, i.e

ρA =
1
Z

exp

(
−∑

ij

c†
i Bijcj

)
, (1.92)
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where Z is a normalization constant ensuring the unity of the trace. The expression
(1.92) can be rewritten

ρA =
1
Z

exp

(
−∑

k

εkη†
k ηk

)
(1.93)

by the introduction of the diagonal operators related to the original ones by the rela-
tion

ci = ∑
k

φk(i)ηk, c†
i = ∑

k

φ∗
k (i)η

†
k . (1.94)

Using the fact that

〈η†
k ηk′〉ρ =

δkk′

1 + eεk
, (1.95)

the elements of the reduced correlation matrix Cij of the subsystem A become

Cij = ∑
k

φk(i)φ
∗
k (j)

1
1 + eεk

. (1.96)

This last expression gives a relation between the eigenvalues ξk associated to the C
matrix and those associated to the B matrix

ξk =
1

1 + eεk
. (1.97)

Let us come back to the entanglement entropy, which takes the expression, using
nk = η†

k ηk

S(ρA) =− Tr{ρA ln ρA}

=− Tr

{
ρA ln

(
1
Z

exp

(
−∑

k

εknk

))}

=− ∑
k

εk Tr{ρAnk}+ ln Z. (1.98)

The normalization constant Z is given by

Z ≡ Tr{e−∑k εknk} = ∏
k

(1 + e−εk). (1.99)

Using this last expression together with equations (1.95) and (1.97), we obtain the
final expression

S(ρA) = ∑
k

[−ξk ln ξk − (1 − ξk) ln (1 − ξk)] . (1.100)

The entanglement entropy of a block A is then completely determined by the eigen-
values of the two-point correlation matrix of the block. This form of the entanglement
entropy of a XX chain will be used in the chapter 2.
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Figure 1.2 – (left) Phase diagram of the Bose-Hubbard model. Inside the blue lobes, the system is
in a Mott phase where the particle density is constant, whereas outside, the system is in a superfluid
phase with delocalized particles over the lattice. (right) Pictural representation of the transition between
the Mott insulator and the superfluid states of the Bose-Hubbard model (picture taken from http:

//www.lorentz.leidenuniv.nl/~pjhdent/).

1.4 The Bose-Hubbard model

We finish this chapter by the presentation of the Bose Hubbard model. The Hub-
bard model has been introduced in 1963 for the description of the behavior of elec-
trons in a low temperature solid [Hub63]. The extension of this model to bosonic
fields is called the Bose-Hubbard model. This is a simple model describing interact-
ing bosons on a lattice. The corresponding Hamiltonian in one dimension is

HBH = −t ∑
i

(
b†

i bi+1 + bib
†
i+1

)
− µ ∑

i

ni +
U
2 ∑

i

ni(ni − 1), (1.101)

where the b†
i and bi are creation and destruction bosonic operators on site i satisfying

the bosonic algebra [b†
i , bj] = δij, and ni = b†

i bi is the occupation number operator. The
bosons are allowed to jump from site i to site i + 1 with an amplitude t. The second
term is proportional to the chemical potential µ controlling the number of bosons in
the system. Finally, the last term is local bosonic pair interaction term repulsive for
U > 0 and attractive for U < 0.
This Hamiltonian is analytically solvable in the two limits t/U → 0 and t/U → ∞

[FWGF89]. In the first case, the on-site interaction term is dominant and the Hamil-
tonian reduces to Hi = −µ ∑i ni +

U
2 ∑i ni(ni − 1). The system is characterized by a

constant density of particles n0 on each site fixed by the minimization constraint

∂ε

∂n

∣∣∣∣
n0

= 0, (1.102)

where ε(n) = −µn0 +
1
2Un0(n − 1) is the on-site energy. The ground state is given by

the product of states with n0 density

|Ψ〉 = ∏
i

(b†
i )

n0 |0〉, (1.103)

http://www.lorentz.leidenuniv.nl/~pjhdent/
http://www.lorentz.leidenuniv.nl/~pjhdent/
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where |0〉 is the vacuum state with no boson. The state is said to be incompressible in
the sense that d〈N̂〉/dµ = 0 where N̂ is the total occupation number N̂ = ∑i ni. This
ground state corresponds in consequence to a Mott insulator state. In the other limit,
the kinetic part of the Hamiltonian dominates and the system is in a superfluid phase.
The ground state is given by

|Ψ〉 =
(

∑
i

b†
i

)N

|0〉, (1.104)

and all the particles are completely delocalized over the whole lattice.

The pictural phase diagram in the (t/U) − (µ/U) plane of the Bose-Hubbard
model is presented on figure 1.2. The Mott insulator phases are confined in lobes
inside which the number of bosons on each site is constant. In this phase, it exists an
energy gap between the ground and the first excited states. Considering non exactly
integer values of µ/U to avoid degeneracy 3, the ground state will move adiabatically
without level crossing when the hopping amplitude t is tuned to a small value. Ad-
ditionally, the Mott ground state (1.103) is an eigenstate of the total particle number
operator N̂ with eigenvalue Nn0. The small perturbation brought by a small t com-
muting with the Hamiltonian, it results that the ground state remains an eigenstate
of N̂ with the same eigenvalue, explaining the survival of the Mott phase with fixed
density even for non zero hopping [Sac00]. The Mott to superfluid transition is of
second order, and the phase boundary can be determined using standard Landau
theory of phase transitions. One can define a Landau free energy

L = r|ΨB|2 + q|ΨB|4 +O(|ΨB|6), (1.105)

where |ΨB|2 acts as order parameter. The parameter r can be found using second
order perturbation theory

r = ξ(µ/U) (1 − ztξ(µ/U)) , (1.106)

where z is the coordination number, and

ξ(µ/U) =
n0(µ/U) + 1

Un0(µ/U)− µ
+

n0(µ/U)

µ − Un0(µ/U)− 1
. (1.107)

The transition occurs at r = 0 giving the phase boundary µ
U = µ

U

(
t
U

)
.

3. If µ/U is integer, there is two degenerate ground states on each lattice site with occupation number
differing by one [Sac00].



2Self-trapping of Hard Core
bosons on optical lattice

Experimental progresses have relaunched the interest of physicists for one dimen-
sional many-body systems. Among these systems, one can cite for example ultra

cold quantum gases on optical lattices, which is the subject of many experiments
[Blo05, BDZ08, PSSV11]. Among all the interesting phenomenon observed in such
a systems, one is particularly relevant for our study, namely the Bloch oscillations
[Blo28, Zen34, DPR+96, KK04]. These oscillations occur when a constant force F is
applied to a quasi-particle on a lattice, leading to a periodic motion with period
2π/|F|. Some works have been devoted to the studies of the out of equilibrium
dynamics of bosonic systems in a lattice after the release of the confining trap
[HMMR+09, MG05, RM05], and recently, studies have considered the dynamics of
Hard core bosons on tilted optical lattices [CCW11, CARK12].
In this work, we propose to extend the work done in [CARK12] by considering an
initial inhomogeneous distribution of particles set by an harmonic trapping potential.
Depending on the value of the harmonic potential, two different kinds of initial states
are possible. The system can be completely in a superfluid state, or it can be com-
posed by a Mott phase surrounded by two superfluid phases. In the following, we
propose two different kinds of quench, the sudden release of the trapping potential,
and the release of the trap and the loading of a linear ramp with constant force F on
the negative part of the real axe. We develop an hydrodynamical theory that allows
us to explain the main features of the behavior of the particles.

The chapter is organized as follow: In a first part, we present the Bose Hubbard
Hamiltonian, describing bosons on a lattice, and we introduce the Hard Core limit.
After that, the main features of the hydrodynamical theory are sketched, and the two
kind of initial states used in this chapter are presented. Afterward, in section 2.4, we
turn to the description of the out of equilibrium dynamics after the quench of the
trapping potential, starting with the free expansion case and finishing with the tilted
potential case. Finally, the different results are summarized in section 2.5.

25
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2.1 Bose-Hubbard model and Hard-Core limit

Our model consist of bosons loaded on a one dimensional lattice. It is described
by the Bose-Hubbard Hamiltonian

HBH = −J
N−1

∑
i=1

(
b†

i bi+1 + H.c
)
+

U
2

N

∑
i=1

ni(ni − 1) +
N

∑
i=1

Vini, (2.1)

where the b†
i and bi are the creation and destruction bosonic operators, and ni = b†

i bi

is the density operator counting the particle on site i. The first term is the kinetic
term modeling the hopping of one particle from the site i to the next one i + 1 with
amplitude J. The second one, with U > 0, introduces a local pair repulsive interaction
between bosons located at the same site. Finally, the last term is an inhomogeneous
potential over the lattice.
The phase diagram of this model has been briefly discussed in section 1.4. It presents
two different phases, a Mott insulator phase, where the particles are well localized on
each site, leading to a constant integer value of the particle density n0 = 1, 2, 3 . . ., and
a superfluid phase, where all the particles are completely delocalized over the lattice.
The Hamiltonian is not integrable and then not analytically solvable. Nevertheless,
we can consider the limit of an infinite repulsion between bosons on one site U → ∞,
namely the Hard Core boson limit. In this case, the particle density is then restricted
to the two values n0 = 0 or n0 = 1, and the system is sent to the origin of the phase
diagram (see figure 1.2). The second term of the Hamiltonian disappears and we end
up with the Hard Core boson Hamiltonian

Hhc = −J ∑
i

(
b†

i bi+1 + H.c
)
+ ∑

i

Vini. (2.2)

The Hard Core boson model becomes analytically solvable and can be mapped into
free fermions model. The first step is done by the introduction of the transformation
between bosonic creation and destruction operators and Pauli operators

σx
i =b†

i + bi = σ+
i + σ−

i

σ
y
i =i(bi − b†

i ) = σ+
i − σ−

i (2.3)

σz
i =2b†

i bi − 1 = σ+
i σ−

i − 1.

Plugging this transformation into equation (2.2), one gets the Hamiltonian of inter-
acting spins 1/2:

H = − J
2

N−1

∑
i=1

(
σx

i σx
i+1 + σ

y
i σ

y
i+1

)
+

1
2

N

∑
i=1

Viσ
z
i . (2.4)

The usual procedure to treat this Hamiltonian is to use the Jordan Wigner transfor-
mation between spin operators and lattice fermionic ones

c†
i = ∏

j<i

(−σz
j )σ

+
i , ci = ∏

i<j

(−σz
j )σ

−
i , (2.5)
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in order to map the Hamiltonian (2.4) into free fermionic model

H =− J
N−1

∑
i=1

(c†
i ci+1 + c†

i+1ci) +
N

∑
i=1

Vic
†
i ci

=c†T c. (2.6)

The c†
i and ci are fermionic creation and destruction operators satisfying anticom-

mutative algebra {c†
i cj} = δij. We have introduced the N components row vector

c† =
(
c†

1 , c†
2 , . . . , c†

N

)
and the tridiagonal matrix (T )ij = Viδij − J(δj,i+1 + δj,i+1). This

last Hamiltonian can be diagonalized through Bogoliubov transformation, by the in-
troduction of the diagonal operators ηq related to the lattice ones by

ηq = ∑
i

φ∗
q (i)ci, η†

q = ∑
i

φq(i)c
†
i , (2.7)

leading to the diagonal form
H = ∑

q
εqη†

q ηq, (2.8)

where the εq are the excitation energies associated to the free Fermi particles created
by η†

q and destroyed by ηq. For general inhomogeneous potential Vi, the spectrum
εq has to be computed numerically. But if the potential becomes homogeneous, i.e
Vi = V ∀i, the spectrum can be obtained analytically, and one gets

εq = V − 2J cos(q), (2.9)

associated to the eigenvector

φq(i) =

√
2

N + 1
sin (qi) , (2.10)

with the quasi momentum qn = nπ/(N + 1) ∈ [0 : π]. In the rest of the chapter, the
value of the hopping strength J will be set to J = 1/2, leading to a dispersion relation
equal to εk = V − cos(q) and to a band width ∆ = 2.
From the dispersion relation, all the quasi energies εk are positives for V > 1 leading
to the vacuum state |0〉 with a particle number n0 = 0. On the contrary, if V < −1, all
the excitations are negatives, and the system is in a Mott phase with a particle number
equal to n0 = 1 on each site. For intermediate values of the potential −1 < V < 1, the
system is in a superfluid phase with a density given by

ρ0 =
qF

π
, (2.11)

where qF is the Fermi level associated to the Fermi energy fixed by the constraint
∑q η†

q ηq = N on the total number of particles.

2.2 Continuum limit and local equilibrium hypothesis

The behavior of the Hard Core bosonic system can be well understood by con-
sidering an hydrodynamical description, as already introduced in [CARK12, Col12],
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based on a local equilibrium hypothesis. Here we briefly sketch the main features of
this description [Col12].
Suppose an one dimensional bosonic system with lattice spacing a ≪ 1. Using con-
tinuous variable x = na, one can split the real line into intervals [x, x + ∆x] with
∆x = aM, where M is the number of sites. Suppose moreover that we keep the inter-
val ∆x small enough such that the potential keep an almost constant value over this
interval, that is V(ja) ≈ V(x) ∀ja ∈ [x, x + ∆x]. Taking the continuums limit a → 0
and ∆x → 0 keeping the ratio ∆x/a = M ≫ 1, the Hamiltonian can be rewritten,

H =
∫ ∞

−∞
dxH(x), (2.12)

with

H(x) =
1

a∆x

∫ ∆x

0
dy

[
1
2

Ψ†(x + y)Ψ(x + y − a) + H.c + Ψ†(x + y)V(x)Ψ(x + y)

]
,

(2.13)
where we have introduced the creation and annihilation Fermi field operators Ψ†(x)
and Ψ(x). This local Hamiltonian density can be diagonalized using the mapping

Ψ(x + y) =
∫ π

0
dqΦq(x + y)η(x, q), (2.14)

Ψ†(x + y) =
∫ π

0
dqΦq(x + y)η†(x, q), (2.15)

where the η†(x, q) and η(x, q), satisfying the anti commutation relation
{η†(x, q), η(x′, q′)} = δ(q − q′)δ(x − x′), respectively create and annihilate a par-
ticle with momentum q in the region [x, x + ∆x]. The φq(u) entering into the mapping
are the Bogoliubov functions, whose exact expression depends essentially on the
boundary conditions. Using these field operators, the Hamiltonian is recast into the
diagonal form

H =
∫ ∞

−∞
dx
∫ π

0
dq (V(x)− cos q) η†(x, q)η(x, q). (2.16)

The corresponding ground state is then given by adding to the vacuum state |0〉 all the
quasi particles, starting from the lowest energy up to the Fermi level εF . In the grand
canonical ensemble, where the number of particles can fluctuate, the Fermi level has
to be set to εF = 0. Hence, the ground state is given by adding to the vacuum |0〉 the
quasiparticles with negative energy

|GS〉 = ∏
V(x)−cos q<0

η†(x, q)|0〉, (2.17)

and the density profile is given by

ρ(x) =





0 if V(x) > 1
1
π arccos(V(x)) if |V(x)| < 1
1 if V(x) < −1

. (2.18)
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Now, introducing a region ∆x∆q around a point (x, q) of the phase space, we can
define the coarse grained density

ρ(x, q) =
1

∆x∆q

∫ x+∆x/2

x−∆x/2

∫ q+∆q/2

q−∆q/2
|Φp(y)|2dpdy, (2.19)

and state that this coarse grained density is almost constant leading to an almost
homogeneous distribution in the phase space

ρ(x, q) =
1
π

Θ(q)Θ(qF − q)Θ(−x)Θ(x + A), (2.20)

where Θ(x) is the Heaviside function, and A < 0 fix the spacial extension of the
condensate. The spacial density profile is given by integrating the previous expression
over the momentum

ρ(x) =
qF

π
Θ(−x)Θ(x + A), (2.21)

with qF = arccos (V(x)).

2.3 Initial states

In the following, we fix the initial state of the system with an harmonic trap. This
harmonic potential V(x) is parameterized like

V(x) = α

[
x − A

2

]2

− µ0, α =
4

A2 (1 + µ0), (2.22)

with A < 0 and µ0 > −1. This last form ensures that the bosons are loaded between
positions x = A and x = 0 with a condensate centered in x = A/2. Depending on
the value of the parameters, two distinct situations are possible, controlled by µ0 (see
figure 2.1 for a pictural representation of the different cases).

1

A 0 x

V(x)

ρ(x)
1

−1

A 0 x

∆S f 2∆Mott ∆S fV(x)

ρ(x)

Figure 2.1 – Two different possible initial states depending on the value of the parameter µ0. On the
left, µ0 is smaller than 1, leading to a condensate initially completely in a superfluid phase. On the
right, µ0 is greater than 1, leading to a Mott phase of extension ∆Mott surrounding by two superfluid
phases of extension ∆S f .

If µ0<1, the potential V(x) is never smaller than −1 and the full condensate is then in
a superfluid phase. Integrating the phase space density, we get the following particle
density

ρ0(x) =
θ(x)θ(x + A)

π
arccos (V(x)) . (2.23)
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On the other hand, when µ0 > 1, it exists a spacial region where the potential is
smaller than −1 leading to a Mott phase with ρ0 = 1 surrounded by two superfluid
phases. The Mott phase extends over the spacial region x ∈ [ A

2 − ∆Mott, A
2 + ∆Mott],

where ∆Mott is given by

∆Mott =
|A|
2

√
µ0 − 1
µ0 + 1

, (2.24)

and is surrounded by a superfluid phase of extension

∆S f =
|A|
2

(
1 −

√
1 − µ0

1 + µ0

)
, (2.25)

with a density profile given by the equation 2.23. We plot in figure 2.2 the density pro-
files corresponding to a superfluid initial state (left) and a mixture Mott/superfluid
initial state (right) for different values of µ0. We see that the hydrodynamical predic-
tions fit perfectly the numerical results obtained by exact diagonalization.
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Figure 2.2 – Initial density profiles for an initial state in the superfluid phase (left) and in a mixture
Mott/superfluid (right) for different values of the parameter µ0. The spacial extension of the condensate
is A = −200. The hydrodynamical predications are given by the full lines whereas the dots represent
the numerical data obtained by exact diagonalization.

2.4 Dynamics after the sudden quench

The quantum quench is realized by suddenly changing the value of the trapping
potential at t = 0+, resulting in an out of equilibrium dynamics. Using the fact that
the dynamics is unitary, and that all the quasiparticles are non interacting, they are
emitted to the right and to the left on trajectories with constant energy.

2.4.1 Free expansion of the condensate

The first kind of quench we have considered is the sudden release of the trap at
time t = 0+, the potential passing from a non zero value to a vanishing one, i.e

V(x) =α

[
x − A

2

]2

− µ0 if t < 0

V(x) =0 if t > 0. (2.26)
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The Evolution of the density profile obtained numerically by exact diagonalization is
shown in figure 2.3 for the two initial states presented above.

Figure 2.3 – Evolution of the density profile obtained numerically by exact diagonalization. The up
snapshot represents an initial condensate in a superfluid phase with µ0 = 0, whereas the down snapshot
is for a initial state in a mixture Mott/superfluid with µ0 = 3. In both cases, the spacial extension of
the condensate is |A| = 100.

After the quench, the potential being zero, the condensate is allowed to explore
spacial regions that were forbidden in the presence of the trapping potential. One
can see that the condensate is spreading to the right and to the left over the whole
lattice. Notice that since the numerical results are obtained with finite system size,
the particles are reflected when they reach the two boundaries.

After the quench, the energy of the quasiparticles is simply given by the kinetic
part

ε = − cos(q) ∈ [−1, 1]. (2.27)

The movement of the quasiparticles being ballistic, their velocity is given by the
derivative of the energy with respect to the momentum

v± = ±
∣∣∣∣

∂ε

∂q

∣∣∣∣ , (2.28)

where the + sign (resp. −) counts for the right (resp. left) movers. Using the expres-
sion 2.27 for the energy, we find that the velocity is given by

v±q = ±
√

1 − ε2 = ±
√

1 − cos2 q, (2.29)
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and depends only on the initial energy of the quasiparticles. Since the potential van-
ishes, the dynamics of the quasiparticles is free. As a consequence, a quasiparticle
initially located at the point (x0, q0) at t = 0 will be at a latter time t > 0 moved at
the point

x±(x0, q0, t) = x0 ± t
√

1 − ε2 = x0 ± t
√

1 − cos2 q0. (2.30)

The density at a point (x, q) of the phase space associated to the right and left movers
is given by [CARK12, Col12]

ρ±(x, q, t) =
1

2π

∫ 0

A
dx0

∫ qF(x0)

0
dq0δ(x − x±(x0, q0, t))δ(q − q±(x0, q0, t)). (2.31)

In other words, we are looking in the initial distribution all the points (x0, q0) that will
be at time t at the point (x, t) under the effect of the quench dynamics. The spacial
density is simply given by integrating (2.31) over the momentum q, and we get

ρ±(x, t) =
1

2π

∫ 0

A
dx0

∫ qF(x0)

0
dq0δ(x − x±(x0, q0, t)). (2.32)

The total density at a point x and time t is obtained by summing the right and left
movers contributions

ρ(x, t) = ρ+(x, t) + ρ−(x, t). (2.33)

We present on figure 2.4 the density profile for different times for the two types of
initial states. The numerical evaluation of the integral (2.32) reproduce perfectly the
exact diagonalization results.
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Figure 2.4 – Density profile for different times. In the left plot, the condensate is initially in a superfluid
phase with µ0 = 0 and the times are, from top to bottom t = 10, t = 40, t = 60, t = 100 and t = 150.
In the right plot, the initial state is a mixture Mott/superfluid with µ0 = 3 and the times are, from
top to bottom, t = 10, t = 40, t = 50, t = 80 and t = 120. In both case, we have |A| = 100. The
numerical calculation of the expression (2.32) is given by the full lines, whereas the symbol are the
exact diagonalization results.

It is interesting to look at the number of particles Nt present in the initial trapping
region of the condensate as a function of time. This number is obtained by integrating
the density ρ(x, t) between positions A and 0

Nt(t) = N+
t (t) + N−

t (t), (2.34)
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with

N±
t =

1
2π

∫ 0

A
dx
∫ 0

A
dx0

∫ qF(x0)

0
dq0δ(x − x±(x0, q0, t)). (2.35)

The system possessing the mirror symmetry with respect to the middle of the conden-
sate in the point x = A

2 , the contributions associated to the right and left movers are
equals, and N+

t = N−
t . Using this symmetry and the properties of the delta function,

one arrives at

Nt(t) =
1
π

∫ 0

A
dx0

∫ qF(x0)

0
dq0Π[A:0](x−(x0, q0, t)), (2.36)

where Π[a,b](x) is the door function defined by

Π[a,b](x) =

{
1 if x ∈ [a, b]
0 if x /∈ [a, b].

(2.37)

The dots in figure 2.5 represent, for the two initial states, the number of particles
present in the initial trapped region as a function of time obtained by exact diagonal-
ization, whereas the full lines give the hydrodynamical predictions using numerical
evaluation of the integral (2.36). Interestingly, one can see, after a transient time where
Nt is constant, two different regimes for an initial Mott/superfluid state, where the
behavior is linear at the beginning of the evolution and turns to a power law after a
time t ≈ |A|, whereas the initial superfluid case presents only the second regime.
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Figure 2.5 – Number of particles Nt, present in the initial trapping region as a function of the time for
an initial Mott/superfluid state (up curves) and an initial fully superfluid condensate (down curves).
The dots are obtained with exact diagonalization, whereas the full lines give the hydrodynamical pre-
dictions using equation (2.56). The full blue line is the expression (2.41), corresponding to an initial
state completely in a Mott phase (case µ → ∞). On the insert is shown the same plot in log scale.

The analytical evaluation of the integral (2.36) is difficult for the two initial states,
but we can nevertheless understand this change of behavior by considering the case
µ0 → ∞. This case corresponds to an initial state completely in a Mott phase with
q0(x0) = π ∀x0 and ρ0 = 1 ∀x0. In this case, the condition imposed by the door
function in equation (2.36) is fulfilled for all q0 ∈ [0 : π] considering initial positions
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x0 > A + t. For values of x0 < A + t, this condition is fulfilled in the interval q0 ∈
[0 : q+(x0, t)] and q0 ∈ [q−(x0, t) : π] where q±0 (x0, t) are solutions of the equation
x−(x0, q0, t) = A and given by

q±0 (x0, t) = arccos

(
±
√

1 − (x0 − A)2

t2

)
. (2.38)

The integral (2.36) can then be rewritten

Nt(t) =
1
π

(∫ x̃(t)

A
dx0

(∫ q+(x0,t)

0
dq0 +

∫ π

q−(x0 ,t)
dq0

)
+ Θ(|A| − t)

∫ 0

x̃(t)
dx0

∫ π

0
dq0

)
,

(2.39)
where x̃(t) = (A + t)Θ(|A| − t). Using the property arccos(x) + arccos(−x) = π of
the arccosinus function, one arrives to

Nt(t) =
1
π

∫ x̃(t)

A
dx02 arccos

(√
1 − (x0 − A)2

t2

)
− Θ(|A| − t)(A + t). (2.40)

Performing the integral, we finally find

Nt(t) =− A − 2
π

t Θ(|A| − t)

+

(
−A +

2A
π

(
arctan

(√
t2

A2 − 1

)
− t +

√
t2 − A2

))
Θ(t − |A|), (2.41)

which behaves, for t → ∞, like Nt(t) ∼ 1/t. We recover here the linear behavior
for t < |A| and the power law decay for t > |A|. The expression (2.41) is plotted
in dashed line in figure 2.5, and we can see that the slope in the linear regime and
the exponent in the power law decay are the same in the pure Mott and mixture
Mott/superfluid cases.

2.4.2 Self Trapping with a linear potential

In this section, we turn to the second quench considered in this study. Starting
from the two initial states mentioned previously, the trapping potential is suddenly
released at time t = 0+ and a linear ramp of equation

V(x, t > 0) = −Fx Θ(−x) (2.42)

is loaded in the negative part of the x axe. Just after the quench, the energy of a
particle in position x is shifted by the quantity −Fx, as shown in the figure 2.6 where
we present a pictural representation of the energy band of a Mott/superfluid initial
state just after the loading of the ramp.
Like in the previous case treated, the sudden quench leads to an out-of-equilibrium
unitary dynamics, whose main features are perfectly caught by the hydrodynamical
theory developed above. We present in figure 2.7 the dynamics of the density profile
just after the quench for the two initial states and for different forces of the linear
potential. One can see from this picture that the initial condensate is splitting into
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ε=1

A 0x
m

Figure 2.6 – The particles in the blue region leave the trap. The position xm corresponds to the most
right position of the initial condensate with energy ε = 1.

Figure 2.7 – Snapshot of the time evolution of the density profile obtained numerically by exact diag-
onalization starting from the two initial states and for different forces. Up/left: Mott/superfluid state
with µ0 = 3 and F = 0.1, top/right: Mott/superfluid state with µ0 = 3 and F = 0.04, bottom/left:
superfluid state with µ0 = 0 and F = 0.1, and bottom/right: superfluid state with µ0 =

√
2/2 and

F = 0.015. For all cases, we set |A| = 200.

two parts: a first part of the condensate leaves the initial region and spreads in time
toward the right of the x axis, whereas a second part stays trapped into the region
x ∈ [A, 0] and performs Bloch oscillations. Note that like in the previous case, the es-
caping particles are reflected into the right boundary since the system is numerically
finite.
The reason why a part of the condensate escapes the initial region can be understood
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in the following way: the particles with an energy in the range ε ∈ [−1, 1] are con-
nected with the propagative band starting at position x = 0 with zero potential, and
then can escape toward the right side of the system. On the contrary, particles with
an energy higher than ε = 1 stay trapped inside the initial region due to the energy
conservation.

The number of escaping particles Nesc is then given by summing all the particles
with an energy ε between −1 and 1 in the initial density distribution. Using energy
variable, it yields

Nesc =
1

Fπ

∫ 1

−1
dε
∫

Q(ε)
dq0, (2.43)

where Q(ε) is the integration contour shown in blue in figure 2.6. In particular, if the
most energetic locus of the initial distribution has an energy smaller than ε = 1, the
region connected to the propagative band covers the complete condensate, and, as
a consequence, Nesc = N, meaning that all the particles are living the trap and are
escaping to the right. Of course, if the system is initially in a Mott/superfluid state,
the highest energy is always ε = 1 and then the only value of the force leading to
Nesc = N is F = 0. On the contrary, if the system is in a pure superfluid state, the
most energetic point just after the quench is given by the solution of the equation
∂ε/∂x = 0, that is

xmax =

{
A
2 − FA2

8(1+µ0)
if F < F2,

A if F > F2,
(2.44)

where F2 = − 4
A (1 + µ0) is the force making the most energetic point located in x =

A. The force below which all the particles escape has then to fulfill the equation
−Fxmax − cos qF(xmax) = 1. We finally find the values

FM/s f
esc = 0 (2.45)

FS f
esc =

{
4
A (1 + µ0)

(
1 −

√
2

µ0+1

)
if F < F2

− 2
A if F > F2.

(2.46)

We plot in figure 2.8 Nesc as a function of the force F obtained numerically for the two
initial states and for several values of µ0. As predicted, we see that Nesc is constant
to N for forces smaller than Fesc. Once this force crossed, the number of escaping
particles decreases when the force is increased. We find a power law Nesc ∝ Fγ where
the exponent γ increases with the value of µ0 until a saturation value γ = 1 for
µ0 → ∞. Indeed, in this case, the spacial extension of the superfluid phase tends to
zero, and the system is initially in a fully Mott phase, leading to the behavior Nesc ∝ 1

F
found in [Col12, CARK12].

2.4.2.1 Dynamics of the trapped particles

We focus in a first time our attention on the dynamics of the trapped particles.
These particles with energy ε > 1 perform Bloch oscillations due to the constant force
F acting on them.
For an initial Mott/superfluid state, one observes two oscillatory regions, located at
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Figure 2.8 – Number of escaping particles Nesc as a function of the force F for different values of µ0. The
system is initially in a pure superfluid state in the left plot, whereas it is in a Mott/Superfluid mixture
on the right one. The full pink line represents the case of µ0 = ∞, corresponding to a condensate
initially in a fully Mott phase.

the two edges, surrounding a plateau region where the density stays constant and
equal to the initial value of the Mott phase ρ0 = 1. We can also note different regimes
of oscillations, depending of the value of the applied force. Indeed, by looking figure
2.7, we can see that at high forces, the two regions surrounding the plateau oscillate
in phase, in the sense that they start to move both to the right. On the contrary, at
lower forces, these two regions oscillate in opposite direction, the left side of the
plateau starting to move to the left, and the right side to the right, leading to a
breathing regime.
When the initial state is fully superfluid, the oscillations concern now the complete
condensate. The distinction between high and low force discussed above still holds
for this initial state. Indeed, for high forces, all the condensate oscillates as whole
whereas at low forces, it splits into two parts, one part starting to move to the left
and the other one to the right.
One can finally note that, for both initial states and at low forces, the leftmost locus
of the condensate can explore spacial region located at the left of the position x = A
delimiting the initial position of the condensate. All these last features can be ex-
plained by to the hydrodynamical theory, as we will now see.

The dynamics being unitary, the particles evolve along trajectories of constant
energy. We then obtain

dε

dt
=

d
dt

(V(x)− cos q) = 0, (2.47)

giving

− F
dx
dt

+
dq
dt

sin q = 0. (2.48)

Using the expression (2.28) of the velocity

v± = ±
∣∣∣∣

∂ε

∂q

∣∣∣∣ = ± sin q, (2.49)
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we find

± F +
dq
dt

= 0, (2.50)

leading, after integration, to the evolution equation of the momentum q±(t)

q±(t) = ±q0 + Ft. (2.51)

This last equation describes the conversion of the potential energy V(x) into kinetic
one − cos q(t). We remind that the density corresponding to the right and left movers
is given at a time t by

ρ±(x, q, t) =
1

2π

∫ 0

A
dx0

∫ qF(x0)

0
dq0δ(x − x±(x0, q0, t))δ(q − q±(x0, q0, t)), (2.52)

and the spacial density by the integration over the momentum q:

ρ±(x, t) =
1

2π

∫ 0

A
dx0

∫ qF(x0)

0
dq0δ(x − x±(x0, q0, t)). (2.53)

Now, we use the fact that

dx0δ(x − x±(x0, q0, t)) = − 1
F

dεδ(x − x±(ε, q0, t)) (2.54)

with
x±(ε, q0, t) = − 1

F
(ε + cos(±q0 + Ft)) (2.55)

together with the energy at the initial time ε = −Fx0 − cos(q0), and we find that the
right and left densities can be rewritten

ρ±(x, t) =
1

2π

∫ π

0
dq0

∫
dx0δ(x0 − g±(x, q0, t)) (2.56)

where the function g±(x, q0, t) is given by

g±(x, q0, t) = x − 1
F
[cos(q0)− cos(±q0 + Ft)] . (2.57)

Finally, performing the integration, we get the expression

ρ±(x, t) =
1

2π

∫ π

qin f

dq0Π[ f2(q0), f1(q0)](g±(x, q0, t)), (2.58)

where we have used to properties of the delta distribution, and the functions f1(q0)
and f2(q0) are respectively given by

f1(q) =





−1 + cos q0

F
q0 ∈ [qin f , q̃0]

A
2
+

√
cos q0 + µ0

α
q0 ∈ [q̃0, π]

(2.59)

f2(q) =
A
2
−
√

cos q0 + µ0

α
(2.60)
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with q̃0 satisfying the equation −Fxm + cos q̃0 = 1 where xm is the rightmost locus
of the condensate with energy ε = 1 (see figure 2.6), and the lower bound qin f of the
integral is equal to

qin f =

{
0 if F > − 2

A
arccos(1 − Fx∗) if F < − 2

A .
(2.61)

The reason why the expression on the function f1(q0) depends of the range of q0 is to
take into account the escaping particles. Indeed, these particles have left the trap by
the propagating band, and then they do not contribute to the oscillating behavior. It
is then necessary to remove them from the initial density profile when the integration
is performed.

In figures 2.9 and 2.10, we plot the time evolution of the density profile of the
self trapped particles over a half period of oscillations for the two initial states
Mott/superfluid and superfluid, both numerical (full lines) and theoretical (dashed
lines), together with a pictural representation of the energy band just after the quench.
The first observation that can be made is that the hydrodynamical predictions per-

fectly reproduce the oscillatory behavior of the density profile. Secondly, the different
oscillatory regimes corresponding to low and high forces are clearly visible for the
two kinds of initial states. We can also see that the condensate extents beyond the
position x = A in the low forces case. The key point to understand these features is
to look at the position of the most energetic locus of the condensate xmax. We find

xM/s f
max =





A
2

(
1 −

√
µ0 − 1
µ0 + 1

)
if F < F1 = − 4

A

√
µ2

0 − 1

A
2
− FA2

8(1 + µ0)
if F1 < F < F2

A if F > F2

(2.62)

for the case of a initial Mott/superfluid state, and

xs f
max =





A
2
− FA2

8(1 + µ0)
if F < F2

A if F > F2

(2.63)

for a fully superfluid initial state. Here, F1 is the force making the most energetic
position in the separating position x = x[M−S f ] between Mott and superfluid phases.
If the most energetic position is located at xmax > A, i.e for forces F < F2, the conden-
sate can explore spacial region on the left of the point x = A thanks to the unitary
evolution. The leftmost location of the condensate may extend until the position xL

(see down plot of figure 2.9) defined by the equation

− FxL − 1 = −Fxmax − cos(qF(xmax)), (2.64)
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Figure 2.9 – Top: Self-trapped density profile for an initial SF-Mott state with µ0 = 3 at different
times for F = 0.1. Middle: Same as top for F = 0.068.. Down: Same as top for F = 0.04. In each
cases, we set A = −200, and the hydrodynamical predictions are represented in each case by the orange
dashed lines.

giving

xM/s f
L =





A
2

(
1 −

√
µ0 − 1
µ0 + 1

)
− 2

F
if 0 < F < F1

A
2
− FA2

16(1 + µ0)
− 1 + µ0

F
if F1 < F < F2

(2.65)
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and

xs f
L =

A
2
− FA2

16(1 + µ0)
− 1 + µ0

F
if FS f

esc < F < F2. (2.66)

In this range of forces, the energy of the point xmax is greater than the energy of the
point x = A. As a consequence, there is accessible region on the left and on the right
of the point x = xmax (see for instance down plot of figure 2.10), and the trapped
density of the initial superfluid condensate splits into two parts, one starts to move
to the left, whereas the other one starts to move to the right. This dynamics will be
called the splitting regime. For an initial Mott/superfluid state, one has to make the
distinction between the two force regimes F < F1 and F1 < F < F2. Indeed, in the first
case, the most energetic point is the separating point x[M−s f ] between the Mott and
superfluid phase, and is then located on the right tilted edge (see down plot in figure
2.9). Therefore, the part of the condensate located on the left of the plateau starts
to move to the left whereas the right side of the plateau starts to move to the right,
leading to a breathing regime. In the other case F1 < F < F2, one recovers the splitting
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regime but only in the region on the left of the plateau. Indeed, this part of the initial
condensate splits into two parts moving in opposite direction, whereas the movement
of the right side is unchanged. We can note that in this case, the oscillations in the
left part of the condensate are weak. This feature is due to the fact that the energy in
the three points x = A, x = xmax and x = x[M−s f ] are close to each other, and then
the part of the condensate participating to the oscillation is small, leading to almost
no oscillations.
In the strong forces regime F > F2, the most energetic point is xmax = A and is
then located on the left tilde band. In this case, and whatever the initial state, the
condensate oscillates in phase. Indeed, in the superfluid case, the condensate oscillates
as a whole, and in the Mott/superfluid case, the two sides of the plateau move in the
same direction at a given time. Note finally that the two boundaries xp1 and xp2 of
this plateau are also force dependent, and given by

xp1 =

{
A + 2

F if F < F2
A
2

(
1 +

√
µ0−1
µ0+1

)
if F > F2

(2.67)

xp2 =
A
2

(
1 −

√
µ0 − 1
µ0 + 1

)
− 2

F
. (2.68)

The oscillatory behavior of the density profile is associated to a flow of particles
giving rise to a current density j(x, t). This current is defined through the continuity
equation

dnk

dt
= −i[H, nk] = −∇jk = jk−1 − jk, (2.69)

where nk is the occupation number at site k. The explicit calculation of the commuta-
tor gives

jk =
1
2

(
c†

k ck+1 − c†
k+1ck

)
, (2.70)

and its average reads

〈jk〉 = −Im
(
〈ckc†

k+1〉
)

. (2.71)

We present in figure 2.11 snapshots of the time evolution of the current profile, ob-
tained numerically, for a superfluid initial state, and for a Mott/superfluid initial state
at different forces.
In all the cases, we clearly see the oscillatory behavior of the particles in the trapped
region. For an initial superfluid state at high forces, we observe a strip structure of
the oscillations showing that all the condensate is oscillating as a whole, as already
observed in the density profile. For low forces, there are two regions in the trapped
profile of opposite sign current at the beginning of the evolution, indicating move-
ment in opposite direction (see second plot of figure 2.11). In the Mott/superfluid
case, the current vanishes in the plateau region x ∈ [xp1, xp2] where the density
stays constant at the initial value ρ0 = 1 and where no oscillations of the density
is observed. At high forces F > F2, the two sides of the condensate oscillate in
phase, and the sign of the current is the same on both sides of the plateau at a
given time, whereas at low forces F < F1, the two sides surrounding the plateau
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Figure 2.11 – Snapshot of the time evolution of the current density profile. In the two first plots
starting from the top the initial states are superfluid with µ0 = 0 and F = 0.1 and µ0 =

√
2/2

and F = 0.015 respectively. In the two following, the initial states are a Mott/superfluid mixture with
µ0 = 3 and F = 0.1 and F = 0.04 respectively. The last plot is a zoom in the left part of the plateau
for a Mott/superfluid initial state with µ0 = 3 and F = 0.068. In the three cases, A = −200.
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oscillate in opposite direction leading to current of opposite sign at a given time.
For intermediate forces F1 < F < F2, we see the perfect alternation of currents
with different sign on both sides of the middle of the superfluid phase reflecting the
splitting regime taking place on the left side of the plateau (see last plot of figure 2.11).

In the framework of the hydrodynamical theory, the current density is obtained by
summing the current contributions of all the particles j(q) = ρ(q)v(q) with velocities
v±(q) = ± sin(±q0 + Ft). Then the current is given by adding a factor ± sin(±q0 + Ft)
to the integral (2.56), leading to

j(x, t) =
∫ π

qin f

dq0

2π
sin(q0 + Ft)Π[ f2(q0), f1(q0)](g+(x, q0, t))

−
∫ π

qin f

dq0

2π
sin(q0 − Ft)Π[ f2(q0), f1(q0)](g−(x, q0, t)) . (2.72)

We plot in figure 2.12 the behavior of the current for different situations.
The hydrodynamical predictions fit perfectly the numerical data for all the plots ex-
cept the case of a initial superfluid state at low forces where the curves are different at
the beginning of the evolution. The reason for that comes from the escaping particles.
Indeed, in the theoretical development, these particles are removed from the initial
density profile in order to not take them into account during the Bloch oscillations
of the trapped particles. Because the force is small, some of the escaping particles
contribute to the current until they leave the trap. Once these particles far in the right
region (at t ≈ 200), the predictions match the numerical data.
We can remark a perfect sinusoidal time evolution in the middle of the condensate
x = A/2 in the case of a initial pure superfluid state. In this case, the condition given
by the door function in equation (2.72) is fulfilled for q0 ∈ [0 : π/2] leading to

jSF(A/2, t) =
1

2π

∫ π/2

0
dq0 (sin(q0 + Ft)− sin(q0 − Ft))

=
1
π

sin(Ft) (2.73)

On the contrary, for a Mott/superfluid, the middle of the condensate is located in
the plateau region and the condition is always fulfilled, leading to a vanishing current.

Finally, on figure 2.13 we resume all the different features we have observed previ-
ously in a phase diagram in the (F|A|, µ0) plan.

2.4.2.2 Dynamics of the escaping particles

Here we describe the dynamics of the escaping particles. We remind that these
particles are those with an energy ε ∈ [−1, 1], and that the evolution equation leads
to a drift of the momentum according to q±(t) = q0 ± Ft. The right movers moving
to the right, they will leave directly the trap, whereas the left movers will be first
reflected on the left tilde band edge before escaping. When a particle reaches the
position x = 0, all the potential energy has been converted into kinetic one, and the
dynamics becomes free, like in the case treated in section 2.4.1. If we call t± the time
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Figure 2.12 – (Top) Current in a initial superfluid state as a function of the time (left) in the middle
of the condensate in two different cases (µ0 = 0 and F = 0.1 in black dots and µ0 =

√
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different forces corresponding to the different oscillations regime. (Bottom) Current in a initial mixture
Mott/superfluid as a function of the time (left) at position x = −185 (corresponding to the middle of
the left superfluid phase) for two forces (F = 0.04 in black dots and F = 0.1 in red ones) and as a
function of the position (right) at quarter of the period T for three different forces corresponding to the
different oscillations regimes. The dots are the numerical data obtained by exact diagonalization, and
the full lines are the predictions given by the integral (2.72).

needed for a particle to reach the position x± = 0, we find that t± is equal, thanks to
equation (2.55), to

t± =
1
F
(∓q0 + arccos(−ǫ)) . (2.74)

The potential being zero in the region x > 0, we then find

x± =
√

1 − ε2(t − t±), (2.75)

that can be rewritten as a function of x0 and q0 like

x±(x0, q0, t) =
√

1 − (Fx0 + cos q0)2

(
t − 1

F
(∓q0 + arccos(Fx0 + cos q0))

)
. (2.76)

The density is then given by ρesc(x, t) = ρ+esc(x, t) + ρ−esc(x, t), where the right and left
contributions are given by, using energy variable

ρ±esc(x, t) =
∫ 1

−1

dε

F

∫

Q(ε)

dq0

2π
δ(x − x±(ε, q0, t)), (2.77)
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Figure 2.13 – Phase diagram showing the different behaviors of the trapped part of the condensate
in the (F|A|, µ0) plan. In the green region, all the particles are leaving the trap because the most
energetic point has an energy smaller than ε = 1. In the red region, the condensate oscillates in phase,
the most energetic point is the left-most locus xmax = A. In the blue region, the position of the most
energetic point is force dependent, and the splitting dynamics takes place. Finally, in the yellow region,
concerning only the Mott/superfluid case, the condensate oscillates with a breathing regime where the
left and right sides of the plateau start to move in opposite direction.

and the integration domain Q(ε) is represented in dashed blue in figure 2.6. We
show in figure 2.14 the comparison of the escaping density at different times between
numerical exact diagonalization and hydrodynamical predictions given by equation
(2.77). We see a good agreement between the hydrodynamical predictions and nu-
merical results, up to interferences which disappear in the continuum limit.
It is interesting to note that the right propagating front of the escaping density profile
has a stair like structure (the phenomenon is well observable for time t = 156 in figure
2.14). The integration of the density over each stair being equal to 1, they represent
an ejected particle moving ballistically with a velocity v(ε) =

√
1 − ε2. Note that

this stair like structure of propagating front has already been observed in different
contexts [HRS04, PK05].

2.4.2.3 Entanglement dynamics

As we saw previously, the quench will have for consequence the splitting of the
initial condensate into an escaping part and a trapped one. It results from the cor-
relations presents in the initial state an entanglement between these two parts. This
entanglement between escaping particles and trapped ones is quantified by the en-
tanglement entropy introduced in chapter 1, which is completely determined by the
eigenvalues of the reduced correlation matrix (see equation (1.100)). We present the
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Figure 2.14 – Density profile of the escaping particles for an initial Mott/superfluid state. The dots
correspond to the numerical data, whereas the full line are the results of the integral (2.77).

time evolution of the entanglement profile in figure 2.15 for the two different initial
states with A = −50. In both cases, we clearly see the entanglement growth between
the trapping region and the propagative band by the ballistic movement of the es-
caping particles. Inside the trapped region, one has to distinguish between the two
initial states. In the case of a pure superfluid state, the entanglement is non zero in
the complete zone and it exhibits the same kind of oscillation already observed in the
dynamics of the density profile. In the Mott/superfluid initial state, the entanglement
vanishes in the plateau region. Indeed, in this region, the whole state of the system
can be written as a direct product of single-occupancy local states and is, as a con-
sequence, separable. Interestingly, the entanglement present initially within the self
trapped condensate is conserved in time, indicating that no entanglement is created
or lost in this region. Indeed, we can see in figure 2.16, where the entanglement en-
tropy is plotted at integer multiple of the period and of the half period, the perfect
superposition of the profiles, indicating that the entanglement shows a trivial time
evolution simply related to the Bloch oscillations of the trapped particles.

2.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have studied the behavior of hard core bosons after the sudden
quench of the trapping potential. The use of the hydrodynamical description, based
on a local equilibrium hypothesis, gave us access to observable like density or current,
and perfectly explain the main features of the dynamics. Two different kinds of initial
states, depending on the value of µ0 have been considered : an initial state completely
in a superfluid phase, and a initial state showing a mixture between superfluid and
Mott phases.
We first studied the case of a quench consisting in the release of the trapping po-
tential. We observed a spreading of the condensate to the left and the right, and we
derived the number of particles within the initial trapping region in the case µ0 → ∞.
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Figure 2.15 – Time evolution of the entanglement entropy profile obtained numerically by using (1.100)
for an initial superfluid state with F = 0.3 and µ0 = 0 (top) and an initial Mott/superfluid state
(bottom) with F = 0.5 and µ0 = 2. In both cases, we set the spacial extension of the condensate to
A = −50.
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Figure 2.16 – Entanglement entropy at integer multiples of the Bloch period and of the half period for
an initial superfluid state with µ0 = 0 and F = 0.1 (left) and for an initial mixture Mott/superfluid
with µ0 = 2 and F = 0.5. In both case, the times multiple of the period are plotted with symbols, and
those multiple of the half period with full lines, and A is set to −50.

Secondly, we considered the case of the release of the initial potential and the loading
of a linear ramp in the negative side of the real axe. As already observed in the case of
an initial homogeneous distribution of particles, the condensate splits into a escaping
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part leaving the region [A : 0] and a part which stays trapped due to the unitary
evolution. The trapped particles perform Bloch oscillations due to the constant force
acting on them, We identified different scenario for these oscillations, depending of
the initial state and the applied force. Finally, we have analyzed the entanglement
entropy between the escaping part and the trapped one.





3
Entanglement creation between
two spins embedded in an Ising
chain

Since the development of quantum information processing [NC00], quantum en-
tanglement is not only used for a better understanding of the foundation of

quantum mechanics, but it becomes also the key ingredient of concrete applications,
like quantum communication [GT07], quantum cryptography [GRTZ02, BB84] or
teleportation [BBC+93]. Creating and manipulating entangled quantum states is then
a major issue of modern physics. Since entanglement is related to strong correlations,
the simplest way to entangle two parts of a quantum system is the direct interaction
between them. However, from a quantum information point of view, it is better to
create entanglement between parts located at finite distance.
Whereas it is commonly believed that interaction of a quantum system with an envi-
ronment leads to a death of quantum features like entanglement, it has recently been
shown that the coupling to a bath can endorse the creation of entanglement between
two distant systems interacting with it [Bra02, CVDEBR06, CVGIZ07, CVDEBR07,
PR08, PR09, WDCK+11, KWLM12, FKT+13, TFK+14]. The environment can be mod-
eled by different physical systems, such as an assembly of harmonic oscillators, spin
or ion chains. For instance, in [Bra02], D. Braun studied the creation of entanglement
between two spins coupled at the same point to a chain of harmonic oscillators. He
identified a decoherence free subspace which protects a part of the initial coherence
and created entanglement. In [WDCK+11, KWLM12], the authors investigated the
entanglement between two harmonic oscillators coupled to an harmonic crystal in
the thermodynamic limit. Depending on the parameters, different scenarios have
been found for the steady state entanglement: sudden death, no sudden death or
sudden death and revivals.

In this chapter, we propose to extend the model studied in [Bra02] by considering
the case of two non interacting defect spins 1/2 coupled at two different locations in
a quantum Ising chain. The chapter is organized as follows: in a first section, we give
the model and the theoretical treatment of the problem. We show how the spin bath
can be mapped, in the high magnetization and low temperature limit, into a collec-
tion of interacting harmonic oscillators. Then we introduce a new set of coordinates
leading to a natural decoupling of the systems, and we derive the time evolution
of the reduced density matrix of the two defect spins, allowing us to have access to
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their entanglement evolution. In the second section, we present the results concerning
the entanglement dynamics, for both vanishing and non vanishing distance between
the defects. The behavior of the concurrence as a function of the parameters of the
systems is in particular analyzed.

3.1 Model and theoretical treatment

3.1.1 Hamiltonians and initial states

We consider in this study a chain of 2N spins with Ising interactions and trans-
verse magnetic field described by the Hamiltonian

Hb = − J
2 ∑
<ij>

′
σx

i σx
j − 1

2∑
i

′
σz

i , (3.1)

where the ferromagnetic coupling (J > 0) runs over the first neighbors only. The
prime in the sum symbol indicates that the label i = 0 has been removed for further
convenience. Moreover, we assume periodic boundary conditions σα

N+1 = σα
−N , with

α = x, y, z. The two spins −l and l of this chain are locally coupled to "defect" spins,
labeled A and B, thought the Hamiltonian

Hi = γ
(
σx

Aσx
−l + σx

Bσx
l

)
, (3.2)

with coupling strength γ. Moreover, the two defect spins are subject to a Zeeman
term

Hd = −h(σz
A + σz

B). (3.3)

The whole system being close, the dynamics is unitary and is set by the total Hamil-
tonian H = Hb + Hd + Hi. The spin chain will act as an environment for the two
defect spins by mediating an effective interaction between them.

In the following, the chain is prepared into a thermal state at temperature T. Its
density matrix is the Gibbs state

ρb =
1
Z

e−Hb/T , (3.4)

where Z ≡ Tr{e−Hb/T} is the normalization constant. The two defect spins are initially
supposed to be in a pure separable state

|ΨAB〉 = |ψ〉A ⊗ |ψ〉B, (3.5)

where |ψ〉A,B = αA,B| ↑〉A,B + βA,B| ↓〉A,B with the usual normalization |αA,B|2 +
|βA,B|2 = 1 and | ↑〉A,B and | ↓〉A,B the eigenstates of the operator σz

A,B with eigen-
values 1 and −1 respectively.
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3.1.2 High magnetization limit

As illustrated in [CVDEBR06, CVGIZ07, GI10, SG09], bath-mediated entangle-
ment between the boundary spins of a finite spin chain is found in the ground state
of highly symmetric Hamiltonians where the reservoir presents long-range correla-
tions. A major limitation faced in these systems is the vanishing energy gap between
the ground state and the excited ones [GI10] as the chain size is increased. End-to-
end entanglement is therefore very sensitive to attenuation of long-range correlations
due to thermal fluctuations. In the case we consider here, decreasing the correlation
length in the chain will decrease the correlations between spins −l and l. This will
naturally lead to a drastic attenuation of the entanglement between the defects. In
order to avoid this decrease of correlations, we opt for the low temperature and the
paramagnetic regime J ≪ 1 where the spin of the environment are highly polarized
along the direction of the transverse field.
This limit allows us to perform a bosonization of the spins of the environment by
means of the Holstein-Primakoff transformation [HP40]. The idea of the transforma-
tion is to introduce a mapping between the spin operators and bosonic operators a†

n
and an:

σ+
n =

√
1 − a†

nanan, (3.6)

σ−
n =a†

n

√
1 − a†

nan, (3.7)

σz
n =1 − 2a†

nan. (3.8)

Here, σ+
n and σ−

n are the spin ladder operators, and a†
n and an are creation and an-

nihilation bosonic operator respectively, satisfying the algebra [an, a†
m] = δnm. Note

that the average in the operator a†
nan counting the number of bosons in the mode n

represents the deviation of the projection of the spin polarization with respect to its
maximal value. From our previous requirement of a high polarization of the spins and
a low temperature, it follows then that the average 〈a†

nan〉 is small. The expressions
(3.6)-(3.8) can in consequence be truncated up the to zeroth order, leading to

σ−
n ≈ a†

n, (3.9)

σ+
n ≈ an. (3.10)

Their is then a direct correspondence between lowering (resp. rising) spin operators
and creation (resp. destruction) bosonic operators.
Plugging this transformation into the total Hamiltonian, we get a system of 2N inter-
acting bosons

H =− J
2∑

n

′ (
anan+1 + a†

nan+1 + ana†
n+1 + a†

na†
n+1

)
+ ∑

n

′
a†

nan (3.11)

γ
((

a−l + a†
−l

)
σx

A +
(

al + a†
l

)
σx

B

)
− (σz

A + σz
B) ,

where we have dropped an irrelevant constant. For further convenience, we introduce
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the position and momentum operators xn and pn defined by

an =
1√
2
(xn + ipn) , (3.12)

a†
n =

1√
2
(xn − ipn) , (3.13)

and satisfying the canonical algebra [xn, pm] = iδnm. Using these operators, the Hamil-
tonian is recast into

H = −J∑
n

′
xnxn+1 +

1
2∑

n

′
(x2

n + p2
n)−

√
2γ(x−lσ

x
A + xlσ

x
B)− h(σz

A + σz
B). (3.14)

One can see from the previous expression that the bath has been mapped into a set of
linearly coupled harmonic oscillators. The two defects spins are now locally coupled
to the position variables of the −l and l oscillators. One can note that this system is
close to the model studied in [KWLM12] where, instead of spins, the two defects are
also of harmonic oscillator nature.

3.1.3 Characterization of the bath

In this section, we focus our attention to the description of the bath Hamiltonian
Hb. To determine the time evolution of the spin defects, we first need to write the
bath Hamiltonian is terms of its normal modes. Let us first introduce the position
and momentum vectors

x† = (x−N , . . . , x−1, x1, . . . , xN) , p† = (p−N , . . . , p−1, p1, . . . , pN) , (3.15)

such that the bath Hamiltonian is written into a matrix form

Hb = −J ∑
n

xnxn+1 +
1
2 ∑

n
(x2

n + p2
n)

=
1
2

p†p +
1
2

x†Vbx =
1
2

p2 +
1
2

x†Vbx, (3.16)

where we have introduced the potential matrix

Vb =




1 −J 0 . . . . . . 0 −J

−J
. . .

. . . 0

0
. . .

. . .
. . .

...
...

. . .
. . .

. . .
...

...
. . .

. . .
. . . 0

0
. . .

. . . −J
−J 0 . . . . . . 0 −J 1




∈ R
2N×2N . (3.17)

This potential matrix can be rewritten into a block matrix form

Vb =

(
A B
B A

)
, (3.18)
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where the A and B matrices assume the expression

A =




1 −J

−J
. . .

. . .
. . .

. . . −J
−J 1




, B =




−J
0

. . .

. . .

0
−J




∈ R
N×N . (3.19)

The bath Hamiltonian Hb is invariant under the exchange of the two bosons −n and
n. With this in mind, we describe the bath using symmetric (center-of-mass) and
antisymmetric (relative) variables by the introduction of

xS,A
n =

xn ± x−n√
2

, pS,A
n =

pn ± p−n√
2

, (3.20)

where the upperscript S (A) refers to center-of-mass (relative) coordinates. This trans-
formation can be written into a vectorial form

ξ = Rx, π = Rp, (3.21)

where we have introduced the vectors

ξ† =
(

xS†
, xA†

)
=
(

xS
1 , . . . , xS

N , xA
1 , . . . , xA

N

)
, (3.22)

π† =
(

pS†
, pA†

)
=
(

pS
1 , . . . , pS

N , pA
1 , . . . , pA

N

)
, (3.23)

together with the orthogonal (R−1 = RT) transformation matrix R

R =
1√
2

(
1̄ 1

−1̄ 1

)
, with 1̄ =




1

. . .

1


 ∈ R

N×N . (3.24)

Plugging the relation RTR = 1 on both sides of the potential matrix, the interaction
part of equation (3.16) becomes

1
2

x†Vbx =
1
2

ξ†Λbξ (3.25)

where Λb = RVbRT is the transformed potential matrix. Its explicit expression can be
determined using the block representation (3.18)

Λb = RVBRT

=
1
2

(
1̄ 1

−1̄ 1

)(
A B
B A

)(
1̄ −1̄

1 1

)

=
1
2

(
1̄A1̄ + B1̄ + 1̄B + A −1̄A1̄ − B1̄ + 1̄B + A
−1̄A1̄ + B1̄ − 1̄B + A 1̄A1̄ − B1̄ − 1̄B + A

)
. (3.26)
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One can easily show that 1̄A1̄ = A and B1̄ = 1̄B, leading to

Λb =

(
VS

b 0
0 VA

b

)
, (3.27)

with the two matrices
VS

b = A + K, VA
b = A − K, (3.28)

and Kij = (1̄B)ij = −J(δi1δj1 + δiNδjN). The potential matrix in the new representation
is block diagonal. The introduction of symmetric and antisymmetric coordinates leads
then to a natural splitting of the initial bath into two independent baths composed of
N particles and such that the Hamiltonian is Hb = HS

b + HA
b with

HS(A)
b =

1
2
(pS(A))2 +

1
2

xS(A)†
VS(A)

b xS(A). (3.29)

For latter convenience, we write the bath Hamiltonian in term of its normal modes.
Introducing the normal center-of-mass and relatives coordinates x̃S(A) and p̃S(A) de-
fined by

x̃S(A) = (OS(A))†xS(A), p̃S(A) = (OS(A))†pS(A), (3.30)

where OS and OA diagonalize the potential matrices VS
b and VA

b respectively such
that

DS(A) = (OS(A))†VS(A)
b OS(A). (3.31)

With theses coordinates, the two bath Hamiltonians are given by a set of independent
oscillators

H̃S(A)
b =

1
2
( p̃S(A))2 +

1
2
(x̃S(A))†DS(A)x̃S(A)

=∑
n

(
1
2
( p̃S(A)

n )2 +
1
2
(ω̃

S(A)
n )2 (x̃S(A)

n )2
)

, (3.32)

where the normalfrequencies are given by

(ω̃S
n)

2 =1 − 2J cos
(nπ

N

)
, n = 0, · · · , N − 1 (3.33)

(ω̃A
n )

2 =1 − 2J cos
(nπ

N

)
, n = 1, · · · , N . (3.34)

associated with the eigenvectors QS(A)
n (k) = [OS(A)]kn





QS
n(k) =

1√
N

for n = 0

QS
n(k) =

√
2
N

cos
(nπ

2N
(2k − 1)

)
for n = 1 . . . N − 1

(3.35)





QA
n (k) =

√
2
N

sin
(nπ

2N
(2k − 1)

)
for n = 1 . . . N − 1

QA
n (k) =

(−1)k
√

N
for n = N.

(3.36)
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3.1.4 Full Hamiltonian in normal coordinates

In the same spirit than the introduction of symmetric and antisymmetric coordi-
nates for the bath variables, we also introduce a base composed by non local symmet-
ric and antisymmetric states for the defect spins:

|φS(A)〉 = | ↑↑〉+ (−)| ↓↓〉√
2

, (3.37)

|ψS(A)〉 = | ↑↓〉+ (−)| ↓↑〉√
2

. (3.38)

Note that these four states are the four maximally entangled Bell states. Defining the
two operators

SS
x =(|ψS〉〈φS|+ |φS〉〈ψS|), (3.39)

SA
x =(|ψA〉〈φA|+ |φA〉〈ψA|), (3.40)

acting as spin flip operators in the symmetric and antisymmetric Hilbert space re-
spectively, the interaction Hamiltonian Hi takes the form

Hi = −2γ

(
SS

x xS
l + SA

x xA
l

)
. (3.41)

As for the bath, the interaction Hamiltonian presents a clear decoupling, the operator
in the symmetric (resp. antisymmetric) Hilbert space being coupled only to symmetric
(resp antisymmetric) bath operators. By the introduction of the coupling vector

γT =
(

0, · · · , 2
√

2γ, · · · , 0
)

, (3.42)

where the only non zero entry occupies the position l, the coupling Hamiltonian is
recast in a more compact form

Hi = −(SS
xγTxS + SA

x γTxA) . (3.43)

Introducing the matrix OS(A), the Hamiltonian is written in terms of the normal
modes of the baths by H̃i = H̃S

i + H̃A
i where

H̃S(A)
i = −SS(A)

x (γ̃S(A))T x̃S(A) (3.44)

with the new coupling vectors to the normal modes γ̃S(A) = (OS(A))Tγ explicitly
given by

γ̃S =
2γ√

N




1√
2 cos

( π

2N
(2l − 1)

)

...
√

2 cos
(
(N − 1)π

2N
(2l − 1)

)




, γ̃A =
2γ√

N




√
2 sin

( π

2N
(2l − 1)

)

...
√

2 sin
(
(N − 1)π

2N
(2l − 1)

)

(−1)N+1




.

(3.45)
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Note that 2l − 1 appearing in the expression of the coupling vectors is the distance d
between the two defect spins. This situation is the starting point of the model stud-
ied in [Bra02] where the two defect spins are coupled to the same location in the bath.

The last step is to write down the local Zeeman term. It reads in the symmetric
and antisymmetric base

H̃d =− 2h
(
|φA〉〈φS|+ |φS〉〈φA|

)

=− 2hSz, (3.46)

where we have defined the operator Sz = |φA〉〈φS|+ |φS〉〈φA| 1.
Now that all our Hamiltonians are written in the proper bases, we can write the total
Hamiltonian as H̃ = H̃S + H̃A + H̃d with

H̃S =
1
2
(p̃S)2 +

1
2
(x̃S)TDSx̃S − SS

x(γ̃
S)T x̃S, (3.47)

H̃A =
1
2
(p̃A)2 +

1
2
(x̃A)TDAx̃A − SA

x (γ̃
A)T x̃A. (3.48)

Because they are acting in two different Hilbert spaces, the two Hamiltonians H̃S and
H̃A represents two decoupled dynamics. On the contrary, the Zeeman term couples
the two subspaces and breaks the independent dynamics since [H̃d, H̃S,A] 6= 0.

3.2 Time evolution of the spin defects

The fact that H̃d and H̃S,A do not commute renders the calculation of the time
evolution of the spin defects difficult. However, at short time scales, the dynamics
is easily derived. Indeed, for times smaller than the typical time scale of the defects
given by the inverse of the energy gap h/2, the contribution of the local Hamiltonian
H̃d can be ignored in the total Hamiltonian and a decoupled solution of the form

Ũ(t) = ŨS(t)ŨA(t) (3.49)

can be obtained in the lowest order in h.
In the following, we set the transverse magnetic field h of the defects to zero, lead-

ing to perfectly degenerate spins, allowing us to assess the dynamics for an arbitrary
long time. Moreover, in all our numerical simulations of the dynamics, the number
of harmonic oscillators in the bath will be fixed to N = 104, sufficiently big to avoid
finite size effects. Finally, the temperature will be set to a low value to fulfill the high
polarization limit, and we choose T = 10−5.
We remind here that the two defect spins are initially prepared into a separable state
|ΨAB〉 = |ψA〉 ⊗ |ψB〉 and the bath into a thermal state ρb = exp (−Hb/T) /Z. The
defects and the bath are moreover supposed to be initially uncorrelated such that

ρtot(0) = ρb(0)⊗ ρd(0). (3.50)

1. Note that if instead of the symmetric and antisymmetric base we would have used the singlet
triplet base |j, mj〉, the Zeeman Hamiltonian would have been H̃d = −2h(|1, 1〉〈1, 1| − |1,−1〉〈1,−1|)
and then introduces an energy gap between the two states |1, 1〉 and |1,−1〉 of the triplet sector.
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The time evolution of the elements of the reduced density matrix are written in the
4-dimensional common eigenbase {|si〉} of the coupling operators SS(A)

x defined by
SS(A)

x |si〉 = sS(A)
i |si〉 with eigenvalues sS(A)

i = 0,±1. In this base, the elements the
reduced density matrix

ρd(t) = Trb{Ũ(t)ρd(0)Ũ(t)†} (3.51)

evolve through (see appendix A for details of the calculations)

〈si|ρd(t)|sj〉=exp
{
−
[

f S(t)(sS
i −sS

j )
2+ f A(t)(sA

i −sA
j )

2]

+i
[
ϕS(t)((sS

i )
2−(sS

j )
2)+ϕA(t)(sA

i )
2−(sA

j )
2)
]}

〈si|ρd(0)|sj〉, (3.52)

where the four time dependent functions are given by

f S(A)(t) =∑
i

(
γ̃

S(A)
i

)2
(2ñS(A)

i + 1)

2
(

ω̃
S(A)
i

)3

(
1 − cos

(
ω̃

S(A)
i t

))
, (3.53)

ϕS(A)(t) =∑
i

(
γ̃

S(A)
i

)2

2
(

ω̃
S(A)
i

)2


t −

sin
(

ω̃
S(A)
i t

)

ω̃
S(A)
i


 . (3.54)

In the expression of the f S(A)(t) functions, nS(A)
i =

(
exp

(
ω̃

S(A)
i /T

)
− 1
)−1

is the
thermal occupation of the bosonic mode i of the symmetric (antisymmetric) bath.
Note that the dynamics is then completely set by the bath through these functions
encoding all the properties of the environment like frequency or temperature. The
elements of ρd have an oscillatory term depending on the ϕS(A) function together
with an exponential decay set by f S(A)(t). One can remark that the diagonal elements
(sS(A)

i = sS(A)
j ) do not evolve in time. In the base {|si〉}, the population elements are

then constant in time and only the coherence elements are affected by the coupling
to the bath. The spin chains constitutes then in this base a purely dephasing envi-
ronment. The time evolution of the four functions f S(A)(t) and ϕS(A)(t) is shown in
figure 3.1 for two different distances.

One can remark that the linear part of both functions ϕS and ϕA are the same
in the case l = 5, as well as the constant part of the f S and f A functions. We plot
the slope of the ϕS(A) and the constant part of the f S(A) functions as a function of
the parameter l in figure 3.2. As we already guessed, the linear part of the ϕ and the
constant part of the f functions become equal for the symmetric and antisymmetric
baths when l ≈ 5. Moreover, they become independent of the value of l for large
distances.

Before turning to the entanglement dynamics of the defects, let us first study their
dynamics for short times. The dynamics of one individual spin is obtained by tracing
the density matrix ρd(t) over the second one, for example ρA(t) = TrB{ρd(t)}. If
the two defects are, for instance, prepared in the state | ↑↑〉, one can show that the
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Figure 3.1 – Time evolution of the four functions f S(A) (left panels) and ϕS(A) (right panels) for l = 1
(up panels) and l = 5 (down panels). The black curves correspond to the symmetric bath whereas
the red curves correspond to the antisymmetric bath. The others parameters are γ = 0.05, J = 0.4,
T = 10−5 and N = 104.
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Figure 3.2 – Linear part of the φS,A functions and constant part of the f S,A functions a function of
the parameter l. The couplings are fixed to γ = 0.05, J = 0.4 and the temperature is T = 10−5.
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population elements evolve as

ρA
↑↑(t) =

1
2

(
1 + e− f S(t)− f A(t) cos

(
ϕS(t)− ϕA(t)

))
, (3.55)

ρA
↓↓(t) =1 − ρA

↑↑(t). (3.56)

The exponential appearing in the previous expression depends on the sum f S(t) +
f A(t), which in the case of the coupling vector given by equation (3.45), is propor-
tional to cos2((2l − 1) ki

2 )+ sin2((2l − 1) ki
2 ) and is as a consequence independent of the

value of l. For short times and for sufficiently low temperature such that ñS,A
i = 0 ∀i,

on can expend the functions f S(A)(t) and ϕS(A)(t) around zero, and we find, taking
the thermodynamic limit N → ∞

f S(t) + f A(t) ≈2γ2

π

K
(

4J
2J+1

)

√
2J + 1

t2, (3.57)

ϕS(t) =ϕA(t) ≈ γ2

3
t3, (3.58)

where K(x) is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind. The sum f S(t) + f A(t) is,
as expected, independent of the value of l, but we also find that the ϕS(A) functions
are distance independent as well. For short times, the defect’s dynamics does not de-
pendent on the distance between them. The evolution of one spin does not influence
the one of the second spin, and the dynamics comes only from the coupling with the
bath through the decoherence process. This independent dynamics holds until the
first excitation emitted in position −l (resp. l) reaches the position l (resp. −l), that is
until a time tl

ind given by

tl
ind =

2l − 1
vg

, (3.59)

where vg = J is the group velocity along the chain in the limit J < 1. We compare in
figure 3.3 the evolution of the populations ρ↑↑ of the spin A in the case of two spins
coupled to the same bath, obtained by tracing the reduced density matrix ρd(t), and
the evolution of the population ρind

↑↑ of a single spin coupled to the bath. As expected,
the curves collapse until a time given approximatively by tl

ind, as shown in the inset,
indicating that the spin evolution is only the consequence of the coupling with the
bath. We also add the curve corresponding to the short time dynamics, obtained with
expansions (3.57) and (3.58), which reproduces correctly the dynamics until a time
t ≈ 0.5.

3.3 Entanglement dynamics

In this section, we analyze the entanglement dynamics, measured by the concur-
rence, of the two defect spins as a function of the parameters of the system. We first
start by the simplest case of two defects coupled to the same spin of the chain, and
we turn to the general case of a non vanishing distance d = 2l − 1 afterward.
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Figure 3.3 – Evolution of the population ρ↑↑ of the spin A for different distances (full lines) compared
to the case of an individual spin (dots). In the inset is shown ρ↑↑ − ρind

↑↑ for several distances. All the
spins are initially prepared in the state | ↑〉.

3.3.1 Spins coupled to the same point

Here, the defect spins are coupled to the same spin l of the chain. Note that this
is the case treated in [Bra02], where the author used a phenomenological bath. In the
case of a vanishing distance, the interaction Hamiltonian (3.41) is transformed into

H̃i = SS
x(γ̃

Sx̃S + γ̃Ax̃A). (3.60)

Note that only the coupling operator in the symmetric space SS
x appears now in the

interaction Hamiltonian. The two antisymmetric states |ψA〉 and |φA〉 are no longer
involved in the dynamics. The coupling of the two defects in the same point has then
for effect the creation of a two dimensional decoherence free subspace [LW03], composed
by the two antisymmetric states, protected from the non unitary dynamics set by the
coupling with the bath.

Using the same method developed in appendix A, the elements of the reduced
density matrix of the defects in the eigenbase {|si〉} of the coupling operators are
given by

〈si|ρd(t)|sj〉=exp
{
−
[
( f S(t) + f A(t))(sS

i −sS
j )

2] +i
[
(ϕS(t) +ϕA(t))((sS

i )
2−(sS

j )
2)
]}

× 〈si|ρd(0)|sj〉. (3.61)

We show on figure 3.4 the time evolution of the concurrence between the two defects
coupled to the same point for several values of γ (left plot) and J (right plot). One
observes that the concurrence starts to grow at t = 0, indicating an instantaneous
creation of entanglement between the two defects. The concurrence has an oscillatory
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Figure 3.4 – Entanglement dynamics for the two defect spins coupled to the same point. Parameters
are l = 10, and (left) J = 0.4, γ = 0.04 (red), γ = 0.02 (green), γ = 0.01 (blue) and (right)
γ = 0.04 (red), J = 0.32 (red), J = 0.16 (green), J = 0.08 (blue). In both plots the initial states is
|ϕA〉 ⊗ |ϕB〉 = | ↑〉A ⊗ | ↑〉B.

behavior which highly depends on the system’s parameters. This dependence of the
oscillation period will be analyzed in the next section when the defect are separated
by a non vanishing distance d.
We can finally note that the entanglement dynamics is independent on the coupling
position l since the boundary conditions are periodic which is reflected by the fact
that the matrix elements of ρd(t) depend only on the sum ( f S + f A) and (ϕS + ϕA),
which, as already seen in the previous section, are independent on the value of l.

3.3.2 Spins coupled at two different points

Now we increase the distance between the defects, setting the distance d = 2l − 1
between the defects. The decoherence free subspace created by the coupling to the
same point in the chain disappears in this case, and the two states |φA〉 and |ψA〉 are
now participating in the dynamics. The reduced density matrix evolves in this case
following the evolution equation (3.52).

We present in figure 3.5 the concurrence dynamics of the two defects when the
parameters l is varied for coupling constant J = 0.4 and γ = 0.04. As in the case of a
vanishing distance, we observe oscillations in the time evolution of the concurrence,
with maxima close to unity. One of the main difference with the previous case is that
now, entanglement does not start to grow a t = 0, but the defects need an establish-
ment time tent to become entangled due to the finite distance between them (see right
plot of figure 3.5). This time grows exponentially with the distance tent ∼ exp(c1l), as
shown in figure 3.6. This exponential increase indicates that the entanglement is not
mediated by the fastest excitation travelling from one defect to the other. As the sound
velocity does not change with the distance, this would rather lead to a linear growth.
As in the case treated previously, the period P of the oscillations of the concurrence
depends on the parameters of the system, as we can see in figure 3.7.

The decrease of the coupling strength γ leads to a reduction of the information
transfer between the defects mediated by the chain, leading to an increase of the
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Figure 3.5 – (left) Time evolution of the concurrence for J = 0.4, γ = 0.04 and l = 1 (red), l = 2
(green), l = 3 (blue), l = 4 (magenta), l = 5 (light blue) and l = 6 (orange). (right) Zoom at the
beginning of the growth of C(t). Initial state is |ϕA〉 ⊗ |ϕB〉 = | ↑〉A ⊗ | ↑〉B.
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Figure 3.6 – Establishment time tent of the entanglement as a function of the parameter l. The other
parameters are γ = 0.04, and J = 0.4.

period of the oscillation of C(t). We find numerically a power law scaling following

P(γ) ∼ γ−2. (3.62)

On the other hand, the increase of the defect-chain coupling build more correla-
tions (and then more entanglement) between the defects and the chain. Due to the
monogamy property of the entanglement [CKW00], this has for effect to linearly
decay the maximum of the concurrence Cmax(γ), as we can see on the down left
panel of figure 3.7. This last feature does not occur when the intra-chain coupling J
is varied since it is only responsible of the transport of the information in the chain,
and not on the of the build-up of correlations between the defects and the chain.
The J parameters influences then only the period P by making the transport of the
information easier. We found an exponential decay of this period when the coupling
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Figure 3.7 – Variation of the oscillation period P of the concurrence as a function of γ (up left), J
(up right), l (down left), and variations of the maximum of the concurrence Cmax as a function of the
coupling γ.

J is increased.
As for the time needed for the growth of entanglement, we find that the period
P of the oscillations increases exponentially with the distance P(l) ∼ exp(c2l).
Interestingly, for fixed coupling parameters, we find that the numerically fitted val-
ues of c1 and c1 are very close (1.36 and 1.38 respectively with the parameters of the
figures 3.6 and 3.7). This would indicate a close relation between these two quantities.

The initial state of the defects is influencing the oscillatory behavior of the concur-
rence too. Changing this state has an effect in the maximum reached by the concur-
rence, but not on the period of the oscillations. We parameterize then the initial state
of the defects as |Ψ〉 = |ψ〉A ⊗ |ψ〉B with

|ψ〉i = cos αi| ↑〉i + sin αi| ↓〉i, i = A, B, (3.63)

and we show the maximum of the concurrence as a function of tan αA and tan αB in
the left panel of figure 3.8 for J = 0.2 and γ = 0.04. One can see that entanglement is
found to be non zero for every initial state, except when one of the defects is prepared
in the equal superposition

|ψ〉i =
1√
2
(| ↑〉i + | ↓〉i) , i = A, B. (3.64)

This state being an eigenstate of the coupling Hamiltonian, it will not evolve and
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Figure 3.8 – (left) Maximum of the concurrence as a function of tan αA and tan αB for J = 0.2 and
γ = 0.04. (right) Maximum of the concurrence as a function of the state of the spin B when the state
of the spin A is fixed to |ψ〉A = | ↑〉 with the same parameters as the left plot.

is then unable to develop correlations with the other defect. On the other hand, the
concurrence reaches its biggest value when the two spins A and B are in one of the
eigenstates of the σz operator |ψ〉i = ±| ↑〉 or |ψ〉i = ±| ↓〉.
The maximum of the concurrence is untouched by the exchange of the state of the
two defects |ψ〉A ⇔ |ψ〉B, as we can see from the symmetry axe of equation tan αA =
tan αB. The other axes correspond to the transformation cos αi| ↑〉i + sin αi| ↓〉i ⇔
− cos αi| ↑〉i + sin αi| ↓〉i or cos αi| ↑〉i + sin αi| ↓〉i ⇔ cos αi| ↑〉i − sin αi| ↓〉i with i =
A, B.

3.4 Spectral density theory

The theory developed above is a feature of the degeneracy of the two states |1, 1〉
and |1,−1〉 of the triplet sector, which come from the choice to work with a vanishing
defect free Hamiltonian (h = 0). This approximation is usually not valid, and the
free evolution of the defect spins has to be taken into account in the total dynamics.

Recently, it has been shown [WDCK+11, KWLM12, FKT+13] that environments
may support decoherence free subspaces which can be used to generate correlations
and entanglement between defects coupled to it. For the creation of the mentioned
decoherence free subspace, it is necessary to tune the defect’s frequencies in a value
for which the modes of the environment interfere destructively, leading to an effec-
tive decoupling of the defects with the bath. These special frequencies are found by
analyzing the spectral density of the bath [Wei99], which measures how strong the
defects are coupled to the different modes of the environment. Its expression is given
by [Wei99]

IS(A)(ω̃) =
π

2 ∑
n

(γ̃
S(A)
n )2

ω̃
S(A)
n

δ
(

ω̃ − ω̃
S(A)
n

)
. (3.65)

Using the bath spectra (3.33) and (3.34) and taking the thermodynamic limit N → ∞,
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the continuous limit of IS(A) is found to be

IS(ω̃) =

γ2 cos2
[

1
2
(2l − 1) arccos

(
1
2J

(
1 − ω̃2)

)]

J

√

1 −
(

1
2J

(
1 − ω̃2)

)2
, (3.66)

IA(ω̃) =

γ2 sin2
[

1
2
(2l − 1) arccos

(
1
2J

(
1 − ω̃2)

)]

J

√

1 −
(

1
2J

(
1 − ω̃2)

)2
. (3.67)

The figure 3.9 shows the spectral densities for different defect separations l for the

Figure 3.9 – Spectral density associated to the-center-of mass (black) and relative coordinates (red)
baths for several values of the distance. The parameters are γ = 0.04, and J = 0.2.

center-of-mass and relative baths. The zeros in IS(A) indicate the effective decoupling
to the symmetric (antisymmetric) bath and the presence of the decoherence-free sub-
spaces. For example for the relative bath, the zeros are found by vanishing the nu-
merator of expression (3.67), leading to

ω̃A
0 (p) =

√
1 − 2J cos

(
2pπ

2l − 1

)
, (3.68)

with p = 0, . . . , l − 1. We can note that the spectral density has l zeros for a distance
d = 2l − 1.
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As mentioned previously, one has to tune the transition frequency of the defects
to match one zero of the spectral densities IS(A)(ω̃) in order to recover the presence
of a decoherence free subspace. For example, if the transition frequencies 2h is engi-
neered to match one ω̃A

0 (p), the two global states of the antisymmetric subspace |φA〉
and |ψA〉 will be effectively decoupled from the antisymmetric bath, and then they
will form the decoherence free subspace.

The definition (3.65) is valid for frequencies in the range ω̃ ∈ [
√

1 − 2J,
√

1 + 2J].
On the other hand, the bosonization of the bath made in section 3.1.2 imposes J ≪ 1
rending this interval confined around 1. The theory used in the previous section is
valid for times shorter than the inverse of the energy gap 1/2h, which turns to be
close to 1 if the magnetic field is tuned to match a zero of the spectral density. As a
consequence, the time evolution of the reduced density matrix (3.52) is not valid to
determine the entanglement dynamics for times t ≪ 1. Nevertheless, it can be used
in order to determined the derivative of the concurrence at t = 0 ∂tC(t)|t=0 in order to
investigate the effect of the decoherence free subspace on the creation of entanglement
between the two defect spins. The effective decoupling of the global states of the
antisymmetric subspace |φA〉 and |ψA〉 is equivalent to set the two corresponding
functions f A(t) and ϕA(t) to zero in the time evolution of the matrix elements of ρd.
We show in figure 3.10 the derivative at t = 0 of the concurrence for different values
of the two couplings J and γ.

Figure 3.10 – Derivative of the concurrence at t = 0 as a function of the distance. On the left plot, we
set J = 0.2, and γ = 0.08 (red circles), 0.07 (green squares) and 0.06 (blue diamonds). On the right
plot, we set γ = 0.08 and J = 0.16 (red circles), 0.2 (green squares) and 0.4 (blue diamonds). Initial
state is |ϕA〉 ⊗ |ϕB〉 = | ↑〉A ⊗ | ↑〉B.

We can see here a significant difference with the case of a vanishing magnetic
field on the defect spins. Indeed, and as a direct consequence of the creation of the
decoherence free subspace, the derivative of the concurrence is non zero even for
finite distances, indicating an instantaneous creation of entanglement. At a given
value of the parameters, the entanglement creation seems to be not very sensitive
to the distance between the defects, the derivative of the concurrence reaching an
almost constant value for l > 2. Once again, because we are looking at the dynamics
over a small time scale, the two defect spins evolve independently for sufficiently
large distance, leading the an independent value of the derivative of the concurrence
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with respect to l.
We can finally note that, as we already observed in the previous section, an increase
of γ or a decrease of J leads to a speed up of the establishment of the entanglement
between the defects.

3.5 Conclusion

The entanglement dynamics between two defect spins locally coupled to an Ising
chain has been studied in this chapter. After an Holstein-Primakoff transformation,
the spin chain has been mapped into an assembly of interacting harmonic oscillators,
and the introduction of new coordinates leads to a natural decoupling of the full
dynamics. For a certain time regime, the dynamics of the two defect spins has been
derived, and the entanglement evolution deduced from it. We analyzed the depen-
dence of the concurrence on the parameters like the coupling constants, the distances
between the defects, or their initial states. Finally, we used the spectral density and
its zeros to create artificially a decoherence free subspace, which has for effect the
instantaneous creation of entanglement between the defects, even at finite distances.





4
Disentanglement of Bell state by
interaction with a non
equilibrium environment

0ne of the main difficulties faced in the development of quantum information pro-
cessing [NC00] comes from the unavoidable interaction of a quantum system with

its surrounding environment. This phenomenon, the so-called decoherence process
[Zur82, Zur02, Zur03, PZ01, Sch07], is detrimental for example for quantum com-
puters, since it is responsible of the loss of quantum features such as entanglement
or coherence, necessary for their achievement. It is in consequence of primary im-
portance to understand the decoherence of a quantum system, and to try to limit
its undesired effects. For example, dynamical control consisting in pulses applied to
the systems have been proposed to limit the decoherence process [VL98, RFF+08].
With this in mind, a big number of studies have been realized about dynamics of
open coherent quantum system interacting with an environment. A good candidate
for the description of such an environment is quantum spin chain, since it describes
many physical situations [dSDS03, KS06]. Models with one or two spins coupled
globally or locally to spin baths have then be extensively studied in the literature
[CPZ05, QSL+06, CFVP07, YZL07, RCG+07b, RCG+07a, CP08b, DQZ11, MSD12,
SMD12, NDD12, FS13]. For example, a special focus has been set to the effects of
the criticality of the environment on the decoherence dynamics [QSL+06], the latter
being enhanced close to the critical point. Universal effects have also been pointed
out in [CFVP07, CP08a], where it is shown that the decay of quantum correlations
has an envelope independent of the strength of the system-environment coupling.
In Ref [CP08b], Cormick and Paz have studied the decoherence dynamics of two
initially entangled spins coupled locally to a spin chain environment. In this work,
and in most of the previously cited ones, the environment is initially "at equilibrium",
since it is prepared in its ground state. In this chapter, we propose to look at what
happens to the systems studied in [CP08b] when the environment is set out of equi-
librium by a sudden change of one of its control parameters, realizing the so-called
quantum quench [CC05, PSSV11]. The main objective of this work is to study the
influence of the quench on the decoherence process with respect to the equilibrium
situation treated in [CP08b].

The chapter is organized as follows: In a first section, we introduce the setup
of our model, and we show that the decoherence dynamics of the system can be

71
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completely determined by the Loschmidt echo, for which we give an expression in
terms of the fermionic covariance matrix. Then, we turn to the description of non
equilibrium disentanglement, starting with the rough description of the effect of the
quench, with a focus of the case of an initial critical environment. It will be followed
by the short time dynamics of the systems, and the comparison to the independent
case. Finally, the chapter is ended by summary and conclusion.

4.1 Hamiltonian and dynamics

In the study, we consider then the same kind of system already introduced in the
previous chapter, namely two non interacting defect spins locally coupled to a spin
chain environment, see figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1 – Two defect spins labeled A and B are locally coupled to two locations 0 and d of a spin
chain environment.

The total Hamiltonian governing the dynamics is Htot = HE + HI where HE is the
Hamiltonian of the Ising chain playing the role of the environment

HE(h) = −J
N−1

∑
j=0

σx
j σx

j+1 − h
N−1

∑
j=0

σz
j . (4.1)

We choose here a positive nearest neighbor coupling J, and h is a transverse magnetic
field. We assume periodic boundary conditions σi

N = σi
0 with i = x, y, z. The inter-

action between the defect spins and the environment is modeled by the interaction
Hamiltonian HI

HI = −ε
(
| ↑〉〈↑ |A ⊗ σz

0 + | ↑〉〈↑ |B ⊗ σz
d

)
, (4.2)

where the state | ↑〉A,B is an eigenstate of the σz
A,B operator satisfying σz

A,B| ↑〉 = | ↑〉,
and ε is the positive coupling constant which sets the strength of the interaction.
Note that we work without local Hamiltonian for the defect spins. Indeed, due to
the form of the coupling Hamiltonian, a Zeeman term turns to be uneffective on the
disentanglement process.

The two spins forming the system are assumed to be initially in the maximally
entangled Bell state |φ〉AB = 1√

2
(| ↑↑〉+ | ↓↓〉) and decoupled from the environment
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such that the total state of the whole system can be written

|ψ(0)〉 = |φ〉AB ⊗ |G(hi)〉E, (4.3)

where |G(hi)〉E is the ground state of the spin chain environment HE(hi) with initial
magnetic field hi. At time t = 0+, in addition to the switch-on of the interaction, the
transverse field of the environment is suddenly quenched from its initial value hi to
the final one h f , forcing the chain to evolve in a non equilibrium regime.
In order to derive the dynamics of the defects, lets rewrite the total Hamiltonian like
[YZL07]

Htot =
4

∑
k=1

|k〉〈k| ⊗ Hk(h f ), (4.4)

where |k〉 is one of the four states {| ↑↑〉, | ↑↓〉, | ↓↑〉, | ↓↓〉}. One can see here that Htot

splits into four different channels governed by the effective Hamiltonians

H↑↑(h f ) = HE(h f )− ε(σz
0 + σz

d) if the defects are in the state | ↑↑〉, (4.5)

H↑↓(h f ) = HE(h f )− εσz
0 if the defects are in the state | ↑↓〉, (4.6)

H↓↑(h f ) = HE(h f )− εσz
d if the defects are in the state | ↓↑〉, (4.7)

H↓↓(h f ) = HE(h f ) if the defects are in the state | ↓↓〉. (4.8)

The Hamiltonian H↓↓(h f ) is then equal to the environment Hamiltonian, whereas
the three remaining are the environment Hamiltonian with a magnetic field acting at
position 0 (H↑↓(h f )), d (H↓↑(h f )) or at both positions 0 and d (H↑↑(h f )) and taking the
value h f + ε instead of h f .
Since the total system is close and the Hamiltonians time independent, the initial state
|ψ〉(0) evolves according to

|ψ(t)〉 = U(t)|ψ(0)〉, (4.9)

with the evolution operator U(t) = exp(−iHtott). Using the expression (4.4) of the
total Hamiltonian, one can easily show that the evolution operator takes the form

U(t) =
4

∑
k=1

|k〉〈k| ⊗ Uk(t), (4.10)

with
Uk(t) = e−iHk(h f )t. (4.11)

At a time t, giving the initial state of the defects, the global state becomes

|ψ〉(t) = 1√
2

[
| ↑↑〉 ⊗ |ϕ↑↑(t)〉E + | ↓↓〉 ⊗ |ϕ↓↓(t)〉E

]
, (4.12)

with the evolved states
|ϕk(t)〉E = e−iHk(h f )t|G(hi)〉E, (4.13)

where k = ↑↑, ↓↓. Since the initial state is a superposition of the two pure states
| ↑↑〉 and | ↓↓〉, only the two corresponding channels appear in the evolved total state
|ψ〉(t).
The dynamics of the defect spins is encoded in their reduced density matrix obtained
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by tracing out the environmental degrees of freedom from the total density matrix
ρs(t) = TrE{|ψ(t)〉〈ψ(t)|}. We obtain

ρs(t) =
1
2 ∑

k,k′
〈G(hi)|U†

k (t)Uk(t)|G(hi)〉|k〉〈k′|, (4.14)

or, written in the computational base {| ↑↑〉, | ↑↓〉, | ↓↑〉, | ↓↓〉}

ρs(t) =
1
2




1 0 0 D↑↑,↓↓(t)

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

D↓↓,↑↑(t) 0 0 1




. (4.15)

where

D↑↑,↓↓(t) = 〈ϕ↓↓(t)|ϕ↑↑(t)〉 = 〈G(hi)|eiH↓↓(h f )te−iH↑↑(h f )t|G(hi)〉 = D∗
↓↓,↑↑(t) (4.16)

is the decoherence factor. One can remark that the populations do not evolve in time,
whereas the coherence elements are affected by a factor between 0 and 1. In this
base, the model describes a completely dephasing process. This decoherence factor,
describing completely the dynamics of the defect spins, can be related to the so-called
Loschmidt echo [GJPW12] via

L↑↑,↓↓(t) =
∣∣D↑↑,↓↓(t)

∣∣2 =
∣∣〈G(hi)|eiH↓↓(h f )te−iH↑↑(h f )t|G(hi)〉

∣∣2 . (4.17)

Note that if we set h f = hi, meaning that we do not quench the transverse magnetic
field of the chain, the initial state |G(hi)〉 is an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian H↓↓, and

the echo reduces to L (t) =
∣∣〈G(hi)|e−iH↑↑(hi)t|G(hi)〉

∣∣2, which is the case treated by
Cormick and Paz in [CP08b].

The decoherence process coming from the interaction with the bath leads to a
loss of the entanglement initially present in the Bell state of the defects. In order
to measure this disentanglement, we use the concurrence introduced in chapter 1.
We remind that it is defined through the eigenvalues of the matrix R = ρρ̃ with
ρ̃ = (σz ⊗ σz)ρ∗(σz ⊗ σz). In the case of the density matrix (4.15), one has ρ = ρ̃, and
then

R = ρ2 =
1
4




1 + |D|2 0 0 2D
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

2D∗ 0 0 1 + |D|2


 , (4.18)

leading to the eigenvalues ε1 = 1
4 (1 + |D|)2, ε2 = 1

4 (1 − |D|)2, ε3 = ε4 = 0. Finally, the
concurrence is simply related to the Loschmidt echo via 1

CAB(t) =
√

L (t) = |D(t)| . (4.19)

1. Note that if we would have worked with a Zeeman term for the defects Hd = − hd
2 (σz

A + σz
B),

this would have changed the density matrix element 〈↑↓ |ρs| ↓↑〉 to 〈↑↓ |ρs| ↓↑〉 = e−2ihdtD↑↑,↓↓ =

〈↓↑ |ρs| ↑↓〉∗. But this phase factor disappears in the calculation of the concurrence, and the relation
(4.19) still holds in that case.
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The complete decoherence and disentanglement dynamics is then encoded in the
Loschmidt echo, and our goal is to determined it.

4.2 Loschmidt Echo in the fermionic representation

In this section, we give the explicit expression of the Loschmidt echo in terms of
fermionic operators. For later convenience, we use the fermionic representation for
the description and the diagonalization of the environment. Indeed, as we mentioned
previously, the two channels Hamiltonians are identical, except the two shifted mag-
netic fields in position 0 and d for H↑↑, and they are then diagonalized in the same
way, that is the Jordan-Wigner mapping followed by a Bogoliubov transformation.
After the Jordan-Wigner transformation, the Hamiltonian rewritten in the relevant
parity sector is

H = ∑
i,j
(c†

i Aijcj +
1
2
(c†

i Bijc
†
j + h.c.)) , (4.20)

where the Fermi operators satisfy the algebra {ci, c†
j } = δi,j , {ci, cj} = {c†

i , c†
j } = 0,

and the symmetric A and antisymmetric B matrices are given by Aij = −2hiδij −
J[δi,j−1 + δi,j+1] and Bij = J[δi,j+1 − δi,j−1] where the indice N is identified with indices
0 in order to take into account the periodic boundary conditions. One can introduce
the field operator

Ψ
† = (C, C†) = (c0, . . . , cN−1, c†

0 , . . . , c†
N−1) , (4.21)

to write the Hamiltonian in a more compact form

H =
1
2

Ψ
†HΨ, (4.22)

where the single particle Hamiltonian is given by

H =

(
−A −B

B A

)
. (4.23)

The introduction of the unitary matrix

V =

(
g h
h g

)
(4.24)

diagonalizing the single particle Hamiltonian matrix H: Λ = V†HV leads to the
diagonalization of H through the normal modes η = V†

Ψ

H =
1
2

η†Λη . (4.25)

These normal modes operators can be related to the original Fermi operators via the
Bogoliubov coefficients gij and hij

ηk = ∑
i

(gikci + hikc†
i ), (4.26)
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with similar expressions for the adjoins η†
k . The inversion of these relations gives the

original Fermi operators as a function of the normal modes

ci = ∑
k

(gikηk + hikη†
k ). (4.27)

The Loschmidt echo (4.17) is nothing else but the square of the fidelity of the two
evolved states

|ϕ↑↑(t)〉 =e−iH↑↑(h f )t|G(hi)〉,
|ϕ↓↓(t)〉 =e−iH↓↓(h f )t|G(hi)〉.

This fidelity can be rewritten

|〈ϕ↓↓(t)|ϕ↑↑(t)〉|2 = 〈ϕ↑↑(t)|ρϕ↓↓ |ϕ↑↑(t)〉 (4.28)

with ρϕ↓↓ = |ϕ↓↓(t)〉〈ϕ↓↓(t)|. Since the two Hamiltonians H↑↑ and H↓↓ are free
fermionic, they are pure fermionic Gaussian states, and it has been shown in [KS10]
that expression (4.28) can be evaluated by Gaussian Grassmann integrals involving
the covariance matrices

Ck(t) = 〈ϕk(t)|ΨΨ
†|ϕk(t)〉, k =↑↑, ↓↓, (4.29)

and it reads [KS10, Cor09]

L↑↑,↓↓(t) =
√∣∣det

(
1 − C↓↓(t)− C↑↑(t)

)∣∣ , (4.30)

where 1 is the 2N × 2N identity matrix.
We need then the time evolution of the covariances matrices (4.29) in order to de-
termine the Loschmidt echo. To derive the time dependence, it is better to switch
into the Heisenberg representation. In this representation, the fermionic creation and
annihilation operators obey to the evolution equation

dcj

dt
= i[H, cj],

dc†
j

dt
= i[H, c†

j ], (4.31)

leading to the differential equation

i
d
dt

Ψk = HkΨk (4.32)

for the fermionic fields Ψk. In the last expression, the k indice referes to the two
possible channels ↑↑ and ↓↓. Giving the initial conditions Ψk(0) = Ψk, these equations
are easily integrated and one has

Ψk(t) = e−itHk Ψ. (4.33)

With this, on can write the time evolution of the covariance matrices like

Ck(t) = e−itHk C(0)eitHk , (4.34)
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with Ck(0) = 〈G(hi)|ΨkΨ
†

k|G(hi)〉 the matrices at time t = 0. Using the field opera-
tors C and C†, these matrices are written

C(0) =
(
〈C†C〉 〈C†C†〉
〈CC〉 〈CC†〉

)
, (4.35)

where the brackets indicates the expectation value taken in the chain ground state
|G(hi)〉, and where we have dropped the indices k. The evolution of the Loschmidt
echo is then derived using equation (4.30) together with (4.34) given the initial condi-
tion Ck(0).

4.3 Quench dynamics

4.3.1 Weak and strong coupling regimes

We study first the influence of the coupling strength ε on the decoherence dynam-
ics of the two defect spins. We show in figure 4.2 the time evolution of the Loschmidt
echo for a quench from an initial transverse field hi = 1.5 to a final one h f = 0.5 and
a distance d = 1 for different values of ε.

Figure 4.2 – Time evolution of the Loschmidt echo after a quench from hi = 1.5 to h f = 0.5 for
different values of the coupling strength ε. The distance is set to d = 1 and the size of the chain is
N = 100.

One can observe that the decoherence is faster as the coupling strength is in-
creased. However the behavior of the echo is different depending on the strength of
the coupling. Indeed, whereas the echo decreases slowly in the regime ε ≪ 1, os-
cillations start to appear when the coupling is close to unity. When the coupling is
increased further, ε ≫ 1, the echo exhibits faster oscillations embedded inside an en-
velope which is independent of the coupling strength for sufficiently strong ε (see for
instance the cases ε = 20 and ε = 50 in figure 4.2). Note that this change of behavior is
not a consequence of the quench performed in the transverse field of the chain, since
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it has been observed in the equilibrium situation hi = h f as well [CP08b]. The fast
oscillations are the consequence of the introduction of two high frequencies by the
coupling of the two defect spins, whereas the remaining frequencies, independent of
ε, are responsible of the slow decay of the envelope.

4.3.2 Effect of the quench on the disentanglement dynamics

Let us now have a more precise look on the effect of the quench on the disen-
tanglement properties of the two spins, through the time evolution of the Loschmidt
echo obtained numerically by exact diagonalization using equations (4.30) and (4.34).
The evolution of the echo in the weak and strong regimes (ε = 0.1 and ε = 20),
N = 100 and d = 1 for different magnetic fields is shown in figures 4.3 and 4.4.

Figure 4.3 – Time evolution of the echo for different quench protocols. For all plots, we choose N = 100,
ε = 0.1 and keep fixed the distance to d = 1. The two up plots are a variation of the final magnetic field
whereas the two down plots are a variation of the initial magnetic field. For all plots, the varied field is
plotted with symbols for hi > h f , with dashed line for hi < h f and in full line in the equilibrium case
hi = h f .

One can observe that the quench in the bath is always detrimental for the two
system’s spins, in the sense that it increases the decoherence, as we can see by com-
paraison to the equilibrium situation represented in red lines in figures 4.3 and 4.4.
More the quench amplitude |hi − h f | is important, more the decoherence is strong.
Note that we observe such a behavior whatever the distance between the defect spins
is. The behavior of the echo with the defect spins separation is opposite in weak and
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Figure 4.4 – Time evolution of the echo in the strong coupling regime for different quench protocols.
For all plots, we choose N = 100, ε = 20 and keep fixed the distance to d = 1. The two up plots are
a variation of the final magnetic field whereas the two down plots are a variation of the initial one. For
a) and c), the varied fields are hi, f = 0.5 (black), hi, f = 0.7 (red), hi, f = 1 (green) and hi, f = 1.5
(orange). For b) and d), the varied fields are hi, f = 0.7 (black), hi, f = 1 (magenta), hi, f = 1.5 (red),
hi, f = 1.7 (green) and hi, f = 1.9 (orange).

strong coupling regimes. Indeed, in the weak coupling regime, the echo increases
with the distance whereas it decrease with the distance in the strong coupling regime
[CP08b], as it is shown in figure 4.5 where, for a given quench protocol, we have
plotted the echo for different distances and for the two coupling regimes.

In the strong coupling regime, one can observe beating of the envelope contain-
ing the fast oscillations, see for instance the red curves in plots a) and c) of figure 4.4.
This feature, already observed in the equilibrium situation [CP08b] can be explained
in terms of the decomposition of the spectrum of the Hamiltonian. As we have
already mentioned, the coupling of the defect spins to the chain brings two high
frequencies, of the order of ε, in the spectrum. The remaining ones can be split into
two different regions, namely the region lying between the two interaction points
(at position 0 and d), and the one outside these points. When the transverse field is
smaller than the critical value, it appears that the lowest energy level, belonging to
the outside region, is the most populated [CP08b]. This frequency is associated to the
beating of the envelope. When the magnetic field is increased, more and more levels,
with frequencies of the same order as the lowest energy level, start to be populated,
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Figure 4.5 – Time evolution of the Loschmidt echo in the weak (left) and strong (right) coupling regimes
as a function of the distance for a quench from hi = 1.5 to h f = 0.5. The size of the environment is set
to N = 100.

resulting to the disappearance of the envelope beating.
In the weak coupling regime, the Loschmidt echo decrease monotonously during
the time evolution, with some superimposed oscillations, whereas it tends to reach a
constant value in the equilibrium case [CP08b, RCG+07b].

In order to check if our observations linking the amplitude of the quench with
the strengh of the decoherence is correct, we study the dependence of the Loschmidt
echo with the quench amplitude in the weak coupling case, where the decrease is
monotonous. For this, we plot on figure 4.6 the echo at large time enough (we choose
t = 10) as a function of the initial field when the final one is fixed (left panel), and as
a function of the final field when the initial one is fixed (right panel).

Figure 4.6 – Loschmidt echo at time t = 10 as a function of the initial (final fixed) (left) and final
(initial fixed) (right) magnetic field. The varied magnetic fields are 0.5 (red) and 1.5 (green). The dashed
lines represent the limiting case of a completely polarized initial state (J = 0). Other parameters are
d = 1 and ε = 0.1.

The plots confirm our predictions, we clearly see that the echo increases until it
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reaches its maximal value at the equilibrium point 2 (hi = h f ) , and decreases once the
equilibrium point, reflecting the fact that the quench situation is always unfavorable
for the coherence dynamics. This last point can be explained by expending the ini-
tial ground state |G(hi)〉 over the eigenstates {|φn〉} of the Hamiltonian HE(h f ) with
eigenenergies En(h f )

|G(hi)〉 = ∑
n

an|φn〉, (4.36)

such that
eiH(h f )t|G(hi)〉 = ∑

n
aneiEn(h f )t|φn〉. (4.37)

Then, more the quench amplitude is important, more the number of oscillatory terms
in the expansion (4.37) will be important, leading to a decrease of the Loschmidt echo
[MSD12].
One can see in the curves of figure 4.6 that the echo saturates at constant value for
very large initial or final fields. The saturation for initial strong field can be easily un-
derstood. Indeed, if hi is very high, the initial state is close to the completely polarized
state | ↑↑ · · · ↑〉 where all the spins of the environment are pointing in the direction
of the magnetic field. The initial covariance matrix associated to this state is then

C(0) =
(

1 0
0 0

)
, (4.38)

which obviously does not depend on the value of the field, and as a consequence,
the echo neither. The value of the echo of a completely polarized state, obtained by
setting J = 0 in the initial Hamiltonian H(hi), is shown in dashed lines in the left
panel of figure 4.6. One can check that, asymptotically, the echo converges to this
limiting value.

The Loschmidt echo (and then the disentanglement) exhibits a clear signature of
the quantum phase transition experienced by the Ising environment at the critical
field h = 1. By looking at the left panel of figure 4.6, where the initial magnetic field
is varied, one can see a jump in the curves when the field approaches the critical
value. This behavior is better seen by analyzing the derivative with respect to the
field hi of the curves of figure 4.6. These derivatives are presented on figure 4.7 for
two different final fields in the ordered and disordered phases.

In the two cases, we clearly see a singularity in dhL at the critical value hi = 1. One
can note that the sign of the peak is different in the two cases. Indeed, for h f = 0.5,
the critical point is located after the equilibrium point hi = h f = 0.5, that is when
the echo is decreasing with the field leading to a negative derivative. The opposite
situation occurs for h f = 1.5, the critical point being located before the equilibrium
point hi = h f = 1.5, the derivative is positive since the echo is increasing with the
field.
On the other hand, the derivative with respect to the final magnetic field h f at fixed
initial one are more smooth and does not show such singularity as we can see in the
inset of the figure 4.7. The critical behavior of the Loschmidt echo is then completely
set by the initial field hi, whereas the final one is only responsible of dynamical effects

2. Note that at the equilibrium point, we recover the value of the echo obtained in [CP08b].
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Figure 4.7 – First derivative of the Loschmidt echo with respect to the initial field hi for two final fields
h f = 0.5 (circles) and h f = 1.5 (squares). In the inset is shown the first derivative of the Loschmidt
echo with respect to the final field h f for two initial fields hi = 0.5 (circles) and hi = 1.5 (squares). The
other parameters are N = 100, ε = 0.1, d = 1 and t = 10.

through the information transfer mediated by the chain.

Due to the finite size of the environment, the first derivative of the Loschmidt echo
reaches a finite value and does not diverge. Indeed, the divergence of the correlation
length in the thermodynamic limit is suppressed by finite size effects. In figure 4.8, we
plot the derivative of the Loschmidt echo with respect to the initial field for several
sizes of the chain. On can see that the maximum in the singularity of the derivative
is rounded and appears at a value of the field hmax shifted from the infinite critical
value hc = 1. Numerical analyses show that the maximum value of the derivative of
the Loschmidt echo diverges logarithmically with the environment size like

dhL|hmax ∼ ln N, (4.39)

whereas the position of the maximum hmax approaches the critical value as a power
law of the environmental size :

|hc − hmax| ∼ Nγ, (4.40)

with an exponent γ found numerically to be γ ∼ −1.1, as shown in figure 4.9, where
we plot the maximum reached by the derivative and the shift to the critical point both
with respect to the environment size.
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Figure 4.8 – First derivative of the Loschmidt echo with respect to the initial field hi for several sizes of
the chain, from N = 40 to N = 160. The other parameters are ε = 0.1, d = 1, h f = 1.5 and t = 10.

Figure 4.9 – Left: Scaling of the position of the maximum hmax of the derivative as a function of the
environment size. Right: Scaling of the maximum reached by the derivative dhL |hmax as a function of
the environment size.

Using arguments of critical scaling theory [Hen99], the γ exponent is expected to be
related to the critical exponent ν of the correlation length like

γ = −1
ν
= −1. (4.41)

The numerical departure of γ from the scaling theory prediction can be attributed to
strong corrections to finite size scaling. These corrections are numerically compatible
with a 1/N scaling correction :

N(hc − hmax) ∼ 1 + const.
1
N

. (4.42)

Note that these scaling relations are coherent with those found in [OAFF02, ZZL08].
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4.3.3 Short times dynamics

In this section, we focus our attention to the short time dynamics of the Loschmidt
echo. For times shorter than the typical time of the system t ≪ ttyp given by

ttyp = 1 if ε ≪ 1

ttyp =
1
ε

if ε ≫ 1,

one can show that the decay is Gaussian [Per84, RCG+07b] L (t) ∼ exp(−αt2) where
α is the Gaussian rate. The coefficient α can be determined by expending the two
exponentials appearing in the echo up to the second order in t:

eiH↓↓te−iH↑↑t = 1 + it(H↑↑ − H↓↓)−
t2

2
(H2

↑↑ + H2
↓↓) + t2H↑↑H↓↓ +O(t3)

= 1 + iH̃It −
t2

2

(
H2

↓↓ + H2
↑↑ − 2H↓↓H↑↑

)
+O(t3), (4.43)

where H̃I = H↑↑ − H↓↓ = −ε(σz
0 + σz

d). Remarking that we can write

(
H↑↑ − H↓↓

)2
=
(

H2
↓↓ − 2H↓↓H↑↑ + H2

↑↑
)
+
[
H↑↑, H↓↓

]
, (4.44)

equation (4.43) becomes, taking the average over the ground state |G(hi)〉,

〈G(hi)|eiH↓↓te−iH↑↑t|G(hi)〉 = 1 − t2

2

(
〈H̃2

I 〉 − 〈
[
H↑↑, H↓↓

]
〉
)
+ i〈H̃I〉+O(t3). (4.45)

The two Hamiltonians H↑↑ and H↓↓ being Hermitian, their commutator is antihermi-
tian,

[
H↑↑, H↓↓

]
= iC with C† = C. It follows

〈G(hi)|eiH↓↓te−iH↑↑t|G(hi)〉 = 1 − t2

2
〈H̃2

I 〉+ i

(
〈H̃I〉t +

t2

2
〈C〉

)
+O(t3). (4.46)

Finally, taking the square modulus, we obtain

L(t) = 1 − t2
[
〈H̃2

I 〉 − 〈H̃I〉2
]
+O(t3). (4.47)

The Gaussian rate α depends only on the variance of the interaction Hamiltonian
taken in the initial state of the bath |G(hi)〉, and is as a consequence independent of
the quench protocol, as we can see on figure 4.10 where the short time behavior of
the echo is shown for several final magnetic fields for both weak and strong coupling
regimes.

The variance α can be determined using the expression of the interaction Hamil-
tonian H̃I in terms of the normal modes of the Hamiltonian HE(hi). Using the
relation σz

i = 2c†
i ci − 1 and equation (4.27), one finds

H̃I = −2ε ∑
kl

[
(g0kη†

k + h0kηk)(g0lηl + h0lη
†
l ) + (gdkη†

k + hdkηk)(gdlηl + hdlη
†
l )
]
+ 2ε.

(4.48)
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Figure 4.10 – Short time evolution of the Loschmidt echo for different quench protocols in the weak
(left) and strong coupling (right) regimes. Other parameters are N = 100, hi = 1.5 and d = 1.

Using the expectation values of the normal modes into the ground state 〈ηkηl〉 =
〈η†

k η†
l 〉 = 0 and 〈ηkη†

l 〉 = δkl , on obtains

〈H̃I〉2 = 4ε2

[

∑
k

(
|h0k|2 + |hdk|2

)
− 1

]2

, (4.49)

and

〈H̃2
I 〉 =4ε2

{[
∑

k

(|h0k|2 + |hdk|2)− 1
]2

+ ∑
k 6=l

[
(g0kh0l)

2 + (gdkhdl)
2

+2hdlh0l gdkg0k − 2hdkh0l gdl g0k − h0kh0l g0kg0k − hdkhdl gdkgdk

]}
(4.50)

leading to the final expression for the variance α 3

α = 4ε2 ∑
k 6=l

[
(g0kh0l)

2 + (gdkhdl)
2 + 2hdlh0l gdkg0k

− 2hdkh0l gdl g0k − h0kh0l g0kg0k − hdkhdl gdkgdk

]
. (4.51)

Notice that in terms of spin correlation functions, the variance α is nothing but

α = 2ε2 (1 + 〈σz
0 σz

d〉c − 〈σz
0〉2) , (4.52)

where 〈AB〉 ≡ 〈AB〉 − 〈A〉〈B〉 is the connected correlator, and where we have used
the fact that 〈σz

0〉 = 〈σz
d〉 due to the translational invariance.

In figure 4.11, α is plotted as a function of the initial field hi for several distances
and for ε = 0.1. On can see that the full lines given by equation (4.51) match perfectly
the numerical fit of the echo represented by the symbols. For initial magnetic fields

3. We can note that if we set d = 0, meaning that the two spins are coupled to the same spin in
the chain, we recover the formula obtained in [RCG+07b], but with a coupling constant ε two times
stronger. Indeed, H̃I = −ε(σz

0 + σz
d=0) = −(2ε)σz

0 .
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Figure 4.11 – Gaussian rate α as a function of the initial magnetic field hi (left). The symbols represent
a numerical fit of the echo for d = 1 (dots) and d = 5 (squares) whereas the full line represents
the numerical computation of equation (4.51). On the right panel are plotted the derivative of α with
respect to |hc − hi| for the two distances. The other parameters are N = 100, h f = 0.5 and ε = 0.1.

close enough to the critical value hi = 1, the derivative of α with respect to the field
exhibits a logarithmic divergence characteristic of the 2d-Ising universality class.

For large distances compared to the correlation length of the ground state en-
vironment d ≫ ξ, one expects a saturation of the Gaussian rate. Indeed, for large
distances and because we look at short time scales, one defect spin evolves without
influencing the other one, and the dynamics is independent, leading to the saturation.
This can be seen by analyzing equation (4.52). For d ≫ ξ, the connected correlator
〈σz

0 σz
d〉c vanishes and the saturation values of α becomes

α(d ≫ 1) = 2ε2 (1 − 〈σz
0〉2) . (4.53)

On the other hand, when the environment approaches criticality h ≈ 1, the situation
is different since long-range correlations are present in the initial state, making the
evolution not independent even for large distances. Close to the critical point, the
decay of the connected correlator is algebraic with [Hen99]

〈σz
0 σz

d〉c ∼ d−2, (4.54)

leading to an algebraic decay of α toward the infinite value α(d → ∞). The corre-
lation functions and the local magnetization of the critical Ising model are known
analytically [Pfe70]

〈σz
0 σz

d〉c =
4

π2
1

4d2 − 1
, 〈σz

0〉 =
2
π

, (4.55)

leading to the critical value of α

αcrit = 2ε2
(

1 − 4
π2

(
1 +

1
1 − 4d2

))
. (4.56)

The correlators out of criticality are more complicated to determined analytically, and
require the computation of Toeplitz determinants [LSM61, Pfe70]. We plot on the left
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panel of figure 4.12 the Gaussian rate α as a function of the distance for several initial
fields. The predictions given by equation (4.51) match the numerical fit of the echo,
witch saturate in the value given by equation (4.53). On the right panel, we show the
critical algebraic decay of α toward the infinite value with a power law with exponent
−2, as expected from critical phenomena.
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Figure 4.12 – (left) Gaussian rate α as a function of the distance. The initial fields are, from top to
bottom hi = 0.7, hi = 1 (critical environment) and hi = 1.5. The dots are obtained by a numerical fit,
the full lines are the calculation of the equation (4.51), and the dashed lines are the saturation values
(4.53). On the right is shown on logarithmic scales the algebraic decay toward the infinite value of α
in the critical case hi = 1. The dashed line has a slope equal to −2. Other parameters are N = 100,
h f = 0.7 and ε = 0.1.

4.3.4 Revival time

The dynamics described in the previous section referred to times shorter than a
revival time. Indeed, depending on the separation d between the spins and the size N
of the environment, we observe a significant change in the behavior of the Loschmidt
echo at long times, as we can see on figure 4.13, where we plot the echo for different
separation distances and two sizes of the environment (N = 100 and N = 200).
Note that the following considerations will be exampled in the weak coupling case
(ε = 0.1), but the phenomenology of the revival is the same in the strong coupling
regime.
One can see in figure 4.13 that for t < N/4, the decay of the echo is basically linear
for initial state far from criticality and its seems to be weakly dependent on the
distance. At time t ≃ N/4, one clearly see that, for separation distances far from the
symmetric position (i.e d = N/2), the echo turns to a linear increase indicating a
recovering of the coherence between the spins. Note that this phenomenon appears
every tn ≃ n × N/4.

On the other hand, when the distance between the spins gets close to the sym-
metric situation d = N/2, we observe a supplementary singularity following by a
speed up of the linear decrease of the echo appearing at half the previous revival
time τ∗ ≃ t∗/2 ≃ N/8. The maximum of the slope is reached when the two spins
are facing each other, i.e when d = N/2. We plot on the left panel of figure 4.14 the
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Figure 4.13 – Loschmidt Echo for distances N/2 (red circles), N/2− 1 (green squares), N/2− 2 (blue
diamonds), N/2 − 5 (magenta up triangles) and N/2 − 15 (orange left triangles) for N = 100 (left)
and N = 200 (right). Note that due to their almost perfect matching, the two curves for d = N/2 − 5
and d = N/2 − 15 are nor distinguishable. The other parameters are set to ε = 0.1, hi = 1.5 and
h f =0.99.

derivative of the Loschmidt echo with respect to time at fixed quench protocol for
different distances N/2, N/2 − 1, N/2 − 2 and N/2 − 15.

Figure 4.14 – First derivative of the Loschmidt Echo with respect to time. In the left plot, we keep
fixed hi = 1.5 and h f = 0.99 and we vary the distance. The different plots are d = N/2 (red circles),
d = N/2 − 1 (green squares), d = N/2 − 2 (blue diamonds) and N/2 − 15 (magenta triangles) . In
the right plot, the distance is d = 1, h f = 0.99 and hi = 0.99 (red circles), hi = 0.9 (green squares),
and hi = 0.7 (blue diamonds). The others parameters are ε = 0.1 and N = 100.

One can clearly see the singularity in the derivative at t = τ∗ for distances close
to the symmetric situation. This singularity has already disappeared for the dis-
tance d = N/2 − 15, see the magenta triangles in figure 4.14. Note that whatever
the distance between the spin is, we observe a singularity in the derivative at time
t = t∗ ≃ 25, reflecting the distance independent recovery of the coherence.

In the right panel of the figure 4.14 is plotted the time derivative of the echo at
distance fixed to d = 1 for different quench protocols, including the equilibrium
situation hi = h f . As expected from the previous observation, we do not see any
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effect at time t = τ∗ because we are far from the symmetric situation. For the two out
of equilibrium cases (hi = 0.7 and hi = 0.9 to h f = 0.99), we only see the effect at time
t = t∗. On the other hand, in the equilibrium situation, the revival occurs at a time
t∗eq that is twice the value of the non equilibrium situation, t∗eq = 2t∗. This difference
between equilibrium and non equilibrium in the revival time can be understood in
terms of quasiparticles emission [CC05, SLRD13]. Indeed, the non equilibrium case
corresponds to a global quench, where the transverse magnetic field is suddenly
changed everywhere in the chain. As a consequence of this global change in the
energy, a pair of quasiparticles with momentum ±k is emitted at every position in
the chain. The fastest group velocity of these quasiparticles is given by

vg = max
k

(
∂εk

∂k

)∣∣∣∣
k
=

{
2h f if h f < 1
2 if h f ≥ 1

, (4.57)

and because every site in the chain acts as a local emitter, the quasiparticles need
to travel only the half of the chain to start to reconstruct the initial state, leading to
a revival time t∗ = N/2vg. On the contrary, the equilibrium case corresponds to a
local quench occurring only at the positions where the two spins are coupled. As a
consequence, the excitations are emitted only at these two positions, and they need
to travel the complete chain to restore the initial state, leading to a revival time twice
bigger than in the quenched case.
When the initial state is long range, that is for initial field close to the critical value
hi = 1, the situation is very close to what we observed for short range initial states,
namely a revival at t = t∗, a singular behavior at t = τ∗ = t∗/2 for distances close
to the symmetric situation and a doubling of t∗ in the equilibrium case. The main
difference between critical and non critical initial environment lies in the shape of the
decay of the echo. Indeed, in the critical case, it is no longer linear as it were for the
non critical environment, but it is rather a power law decay, as we can see on figure
4.15.

Figure 4.15 – Left: Loschmidt echo for a critical initial environment for distances d = N/2 (red
circles), d = N/2 − 1 (green squares), d = N/2 − 5 (blue diamond) and d = N/2 − 15 (magenta
triangles). Right: Time derivative of the Loschmidt echo for the previous distances. Other parameters
are N = 100, h f = 1.5 and ε = 0.1.

The almost linear decay of the time derivative of the echo in the right panel of the
figure 4.15 suggests a parabolic decay of L in the critical initial state case.
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4.3.5 Independent dynamics

A part of the decoherence dynamics between the two defect spins is a consequence
of their direct coupling to the environment, whereas the remaining part comes from
their mutual coupling mediated by the spin chain. In order to quantify the part of the
decoherence which comes from the direct interaction with the chain, we compute the
difference between the echos in the situation where the spins are coupled to a com-
mon environment and the case where the spins are coupled to two non interacting
environments ∆L = L − Lind. The results are presented in figure 4.16 where ∆L is
plotted for different initial and final fields and for several distances d.

Figure 4.16 – Difference between the Loschmidt echo ∆L in the situation where the two spins are
coupled to the same bath and to two independent baths as a function of time for different quench
protocols and distances. Up left: h f = 1.5 and d = 10, up right: h f = 1.5 and d = 20, down left:
h f = 0.5 and d = 10 and down right: h f = 0.5 and d = 20. The initial magnetic fields are: hi = 0.5
(red circles for UR and UL), hi = 0.4 (red circles curves for DR and DL), hi = 0.7 (green squares),
hi = 0.8 (blue diamonds), hi = 0.9 (magenta up triangles), hi = 0.95 (orange left triangles) and hi = 1
(indigo down triangles). In all plots, we also add in dashed line the theoretical value of tind = d/(2vg)

One can see in figure 4.16 that for initial fields far from the critical value hi = 1,
∆L is equal to zero at the beginning of the evolution until a time tind when it starts
to grow (see for example red curves in figure 4.16). This means that, until this time
tind, the two defect spins are evolving independently in the same way as if they were
coupled to two non interacting environments. For t > tind, the dynamics of one spin
is influenced by the second one through the chain, leading to a non independent
dynamics. The physical meaning of tind can be understood following more or less
the same reasoning than for the revival time, namely in term of the travel of the
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quasi particle excitations. The two spins evolve in an independent way until a pair of
entangled quasi particles created by the quenched environment in the middle of them
creates correlations between them and, as a consequence, breaks the independent
dynamics. The time tind needed for the excitations to reach the two positions where
the spins are coupled is then given by half the distance between them divided by the
sound velocity

tind =
d

2vg
, (4.58)

where vg is given by equation (4.57). Note that this time depends only of the final
value on the field and the distance, and is independent of the initial state. The theo-
retical prediction (4.58) of tind is shown in dashed lines in figure 4.16, where we see
that it is in good agreement with the numerical data. Notice that in the equilibrium
situation, due to the locality of the excitations emission, the quasi particles need to
travel along the complete distance d to correlate the spins, leading to a tind twice
bigger.

When the initial state is prepared with a magnetic field close to the critical value,
the situation is different. Indeed, one can see in figure 4.16 that the departure from
zero of ∆L starts already at t = 0+, indicating that the spins are never evolving inde-
pendently. This is a consequence of the long-range correlations present in the critical
initial state of the chain. When the correlation length ξ of the initial state, whose typ-
ical value is given in term of the initial field by ξ = | ln(hi)|−1 [Pfe70], is bigger than
the spin separation d, the defect are already correlated initially through this corre-
lation length, leading the independent dynamics impossible even at short times. A
pictural representation of the difference between short and long range situations is
shown in figure 4.17

Figure 4.17 – In the left situation, the distance between the two spins connected to the defect spins is
larger than the initial correlation length (schematized by the blue and red arrow). Then, the two defect
spins will evolve independently until the excitation created by the white spin correlated them. On the
contrary, in the right plot, the two spins already feel each other at t = 0 because the distance is shorter
than the correlation length. In this last situation, they will never evolve independently.

More large is d, more we need to have a large initial correlation length (and then a
magnetic field hi close to criticality) in order to be in the regime where the indepen-
dent dynamics is broken. For example, in the case of h f = 0.5 and d = 10, this regime
it already reached for hi = 0.8, whereas it is not in the case h f = 0.7, d = 20, because
the initial correlations are not long range enough. Finally, we can note that, even in
this long range initial correlations regime, the signature of the correlation between
the defect spins through the emission of excitation by the spin in the middle of them
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discussed for the initial field far from criticality is still present. Indeed, one clearly see
an increase of ∆L for t > tind (see for example magenta curve in the down left panel).

4.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have studied the decoherence dynamics of two spins 1/2 lo-
cally coupled to an environment set out of equilibrium after the sudden change of
its transverse magnetic field. This dynamics has been investigated through the time
evolution of the Loschmidt echo, which gave us all the informations about the en-
tanglement between the two spins. We identified in a first time two regimes of the
coupling strength, a weak one, where the echo decrease monotonically, and a strong
one when the echo performes fast oscillations depending on ε, embedded in an en-
velope independent of the coupling. We also observed that the decoherence at large
time in both regimes is enhanced in the case of a quenched environment with respect
to the equilibrium situation. When the environment is prepared at criticality, we ob-
served clear signatures in the Loschmidt echo (at both short and long times) of the
quantum phase transition experienced by the bath, signatures that where nonexistent
when the final field was set to the critical value. At large enough times, the systems
exhibits revivals, due to the final size of the environment, at time t∗, which is twice
smaller than in the equilibrium case. This can be explained trough the global emis-
sion of quasiparticles, with velocity set by the final field, whereas the emission is local
(at the defect positions) in the equilibrium situation. The quasiparticles need then to
travel in the non equilibrium situation half the chain for the revival to appear. One
also observe a singular change of the echo when the spins are coupled in opposite po-
sitions in the chain, which does not seem to be explained in terms of the quasiparticles
propagation. We find then that the two magnetic fields setting the quench protocols
have two distinct roles, the initial one sets the length of the correlations, whereas the
final one is responsible of dynamical effect trough the excitations propagation.



5
Non Equilibrium and Equilibrium
Steady State entanglement
driven by quantum repeated
interactions

In the two previous chapters, we have analyzed the behavior of a small quantum
system interacting with an environment using a Hamiltonian approach [AJP06a].

In this kind of approach, the global system (small system+environment, both de-
scribed by a Hamiltonian) is closed and its dynamics is unitary. The evolution
equation governing the state of the small system is obtained by the trace over the
environmental degrees of freedom of the complete state. The effects of the coupling to
the environment are then encoded in the evolution equation governing ρS. An other
description of open quantum system is the Markovian approach [AJP06b]. In this ap-
proach, it is unnecessary to give a description of the environment, since its effects are
described by dissipative terms in the differential equation governing the small sys-
tem dynamics, like Quantum Langevin [FK87] or Lindblad [Lin76] equations. In the
last decade, the quantum repeated interactions process [AP06, AJ07, AD10, BJM14]
has been introduced by Attal et. al to describe the interaction of a system with an
environment. The studies based on this description are essentially mathematical
[Dha08, BJM08, BJM10], but some results concerning physical systems exist. For in-
stance, Karevski and Platini have studied the dynamics of an open XX chain coupled
at both ends to two reservoirs at different temperatures via the quantum repeated in-
teractions [KP09]. They derive the long time behavior of the system and found that its
state reaches a non-equilibrium-steady-state with observables fixed by the reservoir’s
properties. More recently, entanglement properties of a bipartite quantum system
subject to a repeated interaction with an environment has been studied [ADP14].
In a recent work, Zippilli et. al studied the steady state properties of two quantum
systems coupled at one edge to a common entangled quantum field [ZPAI13, ZI14].
This coupling has for effect the perfect replication of the entanglement along the array
by the creation of two-particles Bell states. In this chapter, we propose to study if the
repeated interactions process can lead to the same kind of entanglement duplication
over two non interacting arrays of spins.

The chapter is organized as follows: the first section is devoted to a detailed de-
scription of the repeated interactions process. We show in particular that, under cer-
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tain conditions, the system can be described by means of the two-point fermionic
correlators. After that, we introduce a toy model and solve completely its dynamics,
focusing ourself to entanglement properties of the system. Finally, in the last sec-
tion, we study the most general case of two arrays of size N, and show that there is
very rich transient entanglement dynamics close to the boundary before the system
reaches its steady state.

5.1 Quantum repeated interactions

In this section and in the following one, we describe in details the repeated inter-
actions process [Pla08].

5.1.1 Description of the repeated interactions process

The repeated interactions process has recently been introduced to describe the
interaction of a system with an environment (also called bath). This environment is
assumed to be made of an infinite number of copies, all these copies being identical
and independent. The dynamics of the system part is driven by the Hamiltonian
HS, leaving in the Hilbert space HS, whereas the Hamiltonian of the environment
leaves in the Hilbert space E =

⊗
N∗ Hj, where the Hj are the Hilbert spaces of the

individual copies. Because the constituents of the environment are all independent,
the Hamiltonian of the environment is

HB = ∑
N∗

Hn, (5.1)

where the Hn are the Hamiltonians of the individual copies.
We suppose that the system and the environment are initially not correlated, such
that the total density matrix ρ(0) can be written

ρ(0) = ρS ⊗ ρB, (5.2)

where ρS is the density matrix of the system part, and

ρB =
⊗

N∗
ρj, (5.3)

where the ρj are the density matrices of each copy. The idea of the repeated interac-
tions is that the system interacts with every copy of the environment one after the
other, over a time scale τ. Once the interaction time with one copy over, the coupling
with this copy is suppressed, and an other one takes its place, and the process is re-
peated in this way. A physical picture of this process is given by a laser beam falling
into a surface. Each photon interacts with the surface one after the other before being
absorbed or reflected and not participating anymore to the dynamics of the system.
A pictural representation of the repeated interactions process is shown in figure 5.1.
The whole dynamics is driven by the time dependant total Hamiltonian

H = HS + HB + HI(t), (5.4)
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Figure 5.1 – Pictural representation of the repeated interactions process. A system, described by a
Hamiltonian Hs interacts with every copy of the environment over a time scale τ.

where HI(t) is the interaction Hamiltonian. This interaction Hamiltonian is constant
over the time interval ](n− 1)τ, nτ], HI(t) = Hn

I , describing the coupling between the
system and the nth copy of the bath. The temporal evolution is governed by the time
evolution operator

Kn(τ) = Un
I (τ)⊗ ∏

N∗\n

Uk(τ) (5.5)

where
Un

I (τ) = e−i(HS+Hn+Hn
I )τ (5.6)

is the evolution operator coupling the system and the environment, and

Uk(τ) = e−iHkτ , k ∈ N
∗\n (5.7)

is the time evolution operator of all the copies which are not interacting with the
system. The total dynamics from time t = 0 until time t = nτ is then governed by the
string

U(nτ) = Kn(τ)Kn−1(τ) · · · K1(τ). (5.8)

In the Schrödinger representation, the density matrix at time t = nτ is given by the
Liouville equation

ρ(nτ) = U(nτ)ρ(0)U†(nτ), (5.9)

which can be rewritten using the expression (5.8) like an iterative equation

ρ(nτ) = Kn(τ)ρ((n − 1)τ)K†
n(τ). (5.10)

In the Heisenberg representation, where the time dependence is carried by the ob-
servable through

〈O(t)〉 = Tr{Oρ(t)} = Tr{O(t)ρ(0)}, (5.11)

we obtain
O(nτ) = U

†(nτ)OU(nτ) = K†
n(τ)O((n − 1)τ)Kn(τ). (5.12)
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5.1.2 Time evolution of the system

Here, we focus our attention to the dynamics of the system part only. Its density
matrix is obtained by tracing ρ(t) over the environmental degrees of freedom

ρS(nτ) = TrB{ρ(nτ)}. (5.13)

Explicitly, the density matrix of the system during the interaction with the nth copy
of the environment is

ρS(nτ) =TrB

{
U(nτ)ρS ∏

k≤n

ρkU
†(nτ) ∏

k>n

ρk

}

=Trk≤n

{
U(nτ)ρS(0) ∏

k≤n

ρkU
†(nτ)

}
. (5.14)

After some algebra, we arrive to the fundamental equation of evolution of the reduced
density matrix

ρS(nτ) = Trn

{
Un

I (τ)ρS((n − 1)τ)⊗ ρnUn†
I (τ)

}
, (5.15)

where the trace is now performed on the nth copy of the environment only. To proceed
further, lets introduce the diagonal base of the nth copy of the environment

ρn|φn
k 〉 = pk|φn

k 〉, k = 1, · · · , dim(Hn) = Ω. (5.16)

In the base |Sj〉 ⊗ |φn
k 〉, where the vectors |Sj〉 form a base of the system’s Hilbert

space HS, the density matrix ρ((n − 1)τ) is written like

ρn ⊗ ρS((n − 1)τ) =




p1ρS((n − 1)τ)
p2ρS((n − 1)τ)

. . .
pΩρS((n − 1)τ)


 .

(5.17)
Introducing the decomposition

Un
I (nτ) =




V1
1 V2

1 · · · VΩ
1

...
...

...
...

...
...

V1
Ω V2

Ω · · · VΩ
Ω




, (5.18)

where the V j
i are operators living in HS, one can show that the density matrix at

time t = nτ is given by the application of a super operator on the density matrix at
previous time t = (n − 1)τ

ρS(nτ) = L(ρS((n − 1)τ)), (5.19)

with

L(X) =
Ω

∑
ij

piV
j

i XV j†
i . (5.20)
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Finally, because all the copies are identical and prepared in the same state, we obtain
by successive iterations

ρS(nτ) = L
n(ρS(0)). (5.21)

The adjoint of the super-operator L† is defined by the scalar product (X, Y) =
Tr{XY†} through

(X, LY) = (L†X, Y), (5.22)

leading to the following average of an observable O in the Heisenberg representation

O(nτ) = TrS{O(nτ)ρS(0)} = TrS{L
†n(O)ρS(0)}, (5.23)

with

L
†(O) =

Ω

∑
ij

piV
j†

i OV j
i . (5.24)

The continuous limit of the evolution equation of an observable O is taken by
letting the interaction time τ going to zero τ → 0. Here, we will not show the demon-
stration, but we just expose the result [AP06, Pla08] assuming that the environment
is prepared in one of its eigenstate |α〉. In this case, pi = δi,α and equation (5.24)
simplifies to

L
†(O) =

Ω

∑
i

Vα†
i OVα

i . (5.25)

It has been shown in [AP06] that the continuous limit of the evolution equation is
described by the differential equation

∂tO(t) = L(O), (5.26)

where the Lindblad generator L(X) is defined like

L(X) = i[H, X] +
1
2 ∑

i

(2Lα∗
i XLα

i − {Lα∗
i Lα

i , X}) (5.27)

with the limits

Lα
α = lim

τ→0

Vα
α − 1

τ
, Lα

i = lim
τ→0

Vα
i√
τ

, i 6= α. (5.28)

5.2 XY model

In the following, we consider that the system is a chain of N interacting spins with
XY interactions. Its dynamics is governed by the Hamiltonian

HS = −1
2

N−1

∑
i=1

(
1 + κ

2
σx

i σx
i+1 +

1 − κ

2
σ

y
i σ

y
i+1

)
− h

2

N

∑
i=1

σz
i , (5.29)

where κ is the anisotropy parameter. The environment is modeled by an infinite set
of copies made by independent spins with Hamiltonian

Hn
B = −hB

2
µz

n, (5.30)
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where the µi are the Pauli matrices in the bath Hilbert space. Moreover, we assume
that only the first spin of the chain is interacting with the environment. This interac-
tion is driven by the Hamiltonian

HI = −λI

2

(
1 + κI

2
µxσx

1 +
1 − κI

2
µyσ

y
1

)
. (5.31)

5.2.1 Initial states

In the rest of this section, we will assume that the system and every copy of the
bath are prepared into a Gibbs state at inverse temperature βS and βB

ρS =
1

ZS
e−βS HS , ρn =

1
Zn

B
e−βB Hn

B , (5.32)

where ZS,B is a normalization constant. The initial state is then ρ(0) = ρS ⊗ ρB with

ρB =
⊗

N∗
ρn. (5.33)

Here we can note that the states of the system and the bath are Gaussian, since they
can be written as an exponential of a quadratic form in terms of fermionic operators.

5.2.2 Dynamics of the Clifford operators

We remind that in the time interval ](n− 1)τ, τ], i.e when the system interacts with
the nth copy of the environment, the dynamics is governed by the total Hamiltonian

H = HS + Hn
B + HI , (5.34)

which can be rewritten using Clifford operators Γ

Γ1
k =

k−1

∏
j=1

(−σ̃z
j )σ̃

x
k , Γ2

k = −
k−1

∏
j=1

(−σ̃z
j )σ̃

y
k , (5.35)

with Γ† = Γ, and where we have defined σ̃i=1,··· ,N+1 = {µ, σi=1,··· ,N}. The average
of an operator written in terms of these Clifford operators O = f (Γ) will be at time
t = nτ

〈O〉(nτ) =TrS,n{OUn
I [ρS((n − 1)τ)⊗ ρn]U

n†
I }

=TrS,n{O(τ)ρS((n − 1)τ)⊗ ρn}. (5.36)

We see here that we adopt an "hybrid" representation for the dynamics of the average
of the operator. Indeed, the time dependence is carried by the density matrix until the
time (n − 1)τ, whereas the operator are evolving in the time interval ](n − 1)τ, τ]. We
need then to know what is the dynamics of the Clifford operators. We remind that,
for time independent Hamiltonian, the operators Γ evolve like

Γ = R(t)Γ(0) = e−iTτ
Γ, (5.37)
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where T is the Hamiltonian matrix and

Γ =

(
Γ

1

Γ
2

)
, Γ

α =




Γα
1

Γα
2
...

Γα
N+1


 . (5.38)

5.2.3 Time evolution of the reduced density matrix

The initial state of the global system (5.32) can be written, using the fact that
[HS, HB] = 0, like

ρ(0) =
1

ZSZB
e−βS HS−βB HB =

1
Z

e−H0 (5.39)

with H0 = βSHS + βBHB. In terms of Clifford operators, it reads

H0 =
1
4

Γ
†TΓ, (5.40)

with

T =




0 0 βSCS 0
0 0 0 βBCB

βSC†
C 0 0 0

0 βBC†
B 0 0


 , (5.41)

and

CS = −i




h Jy

Jx h Jy

. . .
. . .

. . .
Jx h Jy

Jx h




, CB = −ih, (5.42)

where we have set Jx(y) = (1 + (−)κ)/2. After the interaction with the first copy of
the environment, the density matrix is

ρ(τ) =
1

Z0,1
U(1)

I e−H0,1U(1)†
I ∏

N∗/1
ρk, (5.43)

where H0,1 = βSHS + βBH(1)
B is the Hamiltonian of the system and the first copy. The

density matrix can be rewritten

ρ(τ) =
1

Z0,1
e−H0,1(τ) ∏

N∗/1
ρk =

1
Z0,1

eΓ
†(−τ)T0,1Γ(−τ) ∏

N∗/1
ρk, (5.44)

where we have used the fact that U†
I (τ) = UI(−τ). Using the matrix representation

(5.37), together with its adjoint, the Hamiltonian H0,1 becomes

H0,1(τ) =
1
4

Γ
†T0,1(τ)Γ, (5.45)
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with T0,1(τ) = R(τ)T0,1R†(τ). Then, after the first interaction, the density matrix of
the whole system is

ρ0,1(τ) =
1

ZS,B
exp

(
−1

4
Γ

†T0,1(τ)Γ

)
. (5.46)

The state of the global system being a quadratic form of fermionic operators, it follows
that the reduced density matrix associated with the system part ρS(τ) = Tr1{ρ0,1(τ)}
is quadratic as well [Pes03], and can be written

ρS(τ) =
1

K(τ)
exp

(
−1

4
Γ

†
STS(τ)ΓS

)
, (5.47)

where the ΓS belongs to the system part only, and where TS(τ) is the restriction of the
matrix T0,1(τ) obtained after tracing over the bath degrees of freedom. The iteration
of the process leads to

ρS(nτ) =
exp

(
− 1

4 Γ
†
STS(nτ)ΓS

)

K(nτ)
, K(nτ) = Tr

{
exp

(
−1

4
Γ

†
STS(nτ)ΓS

)}
. (5.48)

It is clear from the previous equation that the state of the system part is Gaussian.
It follows that the Wick theorem applies, and the state can be completely described
by the means of the two-point correlation functions. Indeed, using the Wick theorem,
any string of an even number of Clifford operators factories into a product of two
point correlators, for example

〈ΓiΓjΓkΓl〉 = 〈ΓiΓj〉〈ΓkΓl〉 − 〈ΓiΓk〉〈ΓjΓl〉+ 〈ΓiΓl〉〈ΓjΓk〉, (5.49)

whereas the average of a string made by an odd number of operators vanishes, in
particular 〈Γi〉 = 0. Then, we just need to know how the correlation matrix of the
system evolves to have access to the time evolution of the observables.

5.2.4 Time evolution of the two-point correlation matrix

The system being Gaussian, we can completely describe the state by means of the
two-point correlation functions. We define the matrix G on the space formed by the
system and the interacting copy by

Gk,k′ = −i〈ΓkΓk′〉+ iδkk′ , k, k′ = 1, . . . , N + 1. (5.50)

The time evolution of this matrix is given by the application of the R(τ) matrix

G0,n(nτ) = R(τ)G(0,n)((n − 1)τ)R†(τ), (5.51)

with, by definition

G(0,n)
kk′ ((n − 1)τ) = −i TrS Trn{ΓkΓk′(ρS((n − 1)τ)⊗ ρn)}+ iδkk′ . (5.52)

To go further, we reorganize the Γ operator like

Γ =

(
ΓB

ΓS

)
, ΓS =

(
Γ

1
S

Γ
2
S

)
, (5.53)
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and the same thing for ΓB. The system and the nth copy of the environment being
uncorrelated for times t < (n − 1)τ, it follows that, in the state ρS((n − 1)τ)⊗ ρn, all
the correlators of type TrS Trn{ΓBΓS(ρS((n − 1)τ)⊗ ρn)} vanish, and the correlation
matrix G(0,n)((n − 1)τ) assumes as a consequence the block diagonal structure

G(0,n)((n − 1)τ) =
(

GB 0
0 GS((n − 1)τ)

)
, (5.54)

where
(GS)kk′((n − 1)τ) = −i TrS {ΓkΓk′ρS((n − 1)τ)}+ iδkk′ . (5.55)

Decomposing the rotation matrix R(τ) in the same way

R(τ) =

(
RB(τ) RBS(τ)
RSB(τ) RS(τ)

)
, (5.56)

we obtain the fundamental evolution equation of the two-point correlation matrix

GS(nτ) = RS(τ)GS((n − 1)τ)R†
S(τ) + RSB(nτ)GBR†

SB(nτ). (5.57)

The matrix at time nτ is then given by the application of a super operator on the
matrix at time (n − 1)τ

GS(nτ) = L(GS((n − 1)τ)), (5.58)

giving by successive iterations

GS(nτ) = Ln(GS(0)), (5.59)

with
L(X) = RSXR†

S + RSBGBR†
SB. (5.60)

5.2.5 Continuous limit of the evolution equation

The continuous limit is obtained by letting the interaction τ going to zero. In this
limit, the matrix GS obeys to the differential equation

∂tGS = lim
τ→0

L(GS(nτ))− GS(nτ)

τ
. (5.61)

The continuous limit has to be taken carefully. Indeed, one needs to renormalize the
coupling constant between the system and the environment. If one takes naively the
limit τ → 0 without any rescaling of the coupling, this will lead to a decoupling of
the system with the environment, and then to the trivial free evolution of the system
without any influence of the bath.
It has been shown in [AP06, Pla08] that the the only possible rescaling leading to the
correct continuum limit is to divide the coupling constant by the square root of the
interaction time

λI →
λI√

τ
. (5.62)

After this proper renormalization, we obtain the following fundamental evolution
equation for the correlation of the system part [Pla08, KP09]

∂tGS(t) = −i[TS, GS(t)]−
1
2

({
GS(t), Θ†Θ

}
− 2Θ†GBΘ

)
, (5.63)
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where TS is the Hamiltonian matrix of the system part, and Θ is the interaction matrix
containing the coupling between the system and the environment. Note that without
the proper renormalization, the evolution equation will simply reduce to ∂tCS(t) =
−i[TS, GS(t)], and then to the trivial evolution.
Defining the super operator L (.) = −i[TS, .]− 1

2

{
., Θ†Θ

}
and the constant C(GB) =

Θ†GBΘ, equation (5.62) can be rewritten

∂tGS = −L (GS) + C(Gb), (5.64)

with formal solution, given the initial condition GS(0)

GS(t) = e−L t(GS(0)−L
−1(C(GB))) +L

−1(C(GB)), (5.65)

where the matrix L −1(C(GB)) contains all the informations about the steady state
properties of the system.

5.3 Toy model

After the introduction of the general formalism of the quantum repeated interac-
tions process, we will in this section investigate the case of a simple model, for which
the dynamics can be completely determined analytically. Note that until the end of
this chapter, we will use, except if the contrary is precised, the continuous limit τ → 0.

5.3.1 Model and shape of the reduced density matrix

The simplest model we can imagine consists of two non interacting spins, each of
them coupled to one constituent of a pair of spins forming one copy of the bath, as
shown in figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2 – Pictural representation of our toy model. The two spins of the system (in red), labeled 1
and 4 are each coupled to one constituent of a pair of spin, labeled 2 and 3 forming the copy n of the
environment.

The unitary dynamics of the system+environment is driven by the time dependent
Hamiltonian H = HS + HB + HI(t), where the local Hamiltonians of the system and
the copies of the bath are simply given by a Zeeman term

HS =− h
2
(σz

1 + σz
4), (5.66)

HB =
∞

∑
k=1

Hk
B, (5.67)
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where

Hk
B = −h

2
(σz

k,2 + σz
k,3), (5.68)

is the Hamiltonian of the pair k. The time dependent interaction Hamiltonian is con-
stant over one time step [(k − 1)τ, kτ[ and is given by

H(k)
I = −γ

2
(σx

1 σx
k,2 + σ

y
1 σ

y
k,2 + σx

k,3σx
4 + σ

y
k,3σ

y
4 ). (5.69)

Here, because we work with XX type interactions, it is more judicious to use the
Jordan-Wigner transformation in terms of c fermionic operators instead of Clifford
ones, as we did in the presentation of the repeated interactions. After the mapping,
we obtain

HS =h(c†
1c1 + c†

4c4),

HB =h(c†
2c2 + c†

3c3),

HI =− γ(c†
1c2 + c†

2c1 + c†
3c4 + c†

4c3), (5.70)

such that the total Hamiltonian H takes the matrix form, after the introduction of the
row vector Ψ

† =
(
c†

B, c†
S

)
=
(
c†

2 , c†
3 , c†

1 , c†
4

)

H =
(

c†
2 , c†

3 , c†
1 , c†

4

)



h 0 −γ 0
0 h 0 −γ
−γ 0 h 0
0 −γ 0 h







c2
c3
c1
c4


 = Ψ

†
(

TB Θ

Θ† TS

)
Ψ. (5.71)

In the following, we are interested in the dynamics of the two spins labeled 1 and
4, and more particularly to their entanglement properties. In order to have access to
the concurrence between them, we need to know the density matrix ρS = Tr2,3{ρtot}.
When the system into consideration is modeled by a spin chain with XY interaction,
it has been shown [OW01, AOP+04] that, thanks to the parity symmetry of the XY
Hamiltonian, the reduced density matrix of two constituents i and j of the chain
assumes the structure

ρij =




a 0 0 c
0 x z 0
0 z∗ y 0
c∗ 0 0 b


 . (5.72)

With this simple structure, the concurrence reduces to

C = 2 max{0, |z| −
√

ab, |c| − √
xy}. (5.73)

We are now left with the calculation of the matrix elements a, b, c, x, y, z to get the
concurrence. These six elements can be expressed in terms of the spin-spin correlation
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functions thanks to the definition 〈σα
i σ

β
j 〉 ≡ Tr{ρijσ

α
i σ

β
j }. We obtain

a =
1
4
〈σz

i 〉+
1
4
〈σz

j 〉+
1
4
〈σz

i σz
j 〉+

1
4

,

x =
1
4
〈σz

i 〉 −
1
4
〈σz

j 〉 −
1
4
〈σz

i σz
j 〉+

1
4

,

y =
1
4
〈σz

j 〉 −
1
4
〈σz

i 〉 −
1
4
〈σz

i σz
j 〉+

1
4

,

b =− 1
4
〈σz

i 〉 −
1
4
〈σz

j 〉+
1
4
〈σz

i σz
j 〉+

1
4

,

z =
1
4
(〈σx

i σx
j 〉+ 〈σy

i σ
y
j 〉+ i(〈σx

i σ
y
j 〉 − 〈σy

i σx
j 〉)),

c =
1
4
(〈σx

i σx
j 〉 − 〈σy

i σ
y
j 〉 − i(〈σx

i σ
y
j 〉+ 〈σy

i σx
j 〉)). (5.74)

Note that another argument justifying the cross structure of the density matrix is to
remark that all the vanishing elements in ρij can be expressed as a function of 〈σx

j 〉,
〈σz

i σx
j 〉 or 〈σz

i σ
y
j 〉, which, as soon as we are working with Gaussian states, vanish since

they are written as a string of an odd number of fermionic operators.

5.3.2 Initial state

The system and the environment are initially uncorrelated such that the initial
state is the product state ρ(0) = ρS(0)⊗ ηB. All the copies of the environment being
independent, the initial density matrix of the bath is given by

ηB =
⊗

k∈N∗
η. (5.75)

We choose to prepare the system into a factorized state ρS(0) = ρ1 ⊗ ρ4 where ρj (j =
1, 4) is the reduced density matrix associated to the spin j. We shall work with a
thermal state for each system’s spin

ρj =
1 + m0

j

2
| ↑〉〈↑ |+

1 − m0
j

2
| ↓〉〈↓ |, j = 1, 4 , (5.76)

where mj is the magnetization of the spin j given by mj ≡ Tr{σz
j ρ(0)}. The two

spins forming the copies of the bath are supposed to be prepared into the maximally
entangled Bell state

|ψB〉 =
1√
2
(| ↑↓〉+ | ↓↑〉). (5.77)

As mentioned in the presentation section, in order to determine the evolution of the
system in terms of the evolution of its two-point correlation matrix, the total system
has to be prepared into a Gaussian state. For the two spins 1 and 4, this is obvious
since

ρj =
1
Z

e−β jhσz (5.78)
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leading to mj = tanh(β jh/2). For the bath part, one has to check that the reduced
density matrix of each pair

η = |ψB〉〈ψB| =
1
2




0 0 0 0
0 1 1 0
0 1 1 0
0 0 0 0


 (5.79)

can be written as the low temperature limit (β → ∞) of a thermal density matrix ρth

η = lim
β→∞

ρth = lim
β→∞

e−βH̃

Z
, (5.80)

with H̃ a quadratic operator in terms of fermions. One can show (see appendix B for
details) that the operator

H̃ =
1
2
1− 1

4
(σx

2 σx
3 − σ

y
2 σ

y
3 ), (5.81)

which is well quadratic in terms of fermionic operators, leads to the correct density
matrix in the limit β → ∞.

Starting with the initial Bell state |ψB〉, the correlators of the bath’s spins are given
by

〈σx
2 σx

3 〉 =〈σy
2 σ

y
3 〉 = 1, (5.82)

〈σx
2 σ

y
3 〉 =〈σy

2 σx
3 〉 = 0, (5.83)

〈σz
2〉 =〈σz

3〉 = 0. (5.84)

Using the Jordan-Wigner transformation, one can, from these correlators, reconstruct
the initial fermionic two-point correlation function of the bath (GB)ij = 〈c†

i cj〉 (i, j =
2, 3):

〈σx
2 σx

3 〉 = 〈c†
2c3 − c2c†

3〉 = 2ℜe〈c†
2c3〉,

〈σx
2 σ

y
3 〉 = i〈c†

2c3 + c2c†
3〉 = −2ℑm〈c†

2c3〉,
〈σz

2〉 = 2〈c†
2c2〉 − 1,

〈σz
3〉 = 2〈c†

3c3〉 − 1, (5.85)

leading to

GB(0) =
1
2

(
1 1
1 1

)
.

For the initial two-point correlation matrix of the system part (GS)ij = 〈c†
i cj〉 (i, j =

1, 4), we obtain

GS(0) =




1 + m0
1

2
0

0
1 + m0

4
2


 .
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5.3.3 Time evolution of the correlation matrix

Here, we focus on the derivation of the time evolution of the two-point correlation
matrix of the system. We remind that it evolves following the evolution equation

∂tGS(t) = −i[TS, GS(t)]−
1
2

({
GS(t), Θ†Θ

}
− 2Θ†GBΘ

)
. (5.86)

In the simple case considered here, the TS matrix is proportional to the identity TS =
h12×2, then the first term of the r.h.s of equation (5.86) obviously vanishes

[TS, GS] = h[12×2, GS] = 0. (5.87)

Using
Θ†Θ = γ2

12×2, Θ†GBΘ = γ2GB, (5.88)

the equation governing the dynamics of GS is found to be

∂tGS(t) = −γ2(GB − GS(t)), (5.89)

leading to the following evolution equations of the fermionic correlators

∂t〈c†
1c1〉 = −γ2〈c†

1c1〉+ γ2〈c†
2c2〉, (5.90)

∂t〈c†
4c4〉 = −γ2〈c†

4c4〉+ γ2〈c†
3c3〉, (5.91)

∂t〈c†
1c4〉 = −γ2〈c†

1c4〉+ γ2〈c†
2c3〉. (5.92)

The resolution of the two first equations gives the evolution of the local fermionic
occupation

〈c†
j cj〉(t) =

1
2

(
1 + m0

j e−γ2t
)

, j = 1, 4, (5.93)

whereas the off-diagonal equation leads to

〈c†
1c4〉(t) =

1
2

(
1 − e−γ2t

)
. (5.94)

Note that equation (5.93) is related to the local magnetization by mj(t) = 2〈c†
j cj〉(t)−

1, giving
mj(t) = m0

j e−γ2t, j = 1, 4. (5.95)

We compare on figure 5.3 the magnetization on spin 1 and the fermionic correlators
〈c†

1c4〉 obtained numerically by exact diagonalization, and the theoretical predictions
given by equations (5.95) and (5.94). We see a very good agreement with the numerics.

5.3.4 Spin-spin correlation functions and evolution of the concurrence

As mentioned in the previous section, the reduced density matrix of spins 1 and
4 is reconstructed with the spin-spin correlation functions, see equations (5.74). To
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Figure 5.3 – Magnetization of the first spin m1 and fermionic correlators 〈c†
1c4〉 as a function of the

rescaled time γ2t. The dots are the numerical results obtained by exact diagonalization whereas the full
lines are the formula (5.95) and (5.94). The two spins 1 and 4 are initially prepared in a state with
m0 = 1.

proceed, we have to re-express all these correlators in terms of fermionic correlators
using the Jordan-Wigner transformation. For example, considering 〈σx

1 σx
4 〉, we have

〈σx
1 σx

4 〉 =− 〈(c†
1 + c1)σ

z
1 σz

2 σz
3(c

†
4 + c4)〉

=〈(c†
1 − c1)σ

z
2 σz

3(c
†
4 + c4)〉

=〈(c†
1 − c1)(2c†

2c2 − 1)(2c†
3c3 − 1)(c†

4 + c4)〉. (5.96)

Since the Jordan-Wigner transformation is non local and the two system’s spins are
not consecutive, the sites belonging to the bath part are entering into the expression
of the system’s correlators. Using the fermionic commutation relations, and the fact
that the matrices are Hermitian, it comes, after some algebra

〈σx
1 σx

4 〉 = 2ℜe〈c†
1c4〉

(
1 − 2

(
〈c†

2c2〉+ 〈c†
3c3〉

)
+ 4〈c†

2c2〉〈c†
3c3〉 − 4|〈c†

2c3〉|2
)

+ 4ℜe
(
〈c†

1c2〉〈c†
2c4〉

) (
1 − 2〈c†

2c2〉
)
+ 4ℜe

(
〈c†

1c3〉〈c†
3c4〉

) (
1 − 2〈c†

3c3〉
)

+ 8
(
ℜe
(
〈c†

1c2〉〈c†
3c4〉〈c†

2c3〉
)
+ℜe

(
〈c†

1c3〉〈c†
2c4〉〈c†

2c3〉∗
))

. (5.97)

Here we recognize three types of fermionic correlators 〈c†
i cj〉: those who describe cor-

relations within the system (i, j = 1, 4), within the bath (i, j = 2, 3) and those who rep-
resent correlations between system and bath. In the repeated interactions process, the
state of each pair interacting with the system is refreshed after the interaction time τ.
Then, contrary to the "system-system" correlators, there is no cumulative effects con-
cerning "bath-bath" and "system-bath" correlators and they stay close to their initial
value during the evolution, for example 〈c†

2c2〉 = 1/2 +O(τ) and 〈c†
1c2〉 = 0 +O(τ).
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In the continuous limit τ → 0, one can thus approximate equation (5.97) by

〈σx
1 σx

4 〉(t) = 2ℜe〈c†
1c4〉

(
1 − 2

(
〈c†

2c2〉+ 〈c†
3c3〉

)
+ 4

(
〈c†

2c2〉〈c†
3c3〉

)
− 4|〈c†

2c3〉|2
)

.
(5.98)

Using the initial values of the bath correlators 〈c†
2c2〉 = 〈c†

3c3〉 = 〈c†
2c3〉 = 1/2, to-

gether with equation (5.94), we obtain finally

〈σx
1 σx

4 〉(t) = e−γ2t − 1. (5.99)

Using the same reasoning for 〈σy
1 σ

y
4 〉, 〈σx

1 σ
y
4 〉 and 〈σy

1 σx
4 〉, we find

〈σy
1 σ

y
4 〉(t) =〈σx

1 σx
4 〉(t), (5.100)

〈σx
1 σ

y
4 〉(t) =〈σy

1 σx
4 〉(t) = 0. (5.101)

The last correlator to determined is 〈σz
1 σz

4〉(t). Its expression in terms of fermionic
operators is

〈σz
1 σz

4〉 = 〈(2c†
1c1 − 1)(2c†

4c4 − 1)〉. (5.102)

Note that here, only operators acting on sites 1 and 4 are present, the Jordan-Wigner
transformation of the σz operator being local. It becomes, using Wick theorem

〈σz
1 σz

4〉 = 4
(
〈c†

1c1〉〈c†
4c4〉 − |〈c†

1c4〉|2
)
− 2

(
〈c†

1c1〉+ 〈c†
4c4〉

)
+ 1

= m0
1m0

4e−2γ2t − (1 − e−γ2t)2 (5.103)

Now that all the spin-spin correlation functions are known, we are in position to write
the matrix elements of ρS(t) and determine the concurrence between spins 1 and 4.
Taking expressions (5.74), the matrix elements of ρS are

a =
1
4

(
1 + (m0

1 + m0
4)e

−γ2t + m0
1m0

4e−2γ2t − (1 − e−γ2t)2
)

, (5.104)

x =
1
4

(
1 + (m0

1 − m0
4)e

−γ2t − m0
1m0

4e−2γ2t + (1 − e−γ2t)2
)

, (5.105)

y =
1
4

(
1 + (m0

4 − m0
1)e

−γ2t − m0
1m0

4e−2γ2t + (1 − e−γ2t)2
)

, (5.106)

b =
1
4

(
1 − (m0

1 + m0
4)e

−γ2t + m0
1m0

4e−2γ2t − (1 − e−γ2t)2
)

, (5.107)

c =0, (5.108)

z =
1
2

(
e−γ2t − 1

)
, (5.109)

leading to a concurrence of

C14(t) =max
{

0, 1 − e−γ2t − 1
2

([
2e−γ2t + (m0

1m0
4 − 1)e−2γ2t

]2

−(m0
1 + m0

4)
2e−2γ2t

)1/2
}

. (5.110)

One can see that if the two system’s spins are each prepared in the state | ↑〉 with
magnetization m0

1,4 = 1 (resp. | ↓〉 with magnetization m0
1,4 = −1), the matrix element
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b (resp. a ), corresponding to the probability to be in the state | ↓↓〉 (resp. | ↑↑〉), is
zero during the evolution. The concurrence will be, as a consequence, always bigger
for states with |m0

1,4| = 1 than for states with |m0
1,4| 6= 1. One can also remark that

the concurrence is untouched by the simultaneous change m0
1 → −m0

1 and m0
4 → −m0

4.

For long times, and independently of the initial state of the system, the stationary
concurrence reaches is maximal value

C14(t → ∞) = 1, (5.111)

reflecting the fact that GS(t → ∞) = GB. This indicates a transfer and a replication
of the entanglement present initially in the bath to the two non interacting system’s
spin. The steady state value of the matrix elements are z = −1/2, x = y = 1/2 and
a = b = c = 0, leading to the density matrix

ρ∗S =
1
2




0 0 0 0
0 1 −1 0
0 −1 1 0
0 0 0 0


 . (5.112)

The steady state of the spins 1 and 4 is then pure and given by the Bell state |ψ−〉 =
1√
2
(| ↑↓〉 − | ↓↑〉). Notice that the Bell state reached by the system is not the Bell

state of the bath’s copies |ψB〉 = 1√
2
(| ↑↓〉 + | ↓↑〉). This difference comes from the

microscopic coupling chosen to describe the interaction between the system and the
bath. Indeed, by tuning the system-bath coupling properly, one can recover the Bell
state |ψB〉 as steady state of the system, for example by setting the twisted interaction
Hamiltonian

HI = −γ

2

(
σx

1 σ
y
2 − σ

y
1 σx

2 + σx
3 σ

y
4 − σ

y
3 σx

4
)

. (5.113)

In this case, GS(t → ∞) = (1 − σx)/2, leading to 〈σx
1 σx

4 〉 = 1 and then to

ρ∗S =
1
2




0 0 0 0
0 1 1 0
0 1 1 0
0 0 0 0


 = |ψB〉〈ψB|. (5.114)

We plot on the left panel of figure 5.4 the concurrence C14(t) as a function of the
rescaled time γ2t for two different initial states.
One can see that the entanglement starts to grow directly at t = 0 in the case
m0

1 = m0
4 = 1, corresponding to the pure state | ↑↑〉, whereas their is a delay in the

growth of C14 in the case m0
1 = −m0

4 = 0.5, corresponding to an initial mixed state.
We plot in the right panel of figure 5.4 the time tent, defined by C14(t) = 0, ∀t < tent,
as a function of the two initial magnetizations. This time is maximum for |m0

j | = 0
corresponding to the state where the classical statistical mixing is the maximum,
since it is prepared with an infinite temperature β → 0.
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Figure 5.4 – (Left) Concurrence C14 as a function of the rescaled time γ2t for two different initial
magnetizations. (Right) Time tent needed for the spins 1 and 4 to become entangled as a function of
their initial magnetization m0

1 and m0
4.

We can look in particular at the evolution of the entanglement for the two cases
corresponding to identical magnetizations m0

1 = m0
4 = m and to opposite magnetiza-

tions m0
1 = −m0

4 = m. In the first case, the concurrence reduces to

C14(t) =max
{

0, 1 − e−γ2t − 1
2

√
e−2γ2t (m2 − 1) e−2γ2t + 4

(
e−γ2t − 1

)}
. (5.115)

At large times, we can keep only terms of the order of e−γ2t, and we obtain

C14(t) ≈ max
{

0, 1 − e−γ2t
(

1 +
√

1 − m2
)}

. (5.116)

In the second case, the concurrence simplifies even more, and we get

C14(t) = max
{

0, 1 − 2e−γ2t − 1
2

e−2γ2t(1 − m2)

}
, (5.117)

which becomes at large times

C14(t) ≈ max
{

0, 1 − 2e−γ2t
}

. (5.118)

In this last case, and contrary to the first one, the approach to the steady state value
is independent of the initial magnetization m. The prefactor of the exponential in
equation (5.116) lying between 1 and 2, the convergence of the concurrence toward
the steady state value is always faster when the spins have the same magnetization
than when they have an opposite one. We plot in the left panel of figure 5.22 1 − C14
as a function of exp(−γ2t) for different magnetizations.
One can check that the relaxation toward the stationary value is faster when the
initial magnetization is m = 1, and becomes slower and slower when m is decreased,
the slowest dynamics being for m = 0, mimicking the opposite magnetization case.

In the case of an opposite initial magnetization, thanks to the simple expression
taken by the concurrence (5.117), we can get an analytical estimation of the rescaled
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Figure 5.5 – (Left)1−C as a function of exp(−γ2t) for different initial magnetizations of the system’s
spins. (Right) Rescaled time γ2tent needed for the establishment of the entanglement in the case of
opposite initial magnetization as a function of m. The dots are the values extracted from the numerical
data whereas the full line is given by equation (5.119).

time γ2tent needed for the entanglement to be established. By solving the equation
C14(γ

2t) = 0, one finds

γ2tint = ln

(
1 +

√
1 − m2

2

)
, (5.119)

which vanishes with a square root singularity close to the pure state |m| = 1 like

γ2tint ≈
√

1 − |m|. (5.120)

We compare on the right panel of figure 5.22 the estimation given by equation (5.119)
with the numerical data, and we see a very good agreement.

5.3.5 Loss of entanglement in the environment

As we mentioned previously, one can consider that in the continuous limit τ → 0,
the state of each spin of the environment is not affected by the coupling with the
system, such that the fermionic correlators stay very close to their initial value. If we
work now with a finite value of τ, this consideration does not hold anymore and the
state of one copy can change after the interaction with the system. In particular, the
coupling of each copy of the environment to the system may has for consequence a
partial loss of entanglement between the spins of the Bell pairs.
For small but finite value of the interaction time τ, one can show that the difference
between the fermionic correlation matrix describing the nth copy after and before the
interaction at time t = nτ is given by [Pla08]

δGB = −τ2

2

(
{GB, Θ†Θ} − 2Θ†GS(nτ)Θ

)
, δGB = GB((n + 1)τ)− GB(nτ). (5.121)

After calculations, we obtain

δGB = τ2γ2(−GB + GS(nτ)). (5.122)
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In order to compute this variation, one need the evolution of the fermionic correlation
matrix of the system part. By solving the evolution equation of the system for finite
interaction time (5.57), we find

〈c†
i ci〉(nτ) =

1
2

(
1 + m0

i cos2n(γτ)
)

, i = 1, 4, (5.123)

〈c†
1c4〉(nτ) =

1
2

(
1 + cos2n(γτ)

)
, (5.124)

leading to the following values for the bath correlators of the copy n just after the
interaction at time t = nτ

〈c†
2c2〉((n + 1)τ) =

1
2

(
1 + γ2τ2m0

1 cos2n(γτ)
)

(5.125)

〈c†
3c3〉((n + 1)τ) =

1
2

(
1 + γ2τ2m0

4 cos2n(γτ)
)

(5.126)

〈c†
2c3〉((n + 1)τ) =

1
2

(
1 − γ2τ2 cos2n(γτ)

)
. (5.127)

We show on the left panel of figure 5.6 the value of the correlators 〈c†
2c2〉 and 〈c†

2c3〉
of the copy n after the interaction at time t = nτ for an interaction time τ = 0.25. We
can see that the theoretical predictions (full lines) perfectly match the data obtained
by exact diagonalization (symbols).
After the calculation of the spin-spin correlation functions, we finally find that the
concurrence of the copy n after the interaction at time t = nτ is given by

C(n)
B = 1−γ2τ2 cos2n(γτ)

(
1 +

1
2

√(
γ2τ2 cos2n(γτ)

(
m0

1m0
4 − 1

)
+ 2
)2 −

(
m0

1 + m0
4

)2
)

.

(5.128)
Since cos(γτ) < 1, one can see from the previous equation that after many interac-
tions, the copies do not loose any entanglement after the coupling with the system.
Indeed, for long time, the two spins of the system have reached a steady state and
consequently, they do not evolve anymore, as well as the copies of the environment.
In the right panel of figure (5.57), we plot the concurrence after the interaction at time
t = nτ for τ = 0.25, m0

1 = m0
4 = 0.5. On can check that the concurrence goes to the

initial value CB = 1 after many interactions, reflecting the fact that the spins of the
system have reached the steady state.

5.4 General case: System of two chains of size N

5.4.1 Model an initial states

We now turn to the study of the most general case of two non interacting chains
made by N spins. The spins of the first chain are labeled from 1 to N, and those of
the second one from N + 3 to 2N + 2. The environment will be modeled exactly as
it was in the previous section, and the interaction will be done in the following way:
the last spin of the first chain interacts with the first spin of the environmental pair,
whereas the first spin of the second chain is coupled to the second one. A picture of
the system is presented in figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.6 – Values of the correlators 〈c†
2c2〉 and 〈c†

2c3〉 (left) and concurrence (right) of the copy n
just after the interaction at time t = nτ. In the left panel, the symbols are the numerical data whereas
the full lines are given by equations (5.126) and (5.127). We used γ = 0.5, m0

1 = m0
4 = 0.5, and the

interaction time is fixed to τ = 0.25.

Figure 5.7 – The repeated interactions process in the case of two chains made of N spins. The last spin
of the first chain interacts with the first spin of the environmental pair, whereas the first spin of the
second chain is coupled to the second one.

The Hamiltonian of the system formed by the two chains is

HS = −h
2 ∑

n∈S

σz
n −

J
2 ∑

n∈S∗

(
σx

n σx
n+1 + σ

y
nσ

y
n+1

)
, (5.129)

with S = {1, 2, . . . , N}∪ {N + 3, N + 4, . . . , 2N + 2} and S∗ = S\{N, 2N + 2}, whereas

Hk
B = −h

2
(σz

k,N+1 + σz
k,N+2), (5.130)

and
H(k)

I = −γ

2
(σx

Nσx
k,N+1 + σ

y
Nσ

y
k,N+1 + σx

k,N+2σx
N+3 + σ

y
k,N+2σ

y
N+3). (5.131)

are the Hamiltonian of the copy k of the environment and the coupling Hamiltonian
respectively. After the introduction of fermionic operators by the Jordan-Wigner trans-
formation, the total Hamiltonian takes the form H = Ψ

†TΨ with Ψ
† = (c†

S, c†
B) where

c†
S = (c†

1 , . . . , c†
N , c†

N+3, . . . , c†
2N+2) and c†

B = (c†
N+1, c†

N+2). The (2N + 2) × (2N + 2)
matrix T is given by

T =

(
TS Θ

Θ† TB

)
, TS =

(
A 0
0 A

)
(5.132)
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with Aij = −hδij − J(δi,j+1 + δi,j−1) of size N × N, TB = −h12×2, and the 2N × 2
coupling matrix Θ is given by Θij = −γ(δi,Nδj,1 + δi,N+1δj,2).

The whole system is initially prepared into an uncorrelated state such that

ρ(0) = ρS(0)⊗ ηB, (5.133)

with ηB =
⊗

k∈N∗ η , and

η = |ψB〉〈ψB|, |ψB〉 =
1√
2
(| ↑↓〉+ | ↓↑〉) . (5.134)

The two XX chains are prepared into a fully factorized thermal mixture

ρS(0) =
⊗

n∈S

ρn (5.135)

with

ρn =
1 + m0

n

2
| ↑〉〈↑ |+ 1 − m0

n

2
| ↓〉〈↓ |, (5.136)

with m0
n = Tr{ρ(0)σz

n} the initial magnetization of the spin n.
The initial state of the system and the bath being Gaussian, one can, as we did for
the toy model, describe completely the system by means of its 2N × 2N fermionic
correlation matrix (GS)ij(t) = 〈(c

†
S)i(cS)j〉(t). We remind that this correlation matrix

evolves, in the continuous limit τ → 0 following the evolution equation

∂tGS(t) = −i[TS, GS(t)]−
1
2

({
GS(t), Θ†Θ

}
− 2Θ†GBΘ

)
, (5.137)

where

GB =
1 + σx

2
(5.138)

is the correlation matrix of the bath.

In the following, we are interested in the cross entanglement between two spins
facing each other in the chains, as represented by the dashed double arrows in figure
5.7. We call C(p) the associated concurrence between the spins N − p (belonging to
the left chain) and N + 3 + p (belonging to the right chain), with p = 0, . . . , N − 1.
The value p = 0 corresponds for example to the pair formed by the two spins in
contact with the environment. Moreover, we introduce the longitudinal concurrence

C(p)
L , measuring the entanglement between to neighboring sites p and p − 1 in a given

chain. These two concurrences are, as for the toy model, computed thanks to the
reconstruction of the reduced density matrix using the spin-spin correlation func-
tions, themselves obtained with the time evolved fermionic correlators. Concerning
the cross concurrence, the fact that the two spins under consideration are not first
neighbors in the chain renders the analytical determination of the spin-spin correla-
tion functions very difficult. For a given p, it requires the calculation of a Pfaffian of
size 4p + 2 [AOP+04]. This step will therefor be realized numerically.

We assume in the following that all spins of the two chains are prepared with
the same initial magnetization, i.e m0

j = m0 ∀j. Moreover, the value of the intra-chain
coupling J will be set to J = 1/2 in order to fix the sound velocity in the chains to 1.
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5.4.2 Study for times t < 2N: NESS

We start our study by focusing our attention to the time regime t < 2N. This
time corresponds to the time needed for an excitation introduced in the system at the
coupling point to travel forward along the chain, be reflected on the opposite edge,
and come back into the injection point.
Then, for sufficiently large system size N, and times t ≪ N, the sites close to the
boundary where the interaction takes place will experience a semi-infinite situation.

Before turning to the description of the dynamics of the system in this time
regime, let’s first mention an interesting and important feature: the dynamics of cor-
relators belonging to one chain only is independent of the dynamics of the correlators
belonging to the other chain. To prove that, lets decompose the matrix GS like

GS =

(
G1

S G12
S

G21
S G2

S

)
, (5.139)

where the matrices Gi
S contain the correlations within the chain i, with i = 1, 2,

whereas the matrix G12
S = (G21

S )† contains the correlations between the two chains.
Remarking that we can also split the other matrices into blocks

ΘΘ† =

(
L1

L2

)
ΘGBΘ† =

1
2

(
L1 K12

K21 L2

)
, (5.140)

with L1 = diag(0, · · · , 0, γ2) ∈ RN×N , L2 = diag(γ2, 0, · · · , 0) ∈ RN×N and (K12)ij =
γ2δiNδj1 = (K21)ji the evolution equation of GS becomes

∂t

(
G1

S G12
S

G21
S G2

S

)
=− i

(
[G1

S, A] [G12
S , A]

[G21
S , A] [G2

S, A]

)
−
(

{G1
S, L1} G12

S L1 + L2G12
S

L2G21
S + G21

S L1 {G2
S, L2}

)

+
1
2

(
L1 K12

K21 L2

)
. (5.141)

where A is the matrix appearing in equation (5.132). We obtain thus two independent
equations governing G1

S and G2
S. As a consequence, the dynamics of the fermionic

correlators belonging to the left chain and those belonging to the right one are decou-
pled. More precisely, because the spins of the two chains are prepared in the same
initial state, we have

〈c†
i cj〉 = 〈c†

2N+3−ic2N+3−j〉, i, j = 1, . . . , N. (5.142)

It appears then that local observables (like local magnetization for instance) evolve
exactly in the same way in the two chains. Thus, if we are interested in such an
observable, we can restrict the system to only one chain coupled at one of its bound-
ary to a single spin with zero magnetization, which greatly improve the numerical
calculation time.

The evolution equation (5.137) is difficult to solve analytically. As a consequence,
the dynamics of the systems will be described numerically using exact diagonaliza-
tion. We describe here the system through the evolution of observables like local
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magnetization, currents, fermionic correlations and cross and longitudinal concur-
rences.
We plot in figure 5.8 the time evolution of the local magnetization (left) and the cur-
rent (right) in the first 30 spins of a chain of N = 150 coupled at position N to a single
spin with zero magnetization.
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0,8

0,9

1

m

Figure 5.8 – Magnetization (left) and current (left) in the 30 first spin of a chain of N = 150 in the
time regime t < 2N. The initial magnetization is m0 = 1 and the coupling parameters is fixed to
γ = 0.5.

The magnetization at a given spin at position x = N − p is equal to the initial value
m0 until the time t = x at which the first excitation injected has reached the position
x. After this time, the magnetization decreases until a stationary value, which seems
to be minimum for the spin in contact with the environment, and constant in the
bulk. Once the fastest excitation comes back at position x at time 2N − x after being
reflected on the opposite edge, this stationary regime is broken. The transport of ex-
citations is associated with a current of quasiparticles. The behavior of the current is
similar to the magnetization. Indeed, it starts to be non zero when the first excitation
reaches the position x at time t = x, and increases until a stationary value. Contrary
to the magnetization, the current is homogeneous in the chain.
In the time regime t ≪ N with N sufficiently large, the sites localized close to the
interaction point are then in a non equilibrium steady state (ness) characterized by a
non evolving magnetization on each spin and a stationary current traveling along the
chain.
For both magnetization and current, the relaxation toward the non-equilibrium-
steady-state value m∞ and j∞ is algebraic, as shown in figure 5.9.
We find

m − m∞ ∼ t−2 (5.143)

|j − j∞| ∼ t−3. (5.144)

The difference of exponent can be understood using hydrodynamical argument, the
current being simply given by j = nv, where v ∼ t−1 is the velocity and n the local
density proportional to the magnetization.
In order to have a good approximation of what is the steady state of the semi-infinite
system, we look at magnetization and current profiles at time t = N. Indeed, for
sufficiently large value of N, the state of the spins close to the interaction point has
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Figure 5.9 – Left: relaxation of the magnetization to the asymptotic value of the spins p = 0 (blue),
p = 9 (green) and p = 19 (black). Right: relaxation of the current of the spins p = 1 (green) and
p = 9 (black). The initial magnetization is m0 = 1 and the coupling is fixed to γ = 0.5.

converged to the steady state, whereas the spins close to the opposite edge are still
into a transient dynamics with observables evolving in time. We plot in figure 5.10

the magnetization and current profiles taken at t = N for sizes of the chain N = 100,
N = 150 and N = 500.
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Figure 5.10 – Magnetization (a) and current (c) profiles measures at t = N for different sizes of the
chains. Graphs (b) and (d) show the profiles at different times using the rescaled variable p/t. The size
of the chain is in this case N = 300. For all plots, the initial magnetization is m0 = 1 and γ is fixed to
1/2. Since m0 = 1, the plots of graph (d) give directly access to the scaling function g(p/t).
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We can check that magnetization profile is bent at the interface with the environment
(p = 0) whereas the deviation from the stationary value in the bulk is algebraic
following

m(p)− m(p → ∞) = a

(( p
t

)2
− 1

(bp)2

)
, (5.145)

where a and b are parameters depending on the coupling constants. On the contrary,
no interface is observed for the current profile, which tends to a homogeneous value
along the complete chain. In the scaling region, the system is scale invariant such that
we can introduce the rescaled variable p/t and write the magnetization and current
profiles like [Pla08]

m
( p

t

)
= m0

(
1 − f

( p
t

))
, j

( p
t

)
= m0g

( p
t

)
, (5.146)

where f (p/t) and g(p/t) are two scaling functions which vanish in the non-causal re-
gion p/t > 1. We plot on the right panels of figure 5.9 the two profiles as a function of
the variable p/t at different times for a chain of size N = 300. All the curves collapse
into a single curve in the bulk, indicating that the system is well scale invariant. We
can have access to the f (p/t) function by evaluating numerically 1−m(p/t)/m0. The
results are shown in figure 5.11 for different times and for two values of the system-
environment coupling parameter γ. Note that the scaling function g(p/t) is directly
given by the right down plot of figure 5.9 since the system is initially prepared with
m0 = 1.
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Figure 5.11 – Scaling function f (p/t) at different times for a system with N = 300 spins and two
values of the system-environment coupling γ.

The stationary current presents a non monotonic behavior with the coupling
strength γ, as shown in figure 5.12. It appears that the good variable to use is the
ratio between the intra chain coupling J (which is set to 1/2 in our case) and the
square of the coupling to the environment γ, which we will call K = γ2/2J. The sta-
tionary current is weak in the limits K ≪ 1 and K ≫ 1, as already observed in [KP09].
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Figure 5.12 – Stationary current evaluated at t = N as a function of the parameter K = γ2/2J (main
graph) and as a function of ln(K) (insert). The initial magnetization is m0 = 1.

Indeed, in the first limit, it is difficult to inject a particle, leading to a small value of
the current. In the second limit, the contrary situation happens, it is easy to inject
a particle at the interaction point, but it is difficult to propagate it along the chain,
leading once again to a small value of the current. The maximum of the current is
reached when the ratio is equal to unity, K = 1. We observe moreover that the current
is invariant under the duality transformation

K → 1
K

. (5.147)

We check, in the insert of figure 5.12 where we plot |j| as a function of ln(K) that the
curve is well symmetric with respect to the point ln(K) = 0, validating the duality
(5.147).

The travel of the excitations injected at the interaction point has for consequence
the correlation between the different sites of the system. The correlation between two
sites belonging to the same chain (intra-chain correlators) is a direct consequence
of the same quasiparticle flow, whereas the correlation between two sites belonging
to different chains (inter-chain correlator) is the consequence of the passage of two
quasiparticles initially entangled through the entanglement present into the two spins
forming each pair of the bath. We show in figure 5.13 the real and imaginary parts
of the correlators 〈c†

i cj〉, with i = 96 (corresponding to p = 4) as a function of the
position j taken at time t = N for a system made of two chains of size N = 100, and
for two different initial magnetizations m0 = 1 and m0 = 0.5.
Considering intra-chain correlators (j < N), the real part reaches its maximum value
for j = i, corresponding to the local density, and decreases with the distance d =
|i − j|, provided that i + d ≤ N. Interestingly, the real part of the correlator vanishes
for odd values of d. For even values of d, the correlations seem to decay algebraically
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Figure 5.13 – Real (left) and imaginary (right) part of the fermionic correlator 〈c†
96cj〉 between site 96

the other sites taken at time t = N for two initial magnetizations of m0 = 1 and m0 = 0.5. The other
parameters are N = 100 and γ = 0.5. Here we show only the range j ∈ [75 : 125] for clarity reason.

with the distance following
ℜe〈c†

i ci±d〉 ∼ d−2. (5.148)

The imaginary part presents two packs corresponding, up to the sign, to the current
of particles traveling along the chains. Of course, these two peaks are equal in abso-
lute value but with different sign, the first one being proportional to the current of
particles moving from the right to the left, and the second to the current of particles
moving from the left to the right. As for the real part, some of the correlators have a
vanishing imaginary part, namely those with an even value of d. For odd values of d,
the decay of the peaks is, as for the real part, algebraic with the distance, but with a
different exponent

|ℑm〈c†
i ci±d〉| ∼ d−3. (5.149)

The real part of the inter-chain correlators presents a peak at position j = 2N + 3 − i,
indicating that the site sharing the most correlation with one site i is the site facing
it, the correlations decreasing with the distance to this particular site.
One can note that the intra-chain correlators are dependent on the initial magneti-
zation m0 of the system, whereas the inter-chain are not. This can be explained by
looking at the evolution equation of the correlation matrix (5.141). The evolution
equations of the matrices G1

S and G2
S containing the intra-chain correlators depend on

the initial magnetization whereas the equation governing G12
S only depends on the

initial correlations between the two chains (set to zero in our case) and the coupling
strength and then not on the value of m0.

The correlations between the different sites are responsible for two kinds of entan-
glement, the longitudinal one between two neighboring sites p and p + 1, measured

by the concurrence C(p)
L , and the cross one, measured by the cross concurrence C(p),

between two sites facing each others N − p and N + 3 + p. We present in the left
panel of figure 5.14 the longitudinal concurrence profile, extracted at time t = N, for
different sizes of the chain. As for the magnetization and current, the entanglement
between sites close to the boundary interacting with the environment has reached its
steady state value. The longitudinal concurrence is equal to zero between the spins
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composing the pair (N, N − 1), and starts to grow for the next pairs. Like for the
magnetization, and the current, the longitudinal concurrence is scale invariant in the

scaling region, as we can see on the right panel of figure 5.14 where we plot C(p/t)
L as

a function of p/t at different times, and where we can observe the perfect collapse of
the curves.

Figure 5.14 – Longitudinal concurrence profile extracted a time t = N for different sizes of the chains
(left). Longitudinal concurrence profile as a function of the rescaled variable p/t at different times in
the case of a chain of size N = 300 (right). For both plots, the initial magnetization is m0 = 1, and
γ = 0.5.

Moreover, we define the total longitudinal concurrence by summing all the con-
currences associated to first neighboring spins

C(p)
tot =

N−1

∑
p=0

C(p)
L , (5.150)

and we study its time evolution. This will gives us informations about how this
entanglement is established and how it behaves after the breaking of the ness regime,
i.e after time t = N. The results are shown on figure 5.15 for different sizes of the
chain. One can observe that the total longitudinal entanglement grows linearly in
time with a slope independent of the size. This linear regime is broken at the time
t = N when the first excitation emitted reaches the edge of the chain. After this time,
the travel in opposite direction of the excitations creates destructive interferences,
which have for consequence the decrease of the correlations, and the logarithmic
decay of the total longitudinal concurrence. We can observe that the longitudinal
concurrence is already killed after a time t ≈ 2N, indicating that one return of the
first excitation is enough to kill all the first neighbor entanglement.

We finish our study of the non-equilibrium-steady-state properties of the sys-
tem by the cross entanglement, measured by the concurrence C(p), between sites fac-
ing each other in the two chains. This entanglement is the consequence of the inter
chain correlations created through the travel of entangled quasiparticles along the
two chains. We plot in figure 5.16 the cross concurrence between the twenty first spin
pairs (labeled, from top to bottom in the graphs by p = 0 to p = 19) of a system made
of two chains of N = 60 spins for two values of the coupling parameter, γ = 0.5 (left)
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Figure 5.15 – Time evolution of the total longitudinal concurrence for different sizes of the chain. The
coupling parameter is set to γ = 0.5.

and γ = 0.1 (right). These two coupling strengths correspond respectively to strong
and weak current regime.

Figure 5.16 – Cross concurrence C(p) for, from top to bottom, p = 0 to p = 19 for a coupling strength
γ = 0.5 (left) and γ = 0.1 (right). The size of the two chains is N = 60, and the initial magnetization
is m0 = 1.

As for other observables like magnetization or current, the cross concurrence con-
verges to a steady state value. This non-equilibrium-steady-state entanglement is
maximum in the pair of spins p = 0 directly interacting with the environment, and
decreases with the distance to the interaction point. One can here make two obser-
vations: the concurrence is about one order of magnitude bigger when the current is
strong than when it is weak. Nevertheless, the decay of the cross concurrence with
respect to the distance is faster in the strong current than in the weak current regime.
Indeed, when the current is strong, it is easy for the entangled quasiparticles to dis-
tribute the entanglement along the spins, leading to a strong concurrence on the few
first pairs, but also to a rapid decay of it. On the contrary, for weak current, it is
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difficult to transfer the entanglement, leading to a small value of the concurrence,
but this transfer can be done in a longer distance than in the strong current regime.
Numerical results seem to indicate an exponential decay of the concurrence with the
distance to the interaction point (see left panel of figure 5.17)

C(p) ∼ exp (−p/ξent) , (5.151)

where ξent is a typical entanglement length depending on the parameters of the sys-
tem. Interestingly, in the small current regime, we find that the entanglement length is
proportional to the inverse of the stationary current in the chain ξent ∝ 1/|j|, whereas
deviations can be observed in the strong current regime, as shown in the right panel
of figure 5.17.

Figure 5.17 – Left: logarithm of the cross concurrence measured at t = N as a function of the pair p
for three values of the coupling strength γ. Right: Inverse of the current and entanglement length ξent.
The proportionality coefficient is in this case δ ≡ 5.67. The size of the chains is N = 60 and the initial
magnetization is m0 = 1.

The impossibility to solve the evolution equation for t < 2N and the non locality
of the Jordan-Wigner transformation render the analytical determination of the non
equilibrium steady state value of the cross concurrence difficult. Nevertheless, for
the pair formed by the two spins in contact with the environment, i.e p = 0, we
can determined the value of the concurrence as a function of the initial magnetization
using some hypothesis. Indeed, because the sites close to the edge interacting with the
environment are into a steady state, one can reasonably set the temporal derivative
of these elements to zero. Solving the equation evolution

∂tGS(t) = −i[TS, GS(t)]−
1
2

({
GS(t), Θ†Θ

}
− 2Θ†GBΘ

)
(5.152)

for spins N and N + 3, we find that their magnetization in the ness is directly pro-
portional to the steady state current established in the chains for t < N

mi =
2J
γ2 |j| =

1
K
|j|, i = N, N + 3. (5.153)

We can check this relation by plotting mN/|j| as a function of 1/K (see figure 5.18).
We get, as expected, a linear relation with a slope equal to one, validating the relation
(5.153).
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Figure 5.18 – Steady state magnetization on the spin N divided by the stationary current as a function
of 1/K (dots). The straight line is a linear function with slope 1.

Following [Pla08], we can write the stationary current like

j ∝ m0 − mB = m0. (5.154)

It appears then that the magnetization of spins N and N + 3 is proportional to the
initial magnetization of the chain, and we write

mi = (1 − α)m0, i = N, N + 3, (5.155)

where the coefficient α depends only on the coupling constants. In the same way, we
do the hypothesis that the fermionic correlator 〈c†

NcN+3〉 is proportional to the initial
fermionic correlator of the pair of spins forming one copy of the environment

〈c†
NcN+3〉 = α〈c†

N+1cN+2〉 =
α

2
, (5.156)

with the same real coefficient α as previously. This coefficient is difficult to find ana-
lytically, and will be extracted numerically by looking the magnetization of spin N or
N + 3. We can now write down the spin-spin correlation functions between spins N
and N + 3

〈σx
Nσx

N+3〉 =〈σy
Nσ

y
N+3〉 = −α,

〈σx
Nσ

y
N+3〉 =〈σy

Nσx
N+3〉 = 0,

〈σz
Nσz

N+3〉 =(1 − α)2m2
0 − α2, (5.157)

where we have used the Wick theorem for the correlator in the z direction. This leads
to the following reduced density matrix

ρij =




a 0 0 c
0 x z 0
0 z∗ y 0
c∗ 0 0 b


 , (5.158)
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with the elements

a =
(1 + (1 − α)m0)

2

4
− α2

4
,

x =y =

(
1 + α2

) (
1 − m2

0

)

4
− αm2

0

2
,

b =
(1 − (1 − α)m0)

2

4
− α2

4
,

c =0,

z =− α. (5.159)

Finally, with these matrix elements, we find a steady state concurrence in the pair
p = 0 given by

C(0)(m0, α) = max

{
0, α − 1

2

√
(1 − α)2(1 − m2

0)
2

(
1 + α2 + 2α

(
1 + m2

0

1 − m2
0

))}
.

(5.160)
One can remark that for m0 = 1 (resp. m0 = −1), b = 0 (resp. a = 0), leading to a
maximum concurrence of C(0) = α. The stationary entanglement in the first pair is
then maximum for |m0| = 1 and decreases with |m0|. Depending on the value of the
parameter α (and then on the value of the coupling γ), it may exist a threshold value
|mthre|, satisfying C(0) = 0 ∀|m0| < |mthre|, below which the entanglement between
spins N and N + 3 is lost in the ness. The value α∗ above which the threshold value
|mthre| does not exist is given by the solution of the equation C(0)(m0 = 0, α∗) = 0,
leading to

α∗ =
√

2 − 1. (5.161)

We have checked numerically that the parameter α is a monotonically increasing
function of the coupling γ. There is, as a consequence, only one value γ∗ leading
to α∗, and we find γ∗ = 0.5916. For γ < γ∗, the threshold value |mthre| is found by
solving the equation C(0)(m0, α) = 0, and we find

|mthre| =
√

α2 − 2α
√

2 + 1
1 − α

, γ < γ∗. (5.162)

We plot in figure 5.19 the concurrence for p = 0, 1, 2 computed numerically as a func-
tion of the initial magnetization for two different values of γ, together with equation
(5.160).
First, we can see that the behavior of the pairs with p = 1 and p = 2 is similar
to the behavior of the first pair, the concurrence being maximal for |m0| = 1 and
decreases with the initial magnetization. Secondly, the theoretical prediction (5.160)
of the concurrence in the first pair as a function of the initial magnetization fits pretty
well the numerical data, validating the hypothesis made above. In the case γ = 2,
corresponding to the situation γ > γ∗, one can check that the threshold value |mthre|
does not exist, and the first pair is entangled whatever the initial magnetization. In
the case γ = 0.5, we extract numerically, by looking at the magnetization of the spin
i = N, the value α = 0.324861586, leading to a calculated value of the threshold
magnetization |mthre| = 0.639978. This value is in relatively good agreement with the
value found numerically mthre = 0.643250.
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Figure 5.19 – Cross concurrence for p = 0, 1, 2 as a function of the initial magnetization obtained
numerically (dots), and equation (5.160) (dashed line). The coupling γ is set to γ = 0.5 in the main
graph and to γ = 2 in the insert. In the case γ = 0.5, the extracted value of α is α = 0.324861586.

5.4.3 Steady state

We now consider the long times t ≫ N, and we derive what is the steady state of
the finite size system. For t > 2N, the excitations injected by the interaction are trav-
eling forward and backward along the two chains. This will have for effect to destroy
the correlation between spins belonging to the same chain, and increase entanglement
between spins facing each others.
Let’s introduce the matrices Nk and Jk (k = N, B) such that the correlation matrices
Gk becomes

Gk = Nk + i Jk, k = S, B, (5.163)

with NT
k = Nk and JT

k = −Jk. The local density of fermions is given by the diagonal of
the NS matrix, whereas the particles current is included in the JS one. Plugging this
decomposition into the evolution equation, one get two coupled equations governing
the dynamics of the NS and JS matrices

∂t JS + [A, NS] +
1
2
{ΘΘ†, JS} = ΘJBΘ† = 0, (5.164)

∂tNS − [A, JS] +
1
2
{ΘΘ†, NS} = ΘNBΘ†. (5.165)

Since the system does not evolve any more in the steady state, we can set the time
derivatives in the previous equations to zero. Moreover, in the steady state, the JS

matrix vanishes as well, since it represents current-like of the form 〈ic†
ncm − ic†

mcn〉.
Plugging these assumptions into equations (5.164) and (5.165), one arrives to

[TS, N∗
S ] =0, (5.166)

{Θ†Θ, N∗
S} =2ΘN∗

BΘ†, (5.167)
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where the star indicates steady state value.
For latter convenience, we reorganize the row vector Ψ

† like

Ψ
† = (c̃†

S, c†
B) = (c†

N , c†
N+3, c†

N−1, c†
N+4, . . . , c†

1 , c†
2N+2, c†

N+1, c†
N+2) (5.168)

such that the Θ matrix has now the structure (Θ)ij = γ2δij(δi1 + δi2), and

ΘNBΘ† = γ2




NB 0

00


 , ΘΘ† = γ2




12×2 0

00


 . (5.169)

Explicitly, the equation (5.167) is




2(NS)11 2(NS)12 (NS)13 . . . . . . (NS)1,2N

2(NS)12 2(NS)12 (NS)23 . . . . . . (NS)2,2N

(NS)13 (NS)23

0
...

...
...

...
(NS)1,2N (NS)2,2N




= 2




NB 0

00


 . (5.170)

This last result is interesting, we find that the reduced fermionic correlation ma-
trix associated to the two sites directly in contact with the environment is equal, in
the steady state, to the fermionic correlation matrix NB of each pair forming the bath.
Moreover, these two sites are completely decorrelated from the rest of the system.

Now, let’s have a look on equation (5.166). With the new ordering, the matrix TS

takes now the form

TS =




h 0 −J

0 h
. . .

. . .

−J
. . .

. . .
. . .

. . .
. . .

. . .
. . .

. . .
. . .

. . .
. . .

. . .
. . .

. . .
. . .

. . .
. . .

. . . −J
. . .

. . .
. . . 0

−J 0 h




= h12N×2N − J∆, (5.171)
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where ∆ is the matrix

∆ =




0 0 1

0 0
. . . 1

1
. . .

. . .
. . .

. . .

1
. . .

. . .
. . .

. . .
. . .

. . .
. . .

. . .
. . .




=




0 12×2

12×2
. . .

. . .
. . .

. . .
. . .


 (5.172)

=κ ⊗ 12×2

with (κ)ij = δj,i+1 + δj,i−1. This leads to

− J[∆, N∗
S ] = −J[κ ⊗ 12×2, N∗

S ] = 0. (5.173)

The previous result concerning the sites in contact with the bath, together with the
toy model bring us to put the ansatz

N∗
S =




NB

NB

. . .
. . .

NB




= 1N×N ⊗ NB. (5.174)

Calculating the commutator of the ∆ matrix with the previous ansatz, one finds

[∆, N∗
S ] = −J[κ ⊗ 1,1⊗ NB] = 0. (5.175)

The ansatz satisfies the equation (5.167). The steady state of the system being unique
[PPcv08, Pro08, KP09], this expression is then the correct solution. The fermionic
representation of the steady state of the system is then characterized in the following
way: the reduced fermionic correlation matrix associated to each pair of sites facing
each other is equal to the fermionic correlation matrix of the copies of the environ-
ment. Moreover, all these pairs are completely decorrelated from each other.

The fermionic representation of the steady state is now known. But to know the
state of each pair p, one need to determined what are the associated spin-spin corre-
lation function. One can show that, in the steady state, one has

〈σx
N−pσx

N+3+p〉∗ = 〈σy
N−pσ

y
N+3+p〉∗ = (−1)p+1. (5.176)

The demonstration of the last equality for 〈σx
N−pσx

N+3+p〉∗ is presented in appendix
C. One can note that the value of these correlators depends of the considered pair of
spins. In the same way, we have

〈σx
N−pσ

y
N+3+p〉∗ = 〈σy

N−pσx
N+3+p〉∗ = 0, 〈σz

N−pσz
N+3+p〉∗ = −1 (5.177)

whatever the pair into consideration. We plot on figure 5.20 the correlation functions
〈σx

N−pσx
N+3+p〉∗ (left) and 〈σz

N−pσz
N+3+p〉∗ (right) as a function of time for two chains

of N = 5 spins obtained numerically.
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Figure 5.20 – Time evolution of the 〈σx
N−pσx

N+3+p〉 (left) and 〈σz
N−pσz

N+3+p〉 (right) correlators for
a system composed of two chains of N = 5 spins. The coupling parameters is fixed to γ = 0.5.

One can check that the sign of the steady state value of the correlator in the x direc-
tion depends of the considered pairs, whereas, in the z direction, the correlator goes
to the value −1 whatever the value of p.

We are now in position to write the steady state of the system, and in particular
the reduced density matrix of one pair p. We obtain

ρ∗p =
1
2




0 0 0 0
0 1 (−1)p+1 0
0 (−1)p+1 1 0
0 0 0 0


 , (5.178)

whereas the density matrix of one spin i = N − p together with any spin j 6= N + 3+ p
is given by the (separable) thermal state

ρ∗ij =
1
4




1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1


 . (5.179)

In the steady state, the system is then characterized by an alternation of pairs p of
spins in the two states

|ψ−〉 = 1√
2
(| ↑↓〉 − | ↓↑〉) for p even,

|ψ+〉 = 1√
2
(| ↑↓〉+ | ↓↑〉) for p odd,

these pairs being completely decorrelated from each others. Note that the state |ψ+〉
is exactly the state of the copies of the environment. Nevertheless, these two states are
two Bell states and are, as a consequence maximally entangled. The steady state value
of the concurrence is equal to C(p) = 1 whatever the value of p. The full stationary
state of the system can then be written like

ρ∗S = (ρ−)⊗q ⊗ (ρ+)⊗N−q, (5.180)
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where ρ± = |ψ±〉〈ψ±| and q = N/2 if N is odd and q = (N + 1)/2 if N is even.
This steady state is independent of the system size, the initial magnetization of the
two chains or the value of the different couplings, and is only driven by the state of
the environment. Indeed, the entanglement present initially in the copies is replicated
and transferred through the double array. A pictural representation of the steady state
is presented on figure 5.21.

Figure 5.21 – Pictural representation of the steady state of the system (here, N is chosen to be even).
The red pairs are in the state |Ψ+〉 whereas the blue ones are in the state |Ψ−〉.

We show on the left panel of figure 5.22 the evolution of the concurrence obtained
numerically as a function of the time and the position for two chains with N = 10
spins. The right panels shows the time evolution of the concurrence for p = 0 to p = 4
for two chains with N = 5 spins.

Figure 5.22 – Left: Snapshot of the concurrence as a function of time and the pair considered for a
system with N = 10. Right: Time evolution of the concurrence for p = 0 to p = 4 for a system with
N = 5. In both plots, we set m0 = 1 and γ = 0.5.

In both plots, we can see that the concurrence corresponding to a pair p converges
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asymptotically to the value Cp = 1, indicating maximal entanglement between spins
facing each others.

5.4.4 Convergence toward the steady state

Here we study the relaxation of the system toward the steady state. We start by
focusing on the transverse magnetization m and pair concurrence C(p). We plot on fig-
ure 5.23 the transverse magnetization on the first chain (left) and the pair concurrence
(right) profiles, obtained numerically, for times t > 2000 for two chains of N = 10
spins and an initial magnetization of m0 = 1.

Figure 5.23 – Transverse magnetization (left) and pair concurrence (right) profiles for times t > 2000
for N = 10 and an initial magnetization equal to m0 = 1. The γ parameters is set to γ = 0.5. All the
curves correspond to times tn = 2000 + 20n.

We can see that, as expected by the analysis of the previous section, the magne-
tization profile converges into a flat magnetization driven by the state of the bath
m(p) = mB = 0. Note that the value of the magnetization is smaller at the two edges
of the chains than in the bulk. One can also check that the pair concurrence converges
asymptotically to the value C(p) = 1. Contrary to the magnetization, the maximum
value of the concurrence is found in the interaction point.

As we mentioned previously, the steady state is independent of the size or the
initial state of the system. However, the relaxation toward the stationary state de-
pends on these parameters. To study this dependance, we will use a global quantity
which does not depend on the position in the chains. We define then the total cross
concurrence by

C tot(t) =
N−1

∑
p=0

C(p)(t), (5.181)

and study its evolution toward the steady state. Initially, because all the pairs p are
disentangled, the total concurrence must be equal to C tot = 0, whereas in the steady
state, because all the pairs p are maximally entangled, the total concurrence is C tot =
N. The two spins case treated in section 5.3 brings us to make the hypothesis that, for
long times, the relaxation is exponential

C tot(t) = N
(

1 − φ(m0)e
−t/T

)
, (5.182)
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where φ(m0) is a function depending only on the initial magnetization, and T is a
characteristic relaxation time depending on the coupling parameters. We plot on fig-
ure 5.24 1 − C(p)/N extracted numerically as a function of time for different initial
magnetizations. One can check that the relaxation is well exponential with a charac-

Figure 5.24 – Relaxation of the total concurrence toward the maximal value as a function of time in
semi logarithmic scale for different initial magnetization of the chains.

teristic relaxation time independent on the initial magnetization. A numerical fit of
the relaxation of the total concurrence allows us to have access to the function φ(m0).
The results are presented on figure 5.25

Figure 5.25 – Function φ(m0) characterizing the dependance of the relaxation on the initial magnetiza-
tion. On the insert is shown (N −C tot)/(Nφ) as a function of time for different initial magnetizations.
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We find a magnetization dependance of the relaxation of the form

φ(m0) = 1.45988 ln
(

3.69912 +
√

1 − (m0)2

)
. (5.183)

We show on the insert of figure 5.25 (N − C tot)/(Nφ(m0)) as a function of time for
different initial magnetizations. The curves perfectly collapse validating the form of
the φ function.

5.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we analyzed the entanglement dynamics of a open quantum sys-
tem coupled to a bath by means of the repeated interactions process. We studied
in a first time a simple system composed by two single spins, and we found that
its fermionic correlators relaxed exponentially to steady state values fixed by the
bath properties. The concurrence measured between the two system’s spins reaches
asymptotically its maximal value, reflecting the final Bell state and the entanglement
transfer from the bath to the system.
After that, we moved to the general case where the system is now composed by two
arrays of spins with XX interaction coupled at one edge to the bath. We identified
two physical time regimes: the times of the order of the size of the chain t ∼ N,
and the times much larger than N. In the first regime, the state of the spins close to
the interaction points is well described by a non-equilibrium-steady-state (ness) with
stationary current traveling along the chains. We described numerically the scaling
behavior of observables like local magnetization, current or longitudinal entangle-
ment, and we found a decay of the cross concurrence with respect to the interaction
point with a typical entanglement length. Finally, in the long times regime t ≫ N,
the current vanishes and the state of the system is a scale-free product of Bell states
maximalising the cross entanglement.
If we have considered in this study two identical chains, an interesting continuation
of this work could consist into the introduction of inhomogeneities in the system, like
different intra-chain coupling, or different size of the two chains. This will lead to
a dephasing in the quasi-particles movement, and to a modification of the observed
behaviors.





Conclusion

In this thesis, we have investigated the behavior of one-dimensional quantum sys-
tems driven out-of-equilibrium, and more particularly, their entanglement dynamics.
Indeed, understanding such a dynamics is of primary importance in quantum in-
formation processing or condensed matter theory. The dynamics of these systems,
exhibiting very rich behaviors, has been assessed both analytically and numerically
using exact diagonalization.

After having presented in the first chapter the theoretical and mathematical frame-
work of this work, we moved, in the four next chapters, to our main results.
The first model we studied consisted in a bosonic cloud loaded in an one-dimensional
optical lattice and described by the Bose-Hubbard Hamiltonian. This system is driven
out-of-equilibrium by the sudden quench of its confining potential. In the infinite
bosonic repulsion limit, we developed a hydrodynamical theory based on a local equi-
librium hypothesis which perfectly reproduced the numerically observed dynamics.
We considered two different kinds of quench, namely the sudden release of the trap,
and the sudden release of the trap and the loading of a linear potential. For this last
protocol, we have identified different oscillations regimes of the trapped particle den-
sity, depending on the initial state and on the linear force F. Each of these regimes
has been explained thanks to the aforementioned hydrodynamics theory. In addition,
we have also studied the associated current dynamics, as well as the entanglement
entropy between trapped and ejected particles.
The next three chapters are devoted to the dynamics of open quantum systems. In
the first of these chapters, we analyzed the dynamics of two initially separable defect
spins locally coupled to an environment modeled by a spin chain with Ising interac-
tion. This environment has been mapped into an interacting harmonic bath thanks
to the Holstein-Primakoff transformation. After the introduction of symmetric and
antisymmetric variables for both the environment and defect spins descriptions, to-
gether with a degenerate spins approximation, we were able to write down the time
evolution of the reduced density matrix, allowing us to have access to the concur-
rence. We considered the cases of vanishing and non-vanishing distance between the
defect spins. We found in both cases that the entanglement performs oscillations with
period and maxima highly dependent on the parameters of the system.
After that, we focused our attention to the decoherence and disentanglement dynam-
ics of two spins, prepared in a Bell state, locally coupled to an Ising chain. In addition
to this coupling, a sudden quench in the transverse field of the environment has been
realized. We have shown that the concurrence can be related to the evolution of the
Loschmidt echo, itself expressed in terms of the evolution of the fermionic correla-
tion matrix, which has been computed numerically by exact diagonalization. After
having identified two different coupling regimes, we have compared our results to
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the equilibrium situation already treated in the literature [CP08b]. We found that the
quench situation is always unfavorable for the spins, in the sense that it increases and
speeds-up the disentanglement dynamics. This dynamics has been studied in short
times, and times of the order of the length of the chain. In the first limit, the echo is
Gaussian and independent on the quench, whereas it exhibits revivals in the other
limit. These revivals occur at times twice shorter than in the equilibrium case, reflect-
ing the fact that all sites are excitations emitters when a global quench is performed.
In all these studies, we also pointed out the role of an initial critical environment. In
particular, we showed that the derivative of the echo with respect to the initial field
at a given time exhibits a logarithmic divergence close to the critical point hi = 1.
Moreover, we found thanks to finite size scaling analysis, that the position of the
peak behaves as a power law of the size of the chain, whereas its position behaves
logarithmically with N.
Finally, we have analyzed in the last chapter the dynamics of an open quantum sys-
tem coupled to an environment by means of the repeated interactions process. We
first reminded in details the description of this kind of interactions [Pla08], where
we showed in particular that, if the initial state is Gaussian and if the Hamiltonians
are quadratics in terms of fermionic operators, the system can be described by the
evolution of the fermionic correlation matrix.
We have in a first part considered a toy model where the system is only composed of
two spins 1/2. Despite its apparent simplicity, this model is exactly solvable and the
concurrence can be found analytically as a function of the parameters like initial mag-
netization and coupling constant. For asymptotic times, the system converges into a
steady state with maximal entanglement. Afterward, we moved to a more general
case where two arrays of spins are substituted to the two single spins. We analyzed
the dynamics into two different time scales: the times shorter than the length of the
arrays, and times much larger than N. This first time scale reproduces the behavior
of a semi-infinite system on the sites close to the interaction point. In this limit, the
state is well described by a non-equilibrium steady-state characterized by a station-
ary current traveling along the chains. We also evaluated numerically the relaxation of
observables like magnetization, correlations, and two kinds of entanglement: the lon-
gitudinal and the cross ones. We pointed-out the scaling behavior of magnetization,
current and longitudinal concurrence. Concerning the cross concurrence, we found an
exponential decay with respect to the distance to the interaction point with a typical
entanglement length. Finally, for long times, the system reaches a size-independent
equilibrium steady state with a vanishing current. In this steady state, the concur-
rence between spins facing each other is maximal, indicating a perfect replication of
bath entanglement.



ATime evolution of the reduced
density matrix

In this first appendix, we derive the formula of the time evolution of the reduced
density matrix used in chapter 3 . We remind that the total Hamiltonian is H̃ =
H̃S + H̃A with

H̃S =
1
2
(p̃S)2 +

1
2
(x̃S)TDSx̃S − SS

x(γ̃
S)T x̃S, (A.1)

H̃A =
1
2
(p̃A)2 +

1
2
(x̃A)TDAx̃A − SA

x (γ̃
A)T x̃A, (A.2)

where the S(A) subscript holds for the center-of-mass (relative) coordinates, and
where we consider degenerate spins, such that the Zeeman term in the total Hamil-
tonian vanishes.

The first step for the derivation is to go into the interaction picture with respect
to the bath degrees of freedom. Using the commutation relations

[H̃S
i , H̃A

b ] = [H̃A
i , H̃S

b ] = 0,

we can write

H̃(I) =ei(H̃S
b +H̃A

b )t(H̃S
i + HA

i )e
−i(H̃S

b +H̃A
b )t

=eiH̃S
b tH̃S

i e−iH̃S
b t + eiH̃A

b tH̃A
i e−iH̃A

b t. (A.3)

This expression can be evaluated using the formula [Wil67]

eαX̂Ŷe−αX̂ =
∞

∑
ν=0

αν

ν!
{X̂ν, Ŷ}, (A.4)

where

{X̂0, Ŷ} =Ŷ,

{X̂1, Ŷ} =[X̂, Ŷ],

{X̂2, Ŷ} =[X̂, [X̂, Ŷ]], (A.5)
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and so on. For the Hamiltonian (A.2), one gets for the four first terms

ν = 0 : I0 = H̃i = ∑
i

(
γ̃S

i SS
x x̃S

i + γ̃A
i SA

x x̃A
i

)
,

ν = 1 : I1 = [H̃S
b , H̃S

i ] + [H̃A
b , H̃A

i ] = −i ∑
i

(
γ̃S

i SS
x p̃S

i + γ̃A
i SA

x p̃A
i

)
,

ν = 2 : I2 = [H̃S
b , I1] + [H̃A

b , I1] = ∑
i

(
γ̃S

i (ω̃
S
i )

2SS
x x̃S

i + γ̃A
i (ω̃

A
i )

2SA
x x̃A

i

)
,

ν = 3 : I3 = [H̃S
b , I2] + [H̃A

b , I2] = −i ∑
i

(
γ̃S

i (ω̃
S
i )

2SS
x p̃S

i + γ̃A
i (ω̃

A
i )

2SA
x p̃A

i

)
. (A.6)

We see a recursive expression that can be put in the form

H̃(I) = ∑
i

(
∞

∑
ν=0

[
(it)ν

(2ν)!
(ω̃S

i )
2νγ̃S

i SS
x x̃S

i +
(it)ν

(2ν)!
(ω̃A

i )
2νγ̃A

i SA
x x̃A

i

]
(A.7)

+

[
(it)2ν+1

(2ν + 1)!
(−i)

(ω̃S
i )

2ν+1

ω̃S
i

γ̃S
i SS

x x̃S
i +

(it)2ν+1

(2ν + 1)!
(−i)

(ω̃A
i )

2ν+1

ω̃A
i

γ̃A
i SA

x x̃A
i

])

=∑
i

(
γ̃S

i cos(ω̃S
i t)SS

x x̃S
i + γ̃A

i cos(ω̃A
i t)SA

x x̃A
i +

γ̃S
i

ω̃S
i

sin(ω̃S
i t)SS

x p̃S
i +

γ̃A
i

ω̃A
i

sin(ω̃A
i t)SA

x p̃A
i

)
.

Neglecting the free Hamiltonian H̃d allows us to write the full time evolution operator
as the product of evolution operators associated to the center-of-mass and relative
coordinates, Ũ(t) = ŨS(t)ŨA(t). These two operators ŨS(A)(t) can be obtained with
the ansatz

ŨS(A)(t) = exp

(
i ∑

i

δ
S(A)
i (t)

)
exp

(
i ∑

i

(
φ

S(A)
i (t) p̃S(A)

i + θ
S(A)
i (t)x̃S(A)

i

)
)

, (A.8)

where δS(A)(t), φS(A)(t) and θS(A)(t) are functions to be specified. Let’s now take the
differentiate of Ũ(t) with respect to time. We obtain

˙̃U = i ∑
i

(
δ̇S

i + φ̇S
i p̃S

i −
1
2

d
dt

(
φS

i θS
i

))
ŨSŨA + i ∑

i

(
φ̇S

i x̃S
i + θ̇S

i φS
i

)
ŨSŨA

+ i ∑
i

(
δ̇A

i + φ̇A
i p̃A

i − 1
2

d
dt

(
φA

i θA
i

))
ŨSŨA + i ∑

i

(
φ̇A

i x̃A
i + θ̇A

i φA
i

)
ŨSŨA, (A.9)

where we have used

exp

(
i ∑

i

φi p̃
S(A)
i

)
x̃S(A)

i exp

(
−i ∑

i

φi p̃
S(A)
i

)
= ∑

i

(
xS(A)

i + φ
S(A)
i

)
(A.10)

and where we have dropped the explicit time dependence. The evolution operator
Ũ(t) fulfills the Shrödinger equation

dŨ
dt

= −iH̃(I)(t)Ũ(t), (A.11)
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equation that will be used in order to find the functions δS(A)(t), φS(A)(t) and θS(A)(t).
By identification of eq.(A.9) with eq.(A.11), we obtain six differential equations

∑
i

θ̇
S(A)
i (t) = −∑

i

γ̃
S(A)
i cos(ω̃S(A)

i t)SS(A)
x ,

∑
i

φ̇
S(A)
i (t) = −∑

i

γ̃
S(A)
i

ω̃
S(A)
i

sin(ω̃S(A)
i t)SS(A)

x ,

∑
i

δ̇
S(A)
i (t) = −∑

i

θ̇
S(A)
i (t) +

1
2 ∑

i

d
dt

(
φ̇S(A)(t)φS(A)

i (t)
)
, (A.12)

which can be solved using the initial condition Ũ(0) = 1. We find

φ
S(A)
i (t) =− γ̃

S(A)
i SS(A)

x

ω̃
S(A)
i

sin(ω̃S(A)
i t)

θ
S(A)
i (t) =− γ̃

S(A)
i SS(A)

x

(ω̃
S(A)
i )2

(cos(ω̃S(A)
i t)− 1)

δ
S(A)
i (t) =

(γ̃
S(A)
i )2(SS(A)

x )2

(ω̃
S(A)
i )2

(
t − sin(ω̃S(A)

i t)

ω̃
S(A)
i

)
. (A.13)

The final expression for the evolution operators US(A)(t) is then

ŨS(A)(t) = exp

(
i ∑

i

δ
S(A)
i (t)

)
exp

[
i ∑

i

(
γ̃

S(A)
i

ω̃
S(A)
i

(
1

ω̃
S(A)
i

(cos(ω̃S(A)
i t)− 1

)
SS(A)

x p̃S(A)
i

− sin(ω̃S(A)
i t)SS(A)

x x̃S(A)
i

)]
. (A.14)

This full time evolution operator Ũ(t) can be seen as a displacement operator, respon-
sible of the displacement of a quantum state in the phase space

Ũ(t) = e
i ∑

i

(
δS

i (t) + δA
i (t)

)

ei(QS(SS
x)x̃

S − RS(SS
x)p̃

S)ei(QA(SA
x )x̃

A − RA(SA
x )p̃

A),
(A.15)

with

QS(A)(SS(A)
x ) = −∑

i

γ̃
S(A)
i

ω̃
S(A)
i

sin(ω̃S(A)
i t)SS(A)

x e
S(A)
i ,

RS(A)(SS(A)
x ) = −∑

i

γ̃
S(A)
i

(ω̃
S(A)
i )2

(cos(ω̃S(A)
i t)− 1)SS(A)

x e
S(A)
i (A.16)

and the ej are unit vectors on the j-th direction.
We now turn to the computation of the time evolution of the reduced density matrix.
It is formally given by

ρd(t) = Trb{Ũ(t)(ρd(0)⊗ ρb(0))Ũ
†(t)}, (A.17)
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where we have assumed that the two spins are uncorrelated to the bath at the initial
time. For the time evolution, we use the 4-dimensional common eigenbase {|si〉} of
the operators SS(A)

x fulfilling SS(A)
x |si〉 = sS(A)

i |si〉 with sS(A)
i = 0,±1. In this base, the

matrix elements of ρd at a time t are

〈si|ρd(t)|sj〉 = Trb

{
〈si| exp

(
i ∑

i

δS
i

)
exp

(
i(QS(SS

x)x̃S − RS(SS
x)p̃S)

)
exp

(
i ∑

i

δA
i

)

× exp
(

i(QA(SA
x )x̃A − RA(SA

x )p̃A)
)
(ρb(0)⊗ ρd(0)) exp

(
−i ∑

i

δS
i

)

× exp
(
−i(QS(SS

x)x̃S − RS(SS
x)p̃S)

)
exp

(
−i ∑

i

δA
i

)
exp

(
i(QA(SA

x )x̃A − RA(S)
x p̃A)

)
|sj〉
}

= exp
(

i
(

ϕS((sS
i )

2 − (sS
j )

2) + ϕA((sA
i )

2 − (sA
j )

2)
))

〈si|ρd(0)|sj〉

× Trb

{
exp

(
i(QS(sS

i )x̃
S − RS(sS

i )p̃
S)
)

exp
(

i(QA(sA
i )x̃

A − RA(sA
i )p̃

A)
)

ρb(0)

× exp
(
−i(QS(sS

j )x̃
S − RS(sS

j )p̃
S)
)

exp
(
−i(QA(sA

j )x̃
A − RA(sA

j )p̃
A)
)}

=C × Trb

{
ρb(0) exp

(
−i(QS(sS

j )x̃
S − RS(sS

j )p̃
S)
)

exp
(

i(QS(sS
i )x̃

S − RS(sS
i )p̃

S)
)

× exp
(
−i(QA(sA

j )x̃
A − RA(sA)p̃A)

)
exp

(
i(QA(sA

i )x̃
A − RA(sA

i )p̃
A)
)}

, (A.18)

where we have used the cyclic permutation of the trace, and the fact that

exp
(
i(QS(sS

i )x
S − RS(sS

i )p
S)
)

and exp
(
−i(QA(sA

j )x
A − RA(sA

j )p
A)
)

commute. Note

that now QS(A)(sS(A)
i ) and RS(A)(sS(A)

i ) are function of the eigenvalues sS(A)
i of the op-

erators SS(A)
x . The C number appearing in equation (A.18) is given by

C = exp
(

i
(

ϕS(t)((sS
i )

2 − (sS
j )

2) + ϕA(t)((sA
i )

2 − (sA
j )

2)
))

〈si|ρd(0)|sj〉, (A.19)

with

ϕS(A)(t) = ∑
i

(
γ̃

S(A)
i

)2

2
(

ω̃
S(A)
i

)2


t −

sin
(

ω̃
S(A)
i t

)

ω̃
S(A)
i


 . (A.20)

Sicne the baths are initially not correlated ρb(0) = ρbS ⊗ ρbA , (A.18) reduces to

〈si|ρd(t)|sj〉 =C × TrbS

{
ρS

b exp
(

i(QS(sS
i − sS

j )x̃
S − RS(sS

i − sS
j )p̃

S)
)}

× TrbA

{
ρA

b exp
(

i(QA(sA
i − sA

j )x̃
A − RA(sA

i − sA
j )p̃

A)
)}

, (A.21)
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with

RS(A)(sS(A)
i − sS(A)

j ) =− ∑
k

γ̃
S(A)
k

(ω̃
S(A)
k )2

(cos(ω̃S(A)
k t)− 1))(sS(A)

i − sS(A)
j )e

S(A)
k ,

QS(A)(sS(A)
i − sS(A)

j ) =∑
k

γ̃
S(A)
k

ω̃
S(A)
k

sin(ω̃S(A)
i t)(sS(A)

i − sS(A)
j )e

S(A)
k . (A.22)

We are then left with two thermal averages of displacement operators DS(A)(χS(A))

with (χS(A))T = (RS(A)(sS(A)
i − sS(A)

j ), QS(A)(sS(A)
i − sS(A)

j )). These traces can be eval-
uated using to the formula

Tr{ρD(χ)} = exp
(
−1

2
χT JTΣJχ

)
, (A.23)

where

J =

(
0 1

−1 0

)
, (A.24)

and Σ is the covariance matrix of the bath

Σ =

(
σxx σxp

σpx σpp

)
, (A.25)

where the blocks are defined by

(σxx)ij = 〈x̃i x̃j〉 − 〈x̃i〉〈x̃j〉,
(σpp)ij = 〈 p̃i p̃j〉 − 〈 p̃i〉〈 p̃j〉,
(σxp)ij = 〈x̃i p̃j〉 − 〈x̃i〉〈 p̃j〉. (A.26)

Using the expression of the covariance matrix of a thermal bosonic bath [FKM65,
KWLM12], we finally arrive at the expression

〈si|ρd(t)|sj〉=exp
{
−
[

f S(t)(sS
i −sS

j )
2+ f A(t)(sA

i −sA
j )

2]

+i
[
ϕS(t)((sS

i )
2−(sS

j )
2)+ϕA(t)(sA

i )
2−(sA

j )
2)
]}

〈si|ρd(0)|sj〉, (A.27)

with the two functions

f S(A)(t) =∑
i

(
γ̃

S(A)
i

)2
(2ñS(A)

i + 1)

2
(

ω̃
S(A)
i

)3

(
1 − cos

(
ω̃

S(A)
i t

))
, (A.28)

ϕS(A)(t) =∑
i

(
γ̃

S(A)
i

)2

2
(

ω̃
S(A)
i

)2


t −

sin
(

ω̃
S(A)
i t

)

ω̃
S(A)
i


 , (A.29)

where ñS(A)
i =

(
exp

(
ω̃

S(A)
i /T

)
− 1
)−1

is the thermal occupation of the bosonic
mode i of the symmetric (antisymmetric) bath.





B
Gaussian character of the Bell
state

In this appendix, we show that the density matrix associated to the Bell state
|ψB〉 = 1√

2
(| ↑↓〉+ | ↓↑〉) can be written as the low temperature limit of a thermal

density matrix ρth, and is as a consequence Gaussian.

Consider the operator H̃ = 1
21 − 1

4

(
σx

2 σx
3 + σ

y
2 σ

y
3

)
. Its matricial representation in

the base of the bath Hilbert space spanned by the vectors {| ↑↑〉, | ↑↓〉, | ↓↑〉, | ↓↓〉} is

H̃ =
1
2




1 0 0 0
0 1 −1 0
0 −1 1 0
0 0 0 1


 , (B.1)

with eigenvectors

v1 =




1
0
0
0


 , v2 =




0
0
0
1


 , v3 =

1√
2




0
1
1
0


 , v4 =

1√
2




0
1
−1
0


 . (B.2)

The thermal density matrix at inverse temperature β

ρth =
1
Z

e−βH̃ (B.3)

becomes then

ρth =
1

2e−β/2 + e−β + 1




e−β/2 0 0 0
0 1

2 e−β + 1
2 − 1

2 e−β + 1
2 0

0 − 1
2 e−β + 1

2
1
2 e−β + 1

2 0
0 0 0 e−β/2


 (B.4)

β→∞
=

1
2




0 0 0 0
0 1 1 0
0 1 1 0
0 0 0 0


 = |ψB〉〈ψB|. (B.5)

The density matrix associated to the state of the bath can then be written like the
low temperature limit of a thermal density matrix with a quadratic operator in term
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of fermion, and is, as a consequence, Gaussian.

Note that we could choose any initial amount of entanglement between the spins
of the bath by tuning properly the temperature. Indeed, equation (B.4) leads to a
concurrence of

CB(β) = max
{

0,
sinh(β/2)− 1
cosh(β/2) + 1

}
. (B.6)

Then we can always find a value of β such that CB(β) = x, x ∈ [0 : 1], as shown in
figure B.1, where we plot CB(β).

Figure B.1 – Concurrence in the copies of the bath as a function of the inverse temperature β.



C
Stationary spin-spin correlation
functions

Finally, the last appendix is devoted to the steady state expression of the spin-spin
correlation functions in the repeated interaction process.
Here, we show in details the case of 〈σx

N−pσx
N+3+p〉 but the other correlators are

calculated exactelly in the same way. For writing reason, let’s call i = N − p and
i + R = N + 3 + p. Due to the geometry of the system, R is always an odd number.
We remind that in the steady state, the only non vanishing fermionic correlators are

〈c†
ncm〉 =

1
2
(δnm + δm,n+R) , (C.1)

i.e the local correlators, corresponding to the local density, and the correlator between
sites facing each others. Using Jordan-Wigner transformation, we have

〈σx
i σx

i+R〉 =
〈
(c†

i − ci)
i+R−1

∏
k=i+1

(2c†
k ck − 1)(c†

i+R + ci+R)
〉

=
〈
c†

i

i+R−1

∏
k=i+1

(2c†
k ck − 1)c†

i+R

〉
+
〈
c†

i

i+R−1

∏
k=i+1

(2c†
k ck − 1)ci+R

〉

−
〈
ci

i+R−1

∏
k=i+1

(2c†
k ck − 1)c†

i+R

〉
−
〈
ci

i+R−1

∏
k=i+1

(2c†
k ck − 1)ci+R

〉
. (C.2)

Using the fact that i < k < i + R, equation (C.1) and the Wick theorem, the last
expression can be written

〈σx
i σx

i+R〉 =
〈
c†

i c†
i+R

〉〈 i+R−1

∏
k=i+1

(2c†
k ck − 1)

〉
+
〈
c†

i ci+R
〉〈 i+R−1

∏
k=i+1

(2c†
k ck − 1)

〉

−
〈
cic

†
i+R

〉〈 i+R−1

∏
k=i+1

(2c†
k ck − 1)

〉
−
〈
cici+R

〉〈 i+R−1

∏
k=i+1

(2c†
k ck − 1)

〉

=
(〈

c†
i c†

i+R

〉
+
〈
c†

i ci+R
〉
−
〈
cic

†
i+R

〉
−
〈
cici+R

〉) 〈 i+R−1

∏
k=i+1

(2c†
k ck − 1)

〉

=2ℜe
〈
c†

i ci+R
〉〈 i+R−1

∏
k=i+1

(2c†
k ck − 1)

〉

=
〈 i+R−1

∏
k=i+1

(2c†
k ck − 1)

〉
, (C.3)
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where we have used the fact that 〈cic†
i+R〉 = −〈c†

i ci+R〉∗ = −1/2 and 〈cici+R〉 =

〈c†
i c†

i+R〉 = 0. Developing the product, we get

〈 i+R−1

∏
k=i+1

(2c†
k ck − 1)

〉
=

(
1 − 2

〈
∑
k1

c†
k1

ck1

〉
+ 22〈 ∑

k1<k2

c†
k1

ck1 c†
k2

ck2

〉

− · · ·+ 2R−1〈 ∑
k1<k2···<kR−1

c†
k1

ck1 c†
k2

ck2 · · · c†
kR−1

ckR−1

〉
)

. (C.4)

where the k′s indices take values between i + 1 and i + R − 1. Each sum with n
(n = 1, · · · , R− 1) indices in the previous expression contains (R−1

n ) terms. To proceed
further, we need to know the number of couples of indices corresponding to sites
facing each others 〈c†

j cj+R〉 present in one term of the development of each sum. In
one term with n indices, we have the possibility to have m = 0, 1, · · · , n/2 couples if
n ≤ (R − 1)/2. If n > (R − 1)/2, it is impossible to have 0 couple in the sum, at least
one couple will appear in the sum. One can show that one term like

(−2)n〈 ∑
k1<k2···<kn

c†
k1

ck1 c†
k2

ck2 · · · c†
kn

ckn

〉
(C.5)

is equal to zero if the number of couples m present in the sum is different from zero.
Indeed, using the Wick theorem, we find

(−2)n〈 ∑
k1<k2···<kn

c†
k1

ck1 c†
k2

ck2 · · · c†
kn

ckn

〉
=

(−2)n

2n

m

∑
l=0

(
m
l

)
(−1)l =

(−2)n

2n δm0. (C.6)

In consequence, we just need to consider the terms with 0 couple in equation (C.4).
In each sum with n > 1 indices, there is

1
n!

n−1

∏
j=0

((R − 1)− 2j) (C.7)

terms with 0 couple with the same average of (−2)n

2n . Using

1
n!

n−1

∏
j=0

((R − 1)− 2j) =
(R − 1)

n
2n−1

(R−1
2 − 1
n − 1

)
, (C.8)

we obtain finally

〈 i+R−1

∏
k=i+1

(2c†
k ck − 1)

〉
=1 +

(R−1)/2

∑
j=1

2j−1 (−1)j

j
(R − 1)

(R−1
2 − 1
j − 1

)
= (−1)(R−1)/2, (C.9)

or, written in terms of the pair index p

〈σx
N−pσx

N+3+p〉 = (−1)p+1. (C.10)
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Intrication et dynamique de trempe dans les chaînes de spins quantiques

Résumé: L’étude menée dans cette thèse concerne la dynamique de sys-
tèmes quantiques hors de l’équilibre, et plus particulièrement leurs propriétés
d’intrication. En effet, l’intrication est devenue un concept fondamental dans la
physique moderne, grâce notamment au développement de l’information quan-
tique. Nous avons dans un premier temps étudié la dynamique d’un modèle de
bosons sur réseau après la trempe de leur potentiel de confinement. Dans la limite
de cœur dur, nous avons développé une théorie hydrodynamique qui reproduit
parfaitement les différents comportements observés. Nous nous sommes ensuite
intéressés à la dynamique de deux spins défauts couplés à une chaîne d’Ising.
Dans un premier temps, ces défauts ont été préparés dans un état séparable. Nous
avons dans ce cas établi une formule donnant l’évolution temporelle de la ma-
trice de densité réduite, qui nous a permis d’avoir accès à l’intrication créée par
l’intermédiaire du couplage à la chaîne. Puis, nous avons considéré le cas de deux
spins défauts initialement intriqués, et nous avons étudié l’influence d’un envi-
ronnement hors de l’équilibre sur leurs propriétés de désintrication. Finalement,
la dernière partie de cette thèse est consacrée à l’étude d’un système couplé à un
environnement décrit par le processus d’interactions répétées. Nous avons étudié
la relaxation du système dans deux régimes temporels différents. Pour des temps
courts, l’état est bien décrit par un état stationnaire hors équilibre, dans lequel
nous avons mis en évidence les propriétés d’échelle de certaines observables. En-
fin, pour des temps longs, le système atteint un état stationnaire d’équilibre com-
posé d’un produit d’états de Bell.

Mots-clés: Dynamique hors équilibre, systèmes quantiques ouverts, intrication
quantique, concurrence, chaînes de spins, auto-piègeage bosonique

Entanglement and quench dynamics in quantum spin chains

Abstract: The study carried in this thesis concerns the dynamics of out-of-
equilibrium quantum systems, and more particularly their entanglement prop-
erties. Indeed, entanglement became a fundamental concept in modern physics,
especially with the development of quantum information. We have in a first part
studied the dynamics of a model of bosons on a lattice after the quench of their
trapping potential. In the hard-core limit, we developed an hydrodynamical the-
ory which perfectly reproduced the observed behavior. Then, we have looked at
the dynamics of two defect spins coupled to an Ising chain. When these defects
have been prepared into a separable state, we have established a formula giving
the evolution of the reduced density matrix, allowing us to have access to the
entanglement create through the coupling to the chain. We considered then the
case of two initially entangled defect spins, and we studied the influence of a non-
equilibrium environment on the disentanglement properties. Finally, the last part
of this thesis is devoted to the study of a system coupled to an environment by
means of the repeated interactions process. We studied the relaxation of the sys-
tem in two different time regimes. For short times, the state is well described by
a non-equilibrium-steady-state, in which we highlighted the scaling properties of
some observables. For long times, the system reaches an equilibrium steady state
made of a product of Bell states.

Keywords: Out-of-equilibrium dynamics, open quantm systems, quantum en-
tanglement, concurrence, spins chains, bosonic self-trapping
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